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WASHINGTON STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

Environmental and Land Use Law Section

To:

WSBA Sections Policy Workgroup

Date:

September 13, 2016

Re:

Article XI Bylaw Amendments - ELUL Comments

The Environmental and Land Use Law Section ["ELUL"] appreciates the work of the Sections Policy
W orkgroup and all the work of the section representatives to represent the collective section point of
view. The ELUL Section writes separately to address three point, two of which are specific to how the
ELUL section operates. Please consider these as you make your comments to the Board of Governors on
this topic.
1.
Bylaw Article IX, Section F(2)(a) says that section membership must elect a chair to serve for
one year. Currently, our chair position is only for one year, but our membership elects the chair for a
term that would begin a year later, having a first year as a "chair-elect" and then after a year of being
"chair" would serve as "past-chair" for a total of three years, which matches the terms generally on the
Executive Committee. We believe this arrangement importantly provides for continuity and, in fact, is
the same system employed by the BOG itself. The ELUL section writes to ensure that this provision is
written and understood to still allow this to occur.

2.
Bylaw Article IX, Section G(3) says the nominations and elections must occur between March and
May every year. We understand one goal of making this was to ease section administration; however,
this is slightly off from our current schedule and we ask that the May date be moved to June. The ELUL
section annually holds its midyear conference in early May and it is at the annual meeting during this
conference that nominations are finalized by a vote. Elections occur thereafter, but generally do not get
done until June. We are concerned that requiring the election process to end in May would put more
work on Section staff. Either our Section would have to hold electronic nominations (which we currently
do not do) or following our conference in early May, the section liaison would have to scramble to get the
election done by the end of May. If just one more month were considered, there would not be more work
added.
3.
Bylaw Article I generally changes the name of the WSBA to just the Washington State Bar. Our
main concern with changing the name, at present, is that it will result in unnecessary expenditures for
rebrandinglmarketing. We would much rather the Bar focus on maintaining or enhancing its current
levels of service and the fiscal and policy changes to accomplish that goal.
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From :

Gardiner Law Firm Standard

To :

WSBABylaws; ~; karendenise@kdwjlsonlaw.com

Subject:
Date:

Change in reimbursement policy
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 10:55 :00 PM

I am the Treasurer for the Solo and Small Practice Section. One of the
changes I understand that has been proposed is to disallow reimbursement
for parking when attending section meetings, if less than 50 miles is driven.
I am asking that the change be reconsidered.
Most of our section Executive Committee meetings are held at the WSBA
headquarters. This saves the cost of renting a facility, and since one or
more Bar staff attend , it saves on their cost to attend . Since more than half
of the EC board members have to travel to the meeting , they incur the cost
of parking in the building garage or other nearby garages when the building
garage is full (which is often).This cost is considerable, usually starting at
$15 or $20 per hour.
Our EC meetings can be attended by conference call as well as in
person. Having to drive downtown and in addition pay the high parking
costs discourages the members from attending in person and negatively
encourages them to call in.
The reimbursement policy should allow the Sections to reimburse their
members for parking when attending Section meetings.
Sincerely,
Bruce Gardiner. ...
Gardiner Law Firm
PO Box 3134
Kirkla nd , WA 98083
(425)823-9456
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LAW OFFICE

WECHSLER BECKER, LLP
Family Law Litigation, Mediation & Arbitration Est. 1988

DOUGLAS P. BECKER
RUTH LAURA EDLUND
ALAN S. FUNK
MICHAEL W. LOUDEN
DOMINIK MUSAFIA
LINDA M. ROUBIK
FRANCES TUREAN
RACHEL L. CULVER
IVY J. FIORETTI
AMY FRANKLIN-BIHARY
ANTONIA C. KOENIG

Darla A. Gates, Paralegal to Ms. Edlund
Email: darla@wechslerbecker.com

September 9, 2016

SENT VIA EMAIL
Bylaws Workgroup
c/o
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Avenue, Sixth Floor
Seattle, WA 98101

Re: Bylaws Workgroup!Article IX And Related Bylaw Issues
Dear Anthony and Other Bylaws Workgroup Members:
I would like to draw your attention to what I see as potential logical problems with draft Article
IX, currently (and problematically) titled "COMMITTEES, TASK FORCES, AND
COUNCILS," particularly as cross-referenced with Article IV C., "COM.t\1ITTEES AND
OTHER BAR ENTITIES'' (specifically relating to the Board of Governors (hereafter "BOG").
The statement was made, if I am recalling correctly, that because the Bar is one, all the rules
apply across the board to all "entities" because they do not have separate existence.
Unfmiunately that p1inciple seems to break down in application.
Because there are currently three separate versions of Article IV, to simplify this letter I will be
referring only to the 8. 15 .20 16 Version 1.

Threshold Problem: What Is The Interplay Between Article IX and Article IV C.?
My belief is that Article IX, "COMMITTEES, TASK FORCES, AND COUNCILS," was
probably not intended to have any relationship to Article IV C., "BOARD OF GOVERNORS
COMMITTEES." Unfortunately, however, when you look at the language of IX A. , it says:
1. " * * * T o facilitate the work of the Bar * * * the BOG may delegate such work to an
approp1iate Bar entity, such as committees, councils, task forces, or other Bar entity,
however that may be designated by the BOG.
2. The work of *any Bar entity* established by the BOG must:
[and then a list of requirements]
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Letter to Bylaws Workgroup - September 9, 2016
Page 2 of 4

(emphasis added).
If you look at IV C. l. "BOARD OF GOVERNORS COMMITTEES", that section says:

"The BOG may delegate work to BOG standing committees, special committees, work
groups [sic-I think we are calling them workgroups, one word] or other subgroups
however defined. "
Looking at it from the outside, how does one know if a "subgroup" or "entity" has been
established pursuant to Article IX or Article IV?
If you then look at the specifics of IX versus the specifics of IV C., you will find them to be
somewhat in conflict, particularly as regards who may serve and who may vote. I really don't
think this was intended, and if so, I think it should be changed, but I'm really not sure what you
actually want to do.

I think that what you were trying to do in the bylaws was to allow BOG to establish entities
within itself to do what I will call, for lack of a better term, "BOG-specific work," e.g.,
assembling the budget (thus, "Budget and Audit Committee"). Let's call them "BOG entities."
You also want, I think, BOG to be able to establish entities not limited within itself to do broader
work, fo r lack of a better term "Bar work," which would then be "Bar entiti es." It looks to me,
however, like BOG really doesn't want the mies being set up for Article IX "Bar entities" to
apply wholesale to Article IV "BOG entities," in the same way that it also doesn't make sense
for some of the rules for Article IX "Bar entities" to apply to Article XI Sections across the board
because they're different, in the same way that, say, an Atiicle IX "Council" functions
differently from an Article IV C. "standing committee" (or even an Article IX "committee").
Parenthetically, this is where the idea that all entities are completely the same really fall s apart
for me. They may be a pati of the whole, but they function in different ways, so absolutely
un.ifonn rules don't make sense if "Councils" get a special rule.
As a matter of governance, if something called a "committee," a "workgroup," a special
committee," or any other catchall designation, can be established under two different Atiicles of
the bylaws providing for different memberships, different voting requirements, etc., it may cause
substantial confusion if it is not made clear whether an entity is an Atiicle IX entity or an Article
IV C. entity. For example, I recall a discussion some time back in which Jean McElroy stated
that the Sections Policy Workgroup was an Atiicle IX workgroup. However, it seemed to operate
conceptually, at least initially, as an Atiicle IV C. workgroup.
One fix for the future might be for the chatier or originating document to state under which
Article it has been constituted, e.g.: "The BOG will designate under which Bylaw Article it
establishes an entity."
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Letter to Bylaws Workgroup - September 9, 2016
Page3of4

Why Not Rename Article IX?
In keeping with the comments above, Article IX could be renamed " BAR ENTITIES" rather
than enumerating three types of such entities. The text makes it clear that this Article is not
limited to "committees, task forces, and councils," and "committees" could refer back to Article
IV. C.

"The Work Of The Bar" And Other Wording In IX.A.
IX.A. I. should without question read:
"The work of the Bar is accomplished by the BOG, [the officers of the Bar*,] the staff of the Bar,
and the Bar's volunteers.
*Something that is a little murky to me still about Article IV is that the Officers of the Bar
appear to be, by definition, members of the Board of Governors, if not before becoming officers,
then by virtue of their becoming officers of the Bar. If this is the case, it is redundant to call those
officers out separately.
I think using the word "delegate" in Article IX as opposed to Article IV isn't quite right. When
BOG establishes a "BOG entity," it's assigning different BOG-specific work to specific
Governors within BOG who, by virtue of their election or appointment, have obligations to the
organization. That seems to me like pure delegation. When BOG establishes a "Bar entity,"
however, it is reaching out more broadly to "incorporate[ e] expe1tise and additional viewpoints
from the broader community"-in other words, it is tapping volunteer resources. I think more
expressive language might be: "To faci litate the work of the Bar * * * the BOG may establish
Bar entities tasked with this work."
IX.A.3., in keeping with the theme of sin1plification, should say, "A list of the current Bar
entiti es and their functions will be maintained by the Executive Director and posted on the Bar's
website." Recuning and nomecurring "committee" reference should be to "Bar entity." Might
not be a bad idea to include in the list any entity tennination dates.
The "General Duties and Responsibilities" section currently in IX.B .3. could in large pa1i be
merged into IX A. Some of the language in IX.B .3., for example, appears to be redundant to
IX.A.2. I will leave it to the Workgroup's capable hands to work through these additional
changes if it feels that this strnctural change has merit. It may be that you may not want some of
these to apply to councils, but some of them clearly already do. I think it would the document
easier to fo llow.

Structure of IX B. and IX C.
It doesn't make sense to put the catchall provision, IX.B, "Committees and Other Bar entities,"
inunediately before the specific provision, IX.C, "Councils." You could change IX.C.
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Letter to Bylaws Workgroup - September 9, 20 16
Page 4 of 4

"Councils" to IX B. You then could break old IX.B. to two sections: IX.C. "Committees" and
IX.D. "Other Bar Entities." This might eliminate a lot of repetitive language.
I have spent probably more time than I should pondering whether something is "created and
authotized" by the BOG or whether the word order should be "authorized and created" (we don't
want BOG creating entities before they are authorized!) and then whether it was necessary to say
that a "committee" is "authorized" by the BOG when it is actually the bylaws that authorize
BOG to create (or establish) a committee. My conclusion is that the word "authorized" is
redundant here. Futihennore, to keep your language consistent with IX.A, only a page earlier in
your document, it would be more elegant to say that Bar entities are "established" by the BOG
(that, or change "established" to " created" in IX.A.2).

Other Comments
I don't see any requirement that each Article IX. Bar entity have a specific chaiier or originating
document. I think it would be helpful in understanding each entity' s scope of work.
I hope these comments are helpful to the Workgroup. 1 will try to provide other comments as my
responsibilities permit.
Sincerely,
WECHSLER BECKER, LLP
ON: cn-Auth Llur.1 Edlund.
O•Wcchslct Bcdtrr. LLP, OU,
em;ail.:mt~wt<hsl~bcck cr.com,

c-US
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l oc.1ion: Seattle, WA
'011t:2016.09.09 1l:J9:'48 ·07'00
AdcbeAcrobilll VCfSIOn: 11.0.17

Ruth Laura Edlund
RLE/dag
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From :

SNiillls

To:
Subject:
Date:

WSBABylaws
FW: proposed WSBA bylaw changes re sections
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:55:34 AM

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

Washington State Bar Association I 'a' 206.239.2 116 I parise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600

I sections@wsba .org

I Sea ttle, WA 98101-2539 I www. wsba.org

From: Richard Potter [mailto:potterre@frontier.com]
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Sections
Cc: potterre@frontier.com
Subject: proposed WSBA bylaw changes re sections

Proposed C.2. is inconsistent with proposed F. 1., and 2., and p roposed F. 1., and 2. are
inconsistent w ith proposed F.3. and proposed H.1.
C. MEMBERSHIP

2. If provided for in the section byl aws, any Emeritus/ Pro Bono member
pursuant to APR 8{e), Hou se Counsel under APR 8{f), professor at a
Washington law school {whether licensed in Washington or not}, or any
lawyer who is a full time lawyer in a branch of the milita ry who is stationed in
Washington but not licensed in Washington, may be a voting member of the
section and eligible for election to office in the Section. {Emphasis added.)
Vs
F. SECTION EXECUTIVE COMM ITIEE.
1. *** Voting members of a section executive committee mu st be Active

members of the Bar and a member of the section for their entire term of
office on the executive committee. ***
2. Officers. Officers of a section executive committee must be Active members

of the Bar and elected by the section membership to complete the one-year
term of office.***
3. At-Large Members. At -large members of the section executive committee
shall be voting members. ***
(Emphasis added.)
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H. VACANCIES AND REMOVAL.

1. The section executive committee shall appoint, by a majority vote, voting
members to fil l vacancies on the section exec ut ive committee. ***
C.2. would allow several types of non-WSBA-a ctive members to be "a voting member of the
section and eligible for election to office in the Section." (Emphasis added.} But F. 1. and 2.
would require section officers to be " be Active members of the Ba r," w hile t here is no such
requ irement in F.3. or H.l.

Proposed I. is unclear.

I. OTHER COMMITIEES.
The section executive committee may create other committees pursuant to this

provision, as necessary to fu rther the purposes of the section. Section committees,
section committee chairs, and section committee members serve at the discretion of
the section execut ive comm ittee.*** (Emphasis added.)
What does "pursuant to this provision" mean. If it simply means that the "I. OTHER
COMMITIEES" bylaw provision authorizes section executive committees to create section
committees, " pursuant to this provision" is unnecessa ry and, therefore, confusing, in which
case it shou ld be deleted . If it is supposed to mean something else, further expla nation is
required.

Richard E. Potter
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From :

~

To:
Subject:
Dat e:
Attachments:

WSBABylaws
FW: [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback!
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:55:42 AM
Page from July2016PublicSession.doc.docx
Page from July2016PublicSession.doc.pdf

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

Washington St at e Bar Association I ~ 206.239.2116 I oarise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue 11600

I sections@wsba.o rg

I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

From: Gray
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 4: 15 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: RE : [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback!
Thank you for the graphic that you shared. I had not realized that I cannot become an
Emeritus/Pro Bono member, after my 37 years of public service, because I have not actively
practiced law for five of the last ten years, by t he bar's definition.
I raised my desire to continue to be eligible to be a member of the Administrative Law Section
Executive Committee with my Governor, Phil Brady, early on in this process, and another two
times during the past year. Currently I cannot serve as an officer, but can parti cipate on the
Executive Committee. If these new proposals are adopted, I may not even be able to be an active
member of th e section.
I had the stron g impression that Phil Brady heard my conce rns, and that judicial members were
going to be able to be members of Section s, Section executive boards, and t o particip ate more
complete ly in the Bar while working as administrative judges and after our judicial terms end.
I have to say that I don't see why th ese changes would be considered good for the Bar.
Rega rds, Marjorie

From: Ruth Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Gray, Marjorie (DSHS/PER)
Subject: RE: [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback!
Marjorie,
Under the current/proposed definition I believe "judicial" status is not "active" status.
(My cyn ica l speculat ion is because th e licensing f ees for judicial members are only $50, so they
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don't wa nt to give them full benefits)
However, they * could * be were th e definition drafted differently.

Ruth Laura Edlund (adm itted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900

From: Gray, Marjorie (DSHS/PER) [mailto:GrayMR2@dshs.wa.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2016 3:24 PM
To: Ruth Edlund <rle@wechslerbecker.com>
Subject: RE : [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback !

Ruth, is it your understanding that "judicial m~mbers" of the bar, who pay dues and report CLE
hours, are a subset of th e set "active members?" I know at one point you were looking at t his in
some detail. Thanks,
Marjorie Gray, WSBA #9607

From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]

Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 2:36 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders

Subject: FW: [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback!
If I have misunderstood the t imeline, and the actual oppo rtu nities that I will have, outside of my
role as a workgroup m ember, t o provide written mate rials to the Board of Governors on these
criti ca lly important issues, please correct me.
Tim e is very short for m e to make add itiona l submissions. I am ·not a conspiracy theorist and
conseq uently I know that th e BOG w ishes t o hear w hat I have to say.

Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, St e 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900

From: Ruth Laura Edlund [m ailto:rle@wechslerb ecker. co m]
Sent : Thursday, September 8, 2016 2:57 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders <se cti on-leaders@list.wsba.org>
Subject: RE: [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback !
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Paris (I think you' re just the messenger here):
Thank you for your response.
As I parse through the origina l email and your followup, it appears that the only way that I as an

individual can be assured that any materials ("feedback") I submit will be included in the Board
materials, is to send them by thi s coming Wednesday:
"If you would like your feedback included in the Board materials, please submit it by September
14."

AND
"Both * workgroups * will have the opportunity to su bmit or modify thei r materials as late
materials." (emphasis added).
From the above t wo sentences read in pari materia, I conclude that * individuals* will not have the
opportunity to submit or modify their materials sent to the BOG as late materia ls after
Wednesday.
As an individual, therefore, it appears that I can only submit written materials to be inclu ded in th e
BOG book if I submit them before the last two workgroup meetings are even held (and if I want to
participate in the Town Hall, I won't even have until the end of the day to submit my comments,
because that meeting starts at 4 p.m. on 9/14). My written materials will therefore be out-of-date
before they are ever considered by the BOG.
My other option, apparently, is t o provide feedback in-person at the BOG meeting. Although I am
grateful to be extended this opportunity: (1) there is no guarantee that I will be called on. I do not
have a right to *speak* at those meetings, only atte nd them. {2) Some of the more technical
comments I may wish to make will get lost in the sh uffle, because they will req uire crossreferencing various sections of the Bylaws. Thi s is tedious to do in ora l remarks, and most people
would like to be able to review such cross- referen cing in advance, not min utes before a vote. Small
changes in wording can create big changes in meaning. I can reca ll, and I believe that Mr. Gipe can
confirm, that I rais ed four separate issues at th e August 23 BOG meeting about language problems
in the then -current Bylaw drafts th at would need to be addressed, because I had made "va lid
points." Based on my review of th e language that I believe to be the most current draft of the
Bylaws, however, there are other issues that I believe need to be addressed purely from a drafting

perspective regardless of how one feels about the policy issues. In other words, I have reason t o
be lieve that I have other points to make that others will acknowledge to be valid as well.
I understand that many people involved in th ese issues are volunteers. I rema in puzzled why their
work produ ct, which will be the operating document of a multi-million dollar association, is being
promulgated in a way which is minimizing the opportunity for actual constructive (althoug h loyal!)
critiqu e. I have no illusions that I am the smartest bunny on the block and I am absolutely certain
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that other pairs of sharp eyes can catch other prob lems. (For years I made people proofread
important briefs of mine with a do llar-per-typo-found bounty. I'm not suggesting any payouts
here, but I don't understand why t he assistance of t he membe rship, who are all grownups with
some skil l, is seemingly being discouraged rather t ha n encouraged).
I believe I have pointed out befo re t hat t he first dra fts of any actu al bylaw revisions we re not
circulat ed for discussi on until Decembe r 2015. The scope of t he revisions in some cases went
co nsiderably beyond the BOG's response t o t he Gove rnan ce Task Fo rce Report. The rece nt
emphasis, th erefo re, of th e Bylaw changes being th e "cul mination " of a " long process" is not
entirely apro pos. The actu al wording being proposed t o implement the process is quite recent; th e
precise w ording is, in my mind , quite import ant; and the se verely t runca ted schedule for review
and comment is stifling adeq uate consideration of t hese important proposed cha nges and a full

understanding of their possible consequences, including the effect on the finances of the
association.
If I have misunderstood t he timeline, and t he actual opportunit ies that I will have, outside of my
role as a wo rkgroup member, t o provide w ritten materials t o th e Boa rd of Governors on these
critically important issues, pl ease correct me.
Rega rd s,
Ru t h

Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Ave nue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900

From: Paris Eriksen [mailto:parise@wsba .org]
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 201 6 1:52 PM

To: Ruth Edlund <rle @wechslerbecker.com>; WSBA Section Leaders <secti onleaders@list .ws ba.o rg>
Subject: RE: [secti on-l eaders] WSBA Bylaws: Lea rn M ore and Share your Feedback!

Rut h,
Thank you fo r your questio n.
This ema il was intend ed t o remind section leaders of t he diffe rent channels available t o share
feedback. Someone may choose to share t heir feedback directly with the Board by having a written
response included in th e BOG mat eria ls, or in-pe rson at th e Boa rd meeting. Someone may choose
t o provide feed back to one or both of th e workgro ups fo r th eir consideratio n. Both workgroups
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w ill have the opportunity to submit or mod ify thei r mate rials as late materials. Individual feedback
provided to t he workgroups may not be shared w ith the Board in its original format. It is also
possible t hat someone may wa nt to communicate bot h directly t o the Board and to the most
releva nt workgroup.

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager
I.. 206.239.2116 I oarise@wsba.org I sections@wsba.org
I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

Was hington St ate Ba r Association
1325 Fourth Avenue #600

From: Ruth Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Paris Eriksen; WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: RE: [section-leaders] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback!
If the deadline for feedback to the Board of Governors is 9/14, but the Sections Policy Workgroup
and th e Bylaws Workgroups are not meeting until 9/15, how are we going to be able to give
feed back that will be relevant to the materials that w ill actually be considered by the Board of
Governors on 9/29 to 9/30?
Re spect fully,
Ruth Ed lund

Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900

From: Paris Eriksen [mailto :parise@wsba.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2016 12:34 PM
To: WSBA Secti on Lea ders <sectjon-leade rs@ list.wsba.org>
Subject: [sect ion-leade rs] WSBA Bylaws: Learn More and Share your Feedback !
Section Leaders,
There are ma ny ways to learn about, provide feedback, and participate in a dia logue regarding the
proposed changes to t he WSBA Bylaws. Please review t he below list of important dates and
information regarding these proposals.
As a reminder, info rmation about the .8..ilii, the Sections Policy Workgroup and the Bylaws
Workgroup can be fou nd onli ne .
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Sections Policy Workgroup Feedback Deadline: September 13
Please provide any feedba ck, questions, or conce rn s you have regarding the proposed cha nges to
Article XI of the WS BA Bylaws re lating to sections attached. These are unchanged from the version

we se nt August 16. Share your feedback t o any member of the Sections Policy Workgroup or to
sections@wsba.org. All Wo rkgroup members have been asked to share the written feedback with
the rest of the Workgroup in advance of the Workgroup's meeting on Thursday, September 15.
Please note: the Sept embe r 15 Workgroup meeting (agenda atta che d} is t he final meeting for this
Workgroup as it is currently constituted.
Some of the proposed changes to Article XI of the WSBA Bylaws include :
•
•
•

adding language regarding minimum standards for executive committee composition and
governance,
changing the number of active members required for form ing or t erminating a section, and
providing a uniform nominations and elections process.

BOG Materials Deadline: September 14
Please provide any feedback, quest ions or concerns you have regard ing the proposed changes to
the entirety of the WSBA Bylaws, including Article XI. Send feedback to any member of the Board
of Governo rs, secti ons@wsba.org, or WSBAbylaws@wsba .org. If you would like your feedback
includ ed in the Board materials, please submit it by September 14. The next Board of Governors
meeting is sched uled for September 29 - 30 at WSBA. You are encouraged to attend the Board
meeting in September to participate in the continued discussion.
Some of the proposed changes to the WSBA Bylaws include :
•
•
•
•

expanding the definition of members of WSBA to be inclusive of LLLTs and LPOs,
removing the te rm Association from the orga nization's name,
adding seats on the Board to be held by a member of the public and a LLLT or LPO, and
cla rifying language rega rding the Bar's open meetin g policy.

Important Upcoming Dates:
Septembe r 13 - Feedback due rega rding Article XI of the WSBA Bylaws - Section s Policy
Workgroup
September 14 - WSBA Town Hall Discussion (with Chief Justice Madsen as a panelist)
September 14 - Feed back deadline for inclusion in the mate rial s - September BOG Meeting
Septem ber 15 - Sectio ns Policy Workgroup Meeting
Septe mber 29 - 30 - WSBA Boa rd of Govern ors Meeting
Thank you in advance for taking the time to provide feedba ck rega rding the proposed changes t o
the WSBA Bylaws.
Cheers,

'PeNVW
Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

W ashington State Bar Association I ~ 206.239.2116 Ipar ise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600

I sectioo s@wsba.org

I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www .w sba.org
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You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: rle@wechslerbecker.com. If you wish to
unsubscribe, please contact the WSBA List Administrator.

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: rle@wechslerbecker.com. If you wish to
unsubscribe, please contact the WSBA List Administrator.

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: !rraymr2@dshs.wa.gov. If you wish to
unsubscribe, please contact the WSBA List Administrator.

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: sections@wsba.org. If you wish to unsubscribe,
please contact the WSBA List Administrator.
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1. ACTIVE
ACTIVE LAWYER MEMBER
·Full license fee
• MCLE; annual Professional Liability Ins. and Trust account reporting
• Annual LFCP assessment
• License to practice law; WSBA voting member; access to all services

1.

2.

3.

New Attorneys have lower MCLE reporting requirements for first four years and reduced license fee for first two
years after licensed to practice in any jurisdiction as per WSBA policy

4.
5.
6.

WSBA administration (including Finance, Administration, the Board of
Governors, Communications, Human Resources, Office of General Counsel
and Technology)
Services that benefit or protect the public (such as access to justice,
outreach and education, the Practice of Law Board, and Regulatory
Services)
Member benefits programs (such as CaseMaker, LAP, LOMAP, Sections,
NWLawyer, Licensing and Membership records
Discipline , Audits and Professional Responsibility Program
Services supporting entry into practice, such as Admissions/Bar Exam,
Young Lawyers, New Lawyer Education
Services supporting active WSBA members (including Bar Leaders,
Sections Administration )

$385.00

$192.50

2. INACTIVE
INACTIVE - LAWYER MEMBER
• May not practice law; non-voting member
• Not required to earn/report MCLE credits; no Professional Liability Ins. or Trust account reporting
• Continued affiliation with WSBA facilitales membership change to Active
• Eligible for certain member benefits (e.g. CaseMaker, LAP, LOMAP, Sections non-voting membership,
NWLawyer, licensing/membership records assistance)

$200.00

1-3 above and Discipline apply to Inactive lawyers
Functions/services not applicable to Inactive Lawyers:
4. Audits and professional Responsibility Program
5. Services supporting entry into practice
6. Services supporting active WSBA members

INACTIVE - HONORARY MEMBER: available to all 50 year members (Active/Judicial); may not engage in
practice of law; remain member but no license fee, LFCP assessment, MCLE, Professional Liability Ins. or Trust
account reporting

$0.00

INACTIVE - DISABILITY MEMBER: disabled; may not practice law; no license fee, MCLE or other reporting
requirements; to return to Active, must demonstrate disability has been removed

$0.00

3. EMERITUS/PRO BONO
• Retired lawyer who has actively practiced law (a) for at least 5 of last 10 years in WA; or (b} at least 10 of last
15 years outside jurisdiction. Must complete required training; may only practice on volunteer basis for
Qualified Legal Services Provider.
• Remain member who can engage in limited practice of law; not required to earn/report MCLE credit or
complete professional liability or trust account reporting. May be voting member of some sections.

Same as for Inactive; may serve on Task Forces, Councils or Institutes; up to two
may serve on pro bono legal aid committee, including service as Chair, Co-Chair,
or Vice-Chair.

$200.00

4. JUDICIAL
Option available to Judicial Officers not engaged in practice of law. Must provide annual registry information;
may pay annual license fee to preserve eligibility to transfer to other membership class upon leaving judicial
service. ALJs must meet Active Member MCLE requirements.

Same as for Inactive; may serve on WSBA Task Forces, Councils or Institutes.

$50.00
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September 12, 2016
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Ave., Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Re:

Comments on Proposed Bylaw Amendments

Dear Members of the Board of Governors and other WBSA Leaders,
I provide these comments solely as a member of the WSBA, not in my capacity as Chair of the Corporate
Counsel Section, as a member of the Securities Law Committee of the Business Law Section or as a
Section Leader Representative of the Sections Policy Workgroup.
Increasing Centralization at the WSBA
Consistent with my remarks at the Board of Governors ("BOG") meeting in Walla Wa lla on July 22, and
at the BOG meeting in Seattle on August 23, the proposed Bylaw amendments seem to be part of a
larger trend in w hich the WSBA is becoming more centralized and more insulated from its members.
Among other concerns I have already pointed out:
•

In addition to these significa nt Bylaw amendments under hurried and somewhat haphazard
consideration now, the BOG will soon also consider whether and how to limit members'
referendum rights. President Hyslop made it very clear to me at the August 23 meeting that the
BOG intends to address this issue separately. That, in fact, is part of my concern, as explained
more completely below.

•

No specific reasons have been provide d to justify or explain the proposed Rule 12 changes and it
remains unclear to me whether or not the WSBA leadership seeks through these and/or other
changes to place the WSBA under tighter control and supervision by the Washingt on State
Supreme Court (the "Court"). If so, why, and w hat would that look like ultimately?
At the August 23 meeting, with Chief Justice Madsen seated off to my right (invited I' m sure to
facilitate the free flow of constructive feedback from members), I asked Executive Director
Littlewood the same question. She replied simply that she envisions no changes.
Other BOG members added in later discussions that no substantive changes are intended with
the Rule 12 changes .
These answers beg the question of why the Rule 12 changes are necessary or appropriate. They
must be important to someone. Please explain. What is changing vis-a -vis the Court? Why is
every aspect of WSBA activity increasingly conside red to be "state action" by the WSBA
leadership? This is becoming increasingly problematic from the perspective of many members,
myself included. I hope to be able to ask Chief Justice Madsen for greater clarity at the Town
Hall on September 14, but I am not optimistic about receiving a more expansive explanation.
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•

Just months ago the BOG debated rel inquish ing its right to terminate t he WSBA Executive
Director unless such termination is approved by t he Court. This is presumably someth ing that
cou ld come up again and I w ould like to understand why this wou ld be good for t he WSBA. And
how woul d the Court go about making such a decision?

•

The origina l proposals of the Sections Policy Workgroup would have taken all of t he Sections'
fund s away, along with much of their ability to self-govern.
The Sections Policy Workgroup's surprising initial proposals may or may not have been part of a
larger, integrated plan to transform th e Bar, but it would be illogical for members to ignore (i)
the fact that the Sections Policy Workgroup and the By laws Workgroup are both simultaneously
chaired by th e same person, Anthony Gipe, (ii) the fact that Mr. Gipe also played a key role on
th e Governan ce Task Force from w hich the proposed Bylaw amendments have emanated, or (iii)
the fact that Mr. Gipe was appointed and not elected by the members to both the BOG and to
the Presidency.
If nothin g else, Mr. Gipe's rise to power w ithout being elected and his subsequent role in
bringing about rapid and substantial changes demonstrates the fact of and t he relevance of bot h
(i) centralization and (ii) the simultaneou s redu ction of the role of members in govern ing t he
WSBA.

Reducing Members' Governance Influence Insulates th e WSBA Leadership
Many of th e proposed chan ges com ing from th e current WSBA leadersh ip tend to reduce the abi lity of
the members to influence WSBA governance. I believe th e justification for this is a desire to make the
WSBA more like a government agency that is directly accountable to the public for delivering a more just
and equitable lega l system . From a governance perspective, however, I am very concerned that cha nges
th at reduce th e members' say in gove rna nce actually insulate the WSBA leadership from constructive
critique and also further alienate the members. These unintended consequences could substantially
reduce the effectiveness of the WSBA in meeting the very objectives it might be hoping to pursue w ith a
more free hand and a free purse.
As noted above, it is unclear t o me how the BOG or the WSBA executive leadership want to change t he
WSBA's relationship w ith the Court, but I believe any increase in th e Court's day-to-day contro l over
WSBA administration w ill insulate the existing WSBA Executive staff from criti que by the members,
especia lly in the near term, give n the close personal relationships that appear t o exist between the
Court and th e WSBA' s se nior staff (according to persons w ho are more knowledgeable about such
behind th e scenes details than I am).
Where are These Cha nges Leadi ng?
At the August 23 meeting I said t hat I w ish the WSBA leadership's approach to the proposed Bylaw
amendments more closely resembled what is required under th e Williams Act w hen a person or
co mpany starts buying up th e stock of a company. Specifically, Item 4 of Schedu le 130 req uires one to:

"... state the purpose or purposes of the acquisition of securities" and "describe any plans or
proposals which the reporting persons may have which relate to or would result in certain"
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enumerated types of changes in the management, composition, operation and policies of the
issuer."
As a former SEC lawyer, this strikes me as a perfect parallel for the disclosures I would like to see. Please
tell us the big picture.
There are analogous concepts throughout the law that BOG members should be familiar with, including
the requirement in an Environmental Impact Statement to disclose and analyze future anticipated
activities and their "cumulative impacts" when combined with presently proposed activities, and also
the "step transaction doctrine" in tax law, under which a series of formally separate steps is combined,
resu lting in tax treatment as a si ngle integrated event.
The members simply do not understand how the proposed Bylaw amendments, Rule 12 changes,
possible changes to the referendum rules, clamping down on routine Section budgeting and spending,
changes to the Executive Director's terms of office, and other aspects of decision making authority that
might be turned over to the Court all fit into the overall vision that the WSBA leadership has in mind.
Absent any other explanation, my hypothesis is that the Court, through Chief Justice Madsen, is
consulting w ith the WSBA leadership, perhaps behind the scenes, to steer the WSBA in a more
centralized direction, with less risk of member interference, in order to impose even more aggressive
strategies toward the. lau dable goals of increasing access to justice and increasing diversity in the
profession. Perhaps the Chief Justice will shed light on whether and how she would like to re-shape, redirect or reinvent the WSBA at the September 14 Town Hall meeting.
As noted above and below, I not believe centralization and decreasing member influence in governance
will actually enhance the WSBA's ability to pursue its goals and aspirations.
Member Sentiment is Shifting Regarding Bifurcation
Another observation I made at the August 23 meeting is the increasing number of members who tell me
they have given up on the WSBA. Many have decided to take their professional activities and interests
elsewhere - voting with their feet to commit their volunteer time and energy to other groups. They're
gone. I also noted that a number of other very experienced and respected members are now actually
committed to the goal of bifurcating the Bar. These members say, each in their own way, that they have
lost interest in the increasingly fut ile struggle to meaningfully influence the WSBA. For these folks, the
uncertainty, the difficu lty and the potential benefits of bifurcation now look better than staying the
course with a professional relation ship that dates back some 133 years.
The WSBA leadership shou ld consider asking members a simple question - " Dear Member, if the
professional association side of the house was offered a clean, supportive break from the licensing and
regulatory side, would you vote to stay or go?"
I believe the answer would be surprising to all - and much different today than just a couple years ago.
The BOG's recent actions seem to be greatly increasing the popularity of bifurcation as a solution to a
growing range of concerns and grievances.
At the August 23 meeting, I asked Executive Director Littlewood if bifurcation might not be the best
solution for the professional association side of the house. I was pleased to hear her say that th e WSBA
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is much stronger as an integrated Bar. In responding, though, she added that bifurcation would require
approval by the Court and she said, as I recall, that such approval was unlikely. In saying this, I believe
she even gestured toward the Chief Justice.
As I responded then, and as I say here again, in slightly different words, I would not be so confident that
a group of 30,000+ lawyers wouldn't be able to successfully devise a plan to take back their professional
association, particularly if the benefits of doing so clearly and substantially outweigh the costs.
Transaction lawyers and litigators frequently take on "impossible" causes with great success.
Many years ago at Plum Creek Timber, Inc. I worked on the successful 1-90 Land Exchange. Many
environmental groups initially opposed the transaction and it looked fairly impossible. But through
ingenuity and persistence we succeeded and it yielded great benefits for the company and for the
public. Not much after that we also converted Plum Creek into the first publicly traded timber-REIT. I
remember splitting the company into 14 separate operating entities, paying $20 million for a singlepurpose tax insurance policy, arguing with the SEC and fighting a major proxy battle. Again, complex,
uncertain, expensive and heavily litigated for sure, but not impossible. And ultimately quite successful
and worth the effort, as might be bifurcation at some point.
Proposed Bylaw Amendments
In my following comments on the proposed amendments I am focusing on just a few issues - the
proposals that I believe w ill cause the most harm to the unity and functioning of t he WSBA and that will
be the most difficult to reverse in the future.
An important change I'm not addressing is the addition of LLLTs and LPOs as full "Members" of the
WSBA. I tend to favor an inclusive view of the Bar Association. I accept the overall logic of the limited
licensee program and I believe integrating those persons fully into the WSBA is the best way to protect
and best serve the public. That said, there are persons in other Sections who are much closer to these
issues and they should take the lead in commenting on them.
Ruth Edlund, for example, has pointed out several important unaddressed concern s, including that the
projected cost of member benefits by the 2018 dues cycle is well in excess of what the limited licensees
will be contributing and yet there has apparently been no financia l assessment of that imba lance by the
BOG as the WSBA's fiduciaries.
Name Change

First, I continue to urge the BOG to vote against dropping the word "Association" from the WSBA's
name - a name in continuous use since 1883. Frankly, in the present context, this proposal looks and
feels like a symbolic slap in the face to th e members.
The initial reason for the change, offered early on by the Governance Task Force, was "to correct th e
erroneous impression" that the WSBA is "something like a trade association." The WSBA may not be
"something like a trade association," but to most members it is something like a professional
association. And yes, I know the WSBA leadership now wa nts to give a different reason or two for the
proposed change, but that's not how it works - noun-showing your cards, sorry. If the current
leadership ca res to show that it's not downgrading the relevance of the members it should ditch this
wholly unnecessary and highly divisive proposal.
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Creation of Three More Board of Governors Seats
The proposed Bylaw ch anges to create th ree more BOG seat s beyond t hose provided in the Bar Act
directly red uce member infl ue nce ove r WSBA governa nce.
As I and ot hers have noted, giving limited license practitioners t wo seats on t he BOG is vastly out of
proport ion t o th eir numbers - are there eve n t wenty regist ered limited license practitioners yet? Two
seat s fo r such a small group is fa cia lly unreasonable.
The t hird proposed seat on th e BOG is for a member of the public. The most common ly offered reason
for this recommendation is that bot h Ca lifornia and Oregon have members of the public on their Bar
Boa rds of Governors and have fo und t hem helpfu l. I do not find this logic or any other explanations
provided to date com pelling. I have seen no evidence t hat either of those states' Bars are doing a better
job in any res pect th an we are. I also have seen no out cry for public represent ation on the BOG
anywhere in th e media.
I urge th at th e BOG scale back th ese proposed amendment s t o eliminate th e public BOG seat and to
provide the LLLTs and LPOs w it h one BOG seat, elect ed by all of the mem bers, not appointed, for the
reasons described below .
Appointing Versus Electing Board of Govern ors M embers
I and others have spoken out agai nst creating more "appo inted" BOG seat in violation of the Bar Act.
There are already three appoi nted seat s - seat s w hich just as easily could have been elected seats. As I
said at both the July 22 and August 23 meeti ngs, appoint ments are clearly undemocrat ic and subject to
more potent ial mischief fro m a gove rnance perspective t han free elections. As expla ined herein, the
currently appointed seat s are al ready having outs ized impacts t hat the members seem powerless to
questio n, underst and or resist.
At t he August 23 meeting, incom ing WSBA President Robin Haynes gave a spirited defense of appointing
the proposed seats, arguing that appoi ntments are necessary t o ensu re diversity and adding that far too
many of the elected seat s still go to o lder w hite males.
I emphatically reject M s. Haynes logic and the accuracy of her st at ement. Many of the elect ed seats are
held by perso ns who are not o lder w hite males and th e BOG is diverse by any measu re. The suggestion
that more "a ppointed" seat s are necessary t o ma ke the BOG diverse is fa lse. If there must be any new
BOG seats, th ere is sim ply no co mpelling reason for those seat s not t o be elected by the members.
The appointed leadership model is the ru le in China because th e Ch inese government believes it makes
better decisions than t he people. The Ch inese people don't like it and nor do I.
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On a final not e, Ms. Haynes' position in support of appo inting the members of the BOG is not surprising,
as she t oo was appointed and not elected t o her BOG seat and to her position as in-coming President of
the WSBA. The power- of her appointments and Mr. Gipe's, and the resulting changes t hose
appointments are now rapidly producing, dramatically underscore t hat power in the WSBA is shifting
substantially away from the members and that the members are largely powerless to object.
Thank you for considering my feedback.
Sincerely,
Paul Swegle, #18186
pswegle@gmail.com
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September 13, 2016

SENT VIA EMAIL
REVISED LETTER
Bylaws Workgroup
c/o Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Avenue, Sixth Floor
Seattle, WA 98101

Re: Bylaws Workgroup/A rticle XIV Issues and Comments
Dear Anthony and Other Bylaws Workgroup Members:
I have had the opportunity to begin my review of proposed Bylaw Article XIV on the subject of
Indemnification.

Review Of Available Materials
The Amended Memo to the Board of Governors (hereafter "BOG") dated August 17, 2016 (the
"Amended Memo") transmitting the draft Bylaws for first reading provides the following
Slllmnary regarding this provision:
"Article XIV of the Bylaws relates to the Bar indemnifying its volunteers in relationship
to the activities canied on by the Bar. Although the Task Force and the BOG Governance
Report made no direct recommendations with regard to this provision, the issue of
indemnification was discussed extensively in the last two years in regards to a number of
issues in governance, including the Supreme Court created boards administered by the
Bar and with regard to the scope of authority for various Bar entities. As a result, the
Workgroup decided to propose the attached amended bylaw on indemnification."
(Emphasis added.) l have reviewed the minutes of the Bylaws Workgroup that are publicly
available on the WSBA website. From those minutes I have been able to determine the
following:
( 1) The Workgroup fonned five subcommittees (always refeJTed to in later minutes as
"subgroups") in November 2015 to work on the various Articles of the Bylaws (see
minutes of 11/3/2015 meeting, page 2). The November 20 15 minutes do not specify
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Letter to Bylaws Workgroup - September 13, 20 16
Page 2 of7

which Articles were assigned to which subcommittee for revision, nor how the
Workgroup members were distributed amongst the subcommittees.
(2) The Workgroup assigned the task ofrevising of Article XIV on Indemnification to
Subgroup 5. That Subgroup did not have any report to make at the December 2015
meeting (minutes of 12/21/2015 meeting, page 2). The 12/21/2015 minutes do not
indicate who was assigned to Subgroup 5.
(3) At the 2/ 1112016 meeting, Subgroup 5 repo1ied the following:
"Subgroup 5 researched the indemnification policies of other jurisdictions and will make
adjustments to their draft to be presented at a later meeting They discussed the
conforming edits to qualified action and expressed concern that it might be too broad.
Other changes will be to clarify the meaning of indemnity, define who would be covered
under the policy, and review costs that are not addressed. Members suggested the
subgroup review the Bar's own insurance policy and see whether their draft tracks
closely to language there" (minutes of2/l l /20 16 meeting, page 2).
I did not see any followup in the minutes on WSBA's insurance policy, which is a shame
because this would have been very interesting and useful infonnation.
(4) At the 4/7/2016 meeting, I find the following in the minutes regarding Article XIV:
"Subgroup 5 (Art. XIV, Indemnification) is working on an internal draft."
By this point l was cu1ious to find out which Workgroup members participated in this
subgroup.

(5) There was achial (although still anonymous) discussion on 6/02/2016 about Aliicle XIV:
"The work group discussed various qualified indemnitees, such as hearing officers, and
suggested the bylaw maintain a full descriptive listing of indemnitees. Discussion
followed regarding the potential of multiple insurance coverage plans coming into
play (e.g., the volunteer's own professional liability insurance) , which is an issue not
covered under the bylaw. The work group decided this issue should be highlighted for
the BOG. The work group also discussed the need for a broad policy to provide
protection for all volunteers, including individual sections members, and concerns about
the Board's fiduciary duty. The work group suggested getting input from the bar general
counsel on the issue."
Emphasis added.
(6) Finally, on 7/ 14/2016, Article XIV was discussed:
"The draft was updated since the last work group meeting, but there were no new
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Letter to Bylaws Workgroup - September 13, 2016
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changes. The subgroup suggested getting feedback from the BOG regarding the
issue of r ecourse to insurance held by an indemnified party."
Emphasis added.

Preliminary Questions
(1) Which Workgroup members were assigned to Subgroup 5? It is nothing to be ashamed
of, but the minutes omit this infonnation entirely. I would have liked to obtain input
about matters such as the wording of the Bar's insurance policies.
(2) The minutes quoted above suggest that there were repeated concerns raised about
subrogation, and this issue was going to be "highlighted" for the BOG. However, the
Amended Memo does no t identify this issue at all, and the proposed Bylaw does not
address subrogation. Why was the subrogation issue abandoned if a comprehensive
overview of this Article was intended?

Scope/Necessity Concerns
Article XIV As W ritten Not Limited To Volunteers. The Amended Memo infonns the BOG that
Article XIV "relates to the Bar indemnifying its volunteers," see above. This is not an accurate
summary: the definition of "qualified i:ndemnitees" includes "members of the staff of the Bar,"
who are most ce1iainly not volunteers, and gives shoti shrift to the many service capacities filled
by volunteers of the Bar (I have elsewhere mourned the Bar's failure to qualify, as far as I know,
the dollar value of this tremendous resourse). The Board of Governors has a truly Herculean
task, as I have commented before, to review the numerous changes to the Bylaws, and is very
likely to be relying on the Workgroup' s summaries. T here is nothing in the Workgroup's
minutes that I have seen indicating wh y this indemnification provision should include those on
WSBA' s payroll if WSBA has E&O coverage for paid staff. There is, of course, abso lutely
nothing wrong with WSBA providing defense costs or indemnifying its employees, but that's an
administrative decision. The focus of this Article, as I understand it, and as was represented to
the BOG, is the protection of WSBA's volunteers, from its officers on down to the lowliest
volunteer in W SBA-sponsored legal clinics. Even if BOG does not care about the humble rankand-file-1 still have faith that it does- BOG certainly should be interested in making sure that
its own protections are strong.
No Consideration of RCW 4.24.670 and other statutory immunity.
I'm going to quote RCW 4.24.670 in full because WSBA seems to fall within the definition of
"nonprofit organization" under RCW 4.24.670(5)(d)(ii), but needs to have an insurance policy of
$500,000 under RCW 4.24.670(e)(iii) to take fu ll advantage of the statutory protection (which
I'm sure it does, bu t wouldn't be nice to highlight this for a very busy BOG?). In addition, even
if the BOG wants to persist in the fantasy that WSBA is a governmental entity across the board,
which is obviously is not, see Graham v. State Bar Association, 86 Wn.2d 624, 548 P .2d 3 10
(1976), and WSBA v. State of Washington, 125 Wn.2d 901, 890 P .2d 1047 (1995), this statute
applies to volunteers of governmental entities, and RCW 4.24.490 would shield WSBA staff
from liability (even though they are not supposed to be the focus of this Article). See also
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Bery·amin v. WSBA, 138 Wn.2d 506, 980 P.2d 782 (1999)(qualified inununity to Dermis
Harwick). The minutes of the Bylaws Workgroup give no indication that these statutes were
considered. It may be that they are inapplicable, in which case the discussion would be
illuminating.

RCW 4.24.670 provides:
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, a volunteer of a nonprofit
organization or governmental entity shall not be personally liable for harm caused by
an act or omission of the volunteer on behalf of the organization or entity if:
(a) The volunteer was acting within the scope of the volunteer's responsibilities in the
nonprofit organization or governmental entity at the time of the act or omission;
(b) If appropriate or required, the volunteer was properly licensed, certified, or authorized
by the appropriate authorities for the activities or practice, where the activities were or
practice was undertaken within the scope of the volunteer's responsibilities in the
nonprofit organization or governmental entity;
(c) The harm was not caused by willful or criminal misconduct, gross negligence,
reckless misconduct, or a conscious, flagrant indifference to the rights or safety of the
individual hanned by the volunteer;
(d) The harm was not caused by the volunteer operating a motor vehicle, vessel, aircraft,
or other vehicle for which the state requires the operator or the owner of the vehicle,
craft, or vessel to either possess an operator's license or maintain insurance; and
(e) The nonprofit organization carries public liability insurance covering the
organization's liability for harm caused to others for which it is directly or
vicariously liable of not less than the following amounts:
(i) For organizations with gross revenues of less than twenty-five thousand dollars, at
least fifty thousand dollars due to the bodily injury or death of one person or at least one
hundred thousand dollars due to the bodily injury or death of two or more persons;
(ii) For organizations with gross revenues of twenty-five thousand dollars or more but
less than one hundred thousand dollars, at least one hundred thousand dollars due to the
bodily injury or death of one person or at least two hundred thousand dollars due to the
bodily injury or death of two or more persons;
(iii) For organizations with gross revenues of one hundred thousand dollars or
more, at least five hundred thousand dollars due to bodily injury or death.
(2) Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect any civil action brought by any
nonprofit organization or any governmental entity against any volunteer of the
organization or entity.
(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the liability, or vicarious
liability, of any nonprofit organization or governmental entity with respect to harm
caused to any person, including harm caused by the negligence of a volunteer.
(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed to apply to the emergency workers
registered in accordance with chapter 38.52 RCW nor to the related volunteer
organizations to which they may belong.
(5) The definitions in this subsection apply throughout this section unless the context
clearly requires other\vise.
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(a) "Economic loss" means any pecuniary loss resulting from hann, including the loss of
earnings or other benefits related to employment, medical expense loss, replacement
services loss, loss due to death, burial costs, and loss of business or employment
opportunities.
(b) "Hann" includes physical, nonphysical, economic, and noneconomic losses.
(c) "Noneconomic loss" means loss for physical and emotional pain, suffering,
inconvenience, physical impainnent, mental anguish, disfigurement, loss of enjoyment of
life, loss of society and companionship, loss of consortium other than loss of domestic
service, hedonic damages, injury to reputation, and all other nonpecuniary losses of any
kind or nature.
(d) "Nonprofit organization" means: (i) Any organization desc1ibed in section
50l(c)(3) of the internal revenue code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. Sec. 50l(c)(3)) and exempt
from tax under section 50 l (a) of the internal revenue code; (ii) any not-for-profit
organization that is organized and conducted for public benefit and operated
primarily for charitable, civic, educational, religious, welfare, or health purposes; or
(iii) any organization described in section 50l(c)(l4)(A) of the internal revenue code of
1986 (26 U.S.C. Sec. 501(c)(l4)(A)) and exempt from tax under section 50l(a) of the
internal revenue code.
(e) "Volunteer" means an individual performing services for a nonprofit
organization or a governmental entity who does not receive compensation, other than
reasonable reimbursement or allowance for expenses actually incuned, or any other thing
of value, in excess of five hundred dollars per year. "Volunteer" includes a volunteer
serving as a director, officer, trustee, or direct service volunteer.

Summary of Drafting Concerns
In reviewing the "REDLINE 8.15 .2016," in addition to the inclusion of paid WSBA staff within
the ambit of the provision, which was represented not to be the purpose of this Article, I have
identified the following additional areas of concern/possible improvement.
A. Structure. The Article would read better if the definitions were pulled into a separate section,
Section A. In addition to the te1ms called out, I would add a definition for "Prospective
Indemnitee," because it makes the later sections cleaner, and a simple (perhaps too simple)
definition of indemnity and defense costs.

It was not clear to me upon reading the draft Article XIV whether a Qualified Action could be
perfonned by a volunteer with apparent authority, acting in good faith, but no actual authority.
The "reasonable belief' and "good faith" language appears to be hint at the notion of apparent
authority, but the "within the scope ... expressly or impliedly delegated" takes it away. Implied
authority is not the same thing as apparent authority.
I would make Section B "Duty to Defend and Obligation to Indenmify" because this part of the
draft appears to be struggling to accomplish both, differing, tasks, without noting that these are
differing obligations. I would make "Cumulative, Non-Exclusive Right" the new Section C.
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B. Duty to Defend Versus Duty to Indemnify. I don't know what kinds of "expenses" this Article
contemplates would be advanced to a Qualified Indemnitee, other than defense costs. The duty to
defend is broader than the duty to indemnify, a point which some of the language towards the
end of the Article is struggling to convey. If there was some other kind of expense being
contemplated, perhaps it could be more clearly specified.
C. Selection Of Defense Counsel. I don't see any problems with a requirement that any
Prospective Indemnitee put WSBA on notice of a "threatened or pending action" (perhaps we
should call this a "claim" if time is granted for redrafting). However, such a requirement raises a
potential subtle conflict of interest if, under this provision, WSBA has no obligation to put its
own insurer on notice of the claim. 1 (If WSBA has notice of a "threatened or pending action,"
but does not put its own insurer(s) on notice, WSBA will have problems if it seeks defense costs
or indemnification from its insurer(s) later on down the road, to the extent that the insurer was
prejudiced by the failure to give notice. This could potentially leave the volunteer exposed when
coverage might otherwise have been available. WSBA might prefer not to give notice to the
insurer for fear that questions might be asked, or premiums raised, in subsequent years. As a
policy matter, requiring a "pass-through" of notice resolves the potential conflict. The ultimate
question raised by this section is, who is the "insured" entitled to a defense? ls it the volunteer
perform.i ng the action giving rise to the claim? Or is it WSBA? WSBA might prefer that the
volunteer not qualify as an indemnitee at all, but this Article is intended to protect the
Association's loyal volunteers. Again, as a policy matter, this question can be resolved by a
requirement that WSBA add volunteers as additional insureds to its policies (if they are not
already included).
In addition, if a claim is tendered to WSBA's insurer(s), I am here to tell you that it is not the
"Bar" who will be selecting counsel for the volunteer, not matter what precatory language is
included in the Bylaws, but WSBA's insurer(s). Johnson v. Continental Casualty Co., 57 Wn.
App. 354, 788 P .2d 598 ( l 990)(noting "enhanced obligation of fairness") . I do not believe that, if
the volunteer rejects the insurer's/WSBA's choice of counsel, WSBA would have the right to
veto a volunteer's choice of independent counsel retained at his or her own expense. I am further
not comfortable with the idea that BOG could approve a settlement of a claim over the objection
of the volunteer, as the proposed language appears to provide, for example a settlement above
policy limits.
I have time to note only in passing that RCW 4.22.040 may come into play in this section as well
and I look to wiser minds than mine to tease out its implications.
Detennining Whether Action Qualified Or Indemnitee Qualified. A detennination whether an
action, or an indemnitee, was "qualified" is uniquely the province of a court, not BOG. Because
BOG members are a primary class of potential indemnitees themselves, there is certainly an
appearance of a lack of impartiality in this provision. Would BOG ever decide that it had acted
beyond the scope of its own autho1ity?

t Considerations of strategic issues relating to tender of the defense of a claim, although truly fascinating, are
beyond the scope of these comments.
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ln the interest of better bylaws fo r the Association, I have attached my own edit of Article XlY,
prepared with some input from highly-expe1ienced insurance broker. I used, as m y point of
departure, the 8.15.201 6 redline, incorporating the changes described above which I think help
implement what this Article appears to be trying to do . I deleted the "will not inure" provision
because it would eliminate subrogation and contribution rights.

I hope my thoughts can provide some modest h elp to the Workgroup and to the Board of
Governors as they consider these very far-reaching issues.
Best regards.
Sincerely,
"WECHSLER BECKER, LLP
ON· Ctl•Ruth LIUl.1 Edlund. D=-\'/e:th\h!f
B cc~ er, LLP. ou.

~m•M·~~!,= ~~~~:~~~~~~~! 't=~-;~ /.tr~/A_ f:i:RIM,/_Loc.lhon: Sc;11ttc., WA
'O.i1e: l0 16.09.1l 10.Q&47 .0700
.Adobe Ac:tobit virn .1on: 11,0 17

Ruth Laura Edlund
RLE/dag
Encl.
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From :

~

To:

WSBABylaws

Subject:
Date:

FW: [section-leaders] "All of the information was made available ... on the WSBA website"
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:55:48 AM

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

Washington State Bar Association I ~ 206.239.2116 I parise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue 11600

I sections@wsba.org

I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

From: Randall Winn [mailto:rewinn2003@yahoo.com]

Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:37 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders

Cc: Keith Black; Anthony Gipe

Subject: [section-leaders] "All of the information was made available ... on the WSBA website"
Dear President H yslop

It is puzzling to read the line "All of the information was made available to members and to the
public on the WSBA website", on page 10 of the September 2016 issue o fN\'<'Lawyers.
Evidence in support of that claim is difficult to obtain.
Review of the website reveals very little if any of the member input on this matter, and any that
there may be is difficult to locate. Can you point to it?
There is now now a "Bylaws \V'ork Group" page, but the evidence shows that th.is page was
created too recently to have been a significant factor during the life of the workgroup.
Furthermore, that page does not appear to have much, if any, of the "input from members" to
which your quote alludes.
One example is that Section Leaders were told in writing that a member, expert in Antitrust Law,
advised BOG about the antitrust implications of the word "Association" in WSBA's name. \Y'hen
I asked for that information, I was told in writing that this information would not be disclosed at
all. This is a plain contradiction of the claim in N\'<'Lawyers, and that's just one example.
Many of the proposed changes appear to touch on Administrative Law, and yet there is no
information about the Administrative Law Section's comments. The name change has been
justified as a matter touching on Antitrust Law, and yet there is no information from the relevant
WSBA Section. Many of the changes directly affected WSBA Sections, and yet there is little if any
of the input provided by actual members of Section Leadership to the workgroups.
Recently a talking-points memo was provided purporting to link to a dozen or more N\'<'Lawyer
articles on the work.groups. However, analysis of those links show half had no substantive
content, and most of the rest were conclusory announcements, notably lacking in "member

input".
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This is not merely carping. The changes proposed may be wise or they may be unwise but there is
no way for WSBA Members or the public to know because the information and arguments in
favor of and opposed to them have not been provided in a form reasonably calculated to inform
or to provide professional, expert commentary.
\Vithout that commentary, there is no way for the BOG to know whether the proposals are good
or not. The opinions of small Workgroups naturally support their work product and should be
balanced by commentary from outside experts.
In the year 2016 openness requires more than it did when we all started practice. We now live in
an environment in which openness goes far beyond public meetings controlled from the top
down and bereft of actual dialogue. Rather, experience teaches us that active dialogue and codevelopment of products (such as bylaws changes) leads to substantively better work product,
greater stakeholder buy-in, and increased legitimation of the organization.
Does not WSBA and the public and profession it serves, need and deserve that better product,
buy-in, and legitimation?

If so, let us open up the whole thing to broad comment and co-development. We can all be proud
of the result.
Sincerely,

Randy Winn, WSBA #25833

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: secti ons@wsba .org. If you wish to unsubscribe,
please contact the WSBA List Administrator.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

~
WSBABylaws
FW: [section-leaders] "All of the information was made available ... on the WSBA website"
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:03:00 AM

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

Washington State Bar Association I ~ 206.239.2116 I parise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue 11600

I sect ions@wsba.org

I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba .org

From: Schrum
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 5:28 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Cc: Keith Black; Anthony Gipe
Subject: RE: [section-leaders] "All of the information was made available ... on the WSBA website"
Sign ificant changes to the governance of the WSBA, as these are, require proportional efforts to
notify the membership and educate them about the problems to be resolved and the proposed
solutions. These are major changes, deserving of a cover article in NW La wyer and sustained
outreach t o the members. Posting stuff on a website w ithout any indication why members shou ld
read is useless . It gives disingenuousness a bad name.

Scott Schrum
Senior Intellectual Property Counsel
IT & E-Commerce Group, Corporate Legal Services
Liberty Mutual Insurance
(206) 473-6826 office
(206) 473-6722 fax
(206) 225-0193 mobile
Scott. Schrum@LibertyM utual.com

From: President Hyslop [ mailto:whyslop@lu kins.com]
Sent: Tuesday, Sept ember 13, 2016 1:07 PM
To: WSBA Secti on Leade rs <sectj on-!ea ders@ list.wsba.org>
Cc: Keith Black <keithmb lack.!aw@gmai l.com>; Anthony Gipe <adgi pewsba@gma il. com>; WSBA
Section Leaders <section-leaders@ list .wsba.org>
Subject : RE: [section-leaders] "All of th e information was made available ... on the WS BA website"
M r. Win n:
Tha nk you for your email and input.
You and all members are also certainly invited t o attend or participate online in the September 14,
2016 WSBA Town Hall meeting. Here is the link for more info rmation:
http://www.wsba .org/ Events-Ca le nda r /201 6/Sept em ber /Town-HaII- Discussion
Li kew ise, yo u are invited to attend or participate on line in t he Septemb er 29-30 meeting of the
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Board of Governors. Here is the lin k for more information: http://www.wsba.org/AboutWSBA/Gove rnance/Boa rd-Meeting-Schedule-Mate ria Is
Best regards,
Bill

William D. Hyslop
President
Washington State Bar Association
Lukins & Annis PS
717 W. Sprague Ave., Suite 1600
Spokane WA 99201-0466
Phone: (509) 455-9555
FAX: (509) 747-2323
Email: w hys lop@ lukins.com
Web: www.lukjns.com

I LUKINS &ANNIS

IAfTORHE'r~

From: Randall Winn [ mailto:rewinn2003@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:37 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Cc: Keith Black; Anthony Gipe
Subject: [section-leaders] "All of the information was made available ... on the WSBA website"

D ear President H yslop
It is puzzling to read the line "All of the information was made available to members and to th e
public on the WSBA website", on page 10 of the September 2016 issue of N \VLawyers.
Evidence in support of that claim is difficult to obtain.
Review of the website reveals very little if any of the member input on this matter, and any that
there may b e is difficult to locate. Can you point to it?
There is now now a "Bylaws \\fork Group" page, but the evidence shows that this page was
created too recently to have been a significant factor during the life of the workgroup.
Furthermore, that page does not appear to have much, if any, o f the "input from members" to
which your quote alludes.
One example is that Section Leaders were told in writing that a member, expert in Antitrust Law,
advised BOG about the antitrust implications of the word "Association" in WSBA's name. When
I asked for that information, I was told in writing that this information would not be disclosed at
all. This is a plain contradiction of the claim in N\VLawyers, and that's just one example.
Many of the proposed changes appear to touch on A dministrative Law, and yet there is no
information about the Administrative Law Section's comments. T he name change has been
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justified as a matter touching on Antitrust Law, and yet there is no information from the relevant
WSBA Section. Many of the changes directly affected WSBA Sections, and yet there is little if any
of the input provided by actual members of Section Leadership to the workgroups.
Recently a talking-points memo was provided purporting to link to a dozen or more N\\/Lawyer
articles on the workgroups. However, analysis of those links show half had no substantive
content, and most of the rest were conclusory announcements, notably lacking in "member

input".
This is not merely carping. The changes proposed may be wise or they may be um.vise but there is
no way for WSBA Members or the public to know because the information and arguments in
favor of and opposed to them have not been provided in a form reasonably calculated to inform
or to provide professional, expert commentary.
Without that commentary, there is no way for the BOG to know whether the proposals are good
or not. The opinions of small Workgroups naturally support their work product and should be
balanced by commentary from outside experts.
In the year 2016 openness requires more than it did when we all started practice. We now live in
an environment in which openness goes far beyond public meetings controlled from the top
down and bereft of actual dialogue. Rather, experience teaches us that active dialogue and codevelopment of products (such as bylaws changes) leads to substantively better work product,
greater stakeholder buy-in, and increased legitimation of the organization.
Does not \'V'SBA and the public and profession it senres, need and deserve that better product,
buy-in, and legitimation?
If so, let us open up the whole thing to broad comment and co-development. We can all be proud
of the result.

Sincerely,

Randy Winn , WSBA #25833

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: whyslop@l ukins.com. If you wish to
unsubscribe, please contact the WSBA List Administrator.

Discla imer
This message has been scanned for viru ses and dangerous content by Lukins & Annis, P.S.
NOTICE: Th is email may contain confidentia l or privileged material, and is intended solely for use by t he
above referenced recipient . Any review, copying, printing, disclosure, distri- bution, or any other use, is
strictly prohibited .
If you are not the recipient, and believe that you have received t his in error, please notify the sender and
delete the copy you received .
Thank You!
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You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: scott.schrnm@libertvmutual.com. If you wish to
unsubscribe, please contact the WSBA List Administrator.

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: sections@wsba.org. If you wish to unsubscribe,
please contact the WSBA List Ad mi nistrator.
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September 13, 20 16
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fmuth Ave., Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98 10 1-2539
Re: Corrnnents on Proposed Changes to WSBA Bylaws
Dear Members of the Board of Governors and other WBSA Leaders,

Summary
Bylaws are the operating code of an organizatio n The techniques of w1iting successful code
have vastly improved in recent years, but the legal profession has not kept up. The current
p roject to improve WSBA's Bylaws suffers from this.

In paiticular, the drafting of the Proposals has so far failed as an exercISe m openness. Openness
in writing code serves three purposes:

•
•
•

Quality: The effectiveness of the code is maximized when all stakeholders can review
drafts of the code, test them, and submit criticism and edits in an interactive process.
Education: The process of open review and editing educates stakeholders as to the
pwpose and functionality of the code.
Legitimation: Open processes support the feeling that the code was fairly created. One
may not agree with the result, but when all are involved in the process, the results tend to
be accepted as legitimate .

As to each of these three elements, the development of the Bylaws Proposals is lacking. The
quality has not been tested by broad independent review. Stakeholders have not b een educated
as to the content. The process is widely seen as not open and legitimate .
As a result, whether the Proposals are wise or not, their implementation may cause the
organization and its goals to suffer unnecessarily.
The responsible thing for BOG to do in such a case is to open the Proposals up for global review
by all stakeholders (crowdsourcing, if you will), including all WSBA members and includ ing
such others as BOG sees fit. Only an open process of quality review, education and legitimation
can have the best result for the goals of the organization in the long run.

What Is Openness?
Recently the Washingto n State Bar Associatio n unintentionally ran an expe1iment with the
concept of "openness". Its Board of Governors ("BOG") created Workgroups that held a series
of meetings that produced Proposals for major revisions to its Bylaws (the "Proposals").
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•

The Workgroups maintain that the process was "open" because they held meetings to
which all were invitedi.

•

Critics of the Workgroups maintain that the process was not "open" because the vast
majority of WSBA members have no idea of the content of the proposals, nor the reasons
for or against.

The most intractable arguments are often those for which both sides have a point. Both the
Workgroups and the C1itics have their points.

Classic Openness: Top-Domi Control
The Workgroups used a traditional version of "Openness" familiar to those of us who came of
age before the internet. Small and dedicated Workgroups set hearings where they accepted oral
and written messages that they may or may not have used to change the code. They invited every
member of WSBA to the meetings, but few attended . Most WSBA members have day jobs that
don't allow time off for Bar meetings. Even among that fraction of members who have
scheduling autonomy, attending bar meetings is an expensive loss of billable time and, given
skepticism that attendance would make a difference, difficult to justify in tenns ofresults. Also,
the meetings were poorly publicized and the reasons for attending not publicized effectivelyii.
Some of the arguments for and against the proposals are secret. For example, the entire argument
about antitrust risk was given in WSBA BOG Executive Session and so concealed from the
membership to this day. Most of the rest of the argumentation is inaccessible because it was
given orally or provided in a fonnat not reasonably calculated to educate. For example, the
motion to create the Sections Workgroup was only vaguely alluded to in BOG minutes and
stated explic itly only on page 357 of inaccessible Meeting Materialsiii. It is unlikely that anyone
outside BOG or the Workgroups even knew where to look.
A small number of writers drafted the Proposals. The Proposals were kept private, or distributed
modestly. The final product was not available until the last possible moment, a few days before a
BOG meeting called suddenly in August.

This is what "Open" meant in the old model
21st Century

Openness: The Wisdom Of Crowds

Coding in the CUlTent era uses a different model of "openness", empowering all parties to
meaningfully contnbute to debate, drafting, testing and bugfixing. Publication of interim
products and written debate inviting large teams of stakeholders, using ubiquitous selfdocUlnenting mediaiv are the standard.

This model has advantages:
1. It enables and encolll·ages debate from all interested patties, regardless of geographical or
temporal limits. This collects the best ideas.
2. It lets everyone parse and ponder preliminary proposals, illuminating conflicts and defects.

2
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No Workgroup, however intelligent, can match the brainpower of 30,000+ WSBA members,
even if each member devotes but a single how· in review and contnbution.
3. It develops neatly stmctmed arguments for and against, which promotes education of the
proposals that emerge.
4. It develops buy-in to the final product, by enabling access to the proposals and arguments
from sta11 to finish. No-one will agree to everything in the result, but eve1yone can feel they had
a voice.
Whether the Workgroup proposals are good or bad can not be determined without a review of
them that is "open" in the 21 s1-centllly sense:
• Were the proposals made available in a timely manner for the legal professionals of the
WSBA to review?
• Was debate in fact enabled and encomaged among all stakeholders ?
• Were structmed arguments for and against crafted to promote understanding?
• Was buy-in created?
• Does the process appear open and legitimate to most stakeholders?
To each question, the evidence suggests the answer is "No. It 's nobody's fault, but no".

Some Evidence
Debate, buy-in and legitimation depends on awareness. There is no evidence that the vast
majority of WSBA members were aware of the need for or content of the Proposals <luting
development, or even now that they have been presented to BOG.
Ask Any Lawyer: Recently hundreds ofWSBA members have been asked for their opinion of
the Proposals, through Section listserves. Few Members indicated awareness of the Proposals'
existence, much less their content. Regardless of the sincerity of efforts to raise awareness of the
Proposals, the effect of these efforts is failw-e.
NWLawyer: NWLawyer is WSBA's publication ofrecord. It did not provide coverage
reasonably calculated to inform the members. Its cover has never hinted that Bylaws changes are
in the works and its inte1ior coverage has been scanty at best.

Recently, proponents circulated a list of about a dozen NWLawyer references. Most of these are
merely meeting announcements devoid of substance. Most of the other references are to a few
vague paragraphs hidden within general pwpose aiticles with uninformative titles, such as
"President's Comer". The exceptions are a small nwnber of substantive articles that presented
summary statements, without the text of proposals or the arguments for or against, of limited
pa1ts of the proposals. None of them are cover stories or even mentioned on the cover.
WSBA.org: In the most recent issue of NWLawyers, there is a claim that "All" member
comments were provided on the WSBA websitev. This claim is puzzling. Searches of the website
have not found the comments. The Bylaws Workgroup webpage on wsba.org was put up only in
midsummer 20 16, well past the bulk of the process. Few if any member comments are available
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on the website or, if they are, locating them is difficult.
References on the website to meetings are too vague to inform members as to the subject matter
or why anyone should attend vi. Nor does WSBA blog or Facebook presence say anything
significant.
Incoming Board Members: Proponents have argued that the proposals must be voted on in
September 2016 because one-third of the Board members will thereafter rotate off, taking with
them knowledge of the proposals. This proves the lack of openness in the process.
Incoming Board members are among the best-informed and most highly-motivated WSBA
members. If this core group is not fully aware of the content and reasons for and against the
Bylaws changes, then the process itself is not open even to them.
Putative Laziness of WSBA Members: Some Workgroup or BOG members have complained
that any lack of awareness is the fuult of WSBA Members who failed to attend meetings or to
read the documents. vii If trne, that is evidence that the process is not open, but rather stiuctured
(undoubtedly unintentionally because no-one is motivated to do it on purpose) so that the
average WSBA member cannot participate.
One method that the Workgroups could use to engage WSBA Members is to submit texts to
relevant subject matter Sections, just as is done in considering whether to comment on
legislation. Many of the proposed changes appear to touch on Administrative Law, and yet there
was no effort to ask the Administrative Law Section fo r advice. Likewise, the WSBA name
change has been justified as a matter touching on Antitrnst Law, and yet there was no inquiry to
the Antitrust, Consumer Protection and Unfair Business Practices Section viii . Many of the
changes directly affected WSBA Sections, and yet for most of the process Section Leadership
was excluded until late in the game. The problem is not the fault of the Membership, nor
necessarily that of the Workgroups, but of the structure of the work process itself.

Sidebars
Sidebar - Urgency: It has been argued that the Proposals are good and necessary because they
are in suppo11 of mgent needs, in pa11icular, closing the well-known Justice Gap ix . This is a non
sequitur. Quality does not arise from urgency. To the conti·aiy: the more imp011ant the code's
goa~ the more impo11ant that it be w1itten to the highest quality. Open review is essential to
solving urgent, underfunded problems.
Sidebar - Court Power: Some appear to feel that openness doesn't matter, because the Supreme
Cow1 can do whatever it likes with WSBA as pa11 of regulating the practice of law. This would
prove too much: BOG has been tasked with presenting the Court with the best possible
proposals, not merely with proposals that have passed through a process. Openness in developing
these proposals is all the more important when the CoLU1 relies on WSBA's work.
The argument is also dangerous. Undoubtedly the CoLU1 can do just about whatever it wants to
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"admit, eru·oll, disbar, and discip line" plus closely related administrative functions. Fees are
legitimate to fund this minimum set of functions. To go beyond them and to tax lawyers to fund
other projects somewhat related to the practice of law is open to question.
As a practical matter, there is on the order of 30,000 lawyers subject to Colllt jlllisdiction, and
not enough wealth among us to fund closing a Justice Gap of $30 million and growing. There is
a substantial ir!justice in requiting lawyers, and lawyers alone, to bear this bUl·den instead of
taxpayers at large. If the Colllt wishes to tax patties on the basis of their prosperity and relation
to the legal system, law school foU11dations and the student loan industry may be a more
approp1iate source of funds.
Ultimately, there is a limit to the Court's power to compel servitude of lawyers or to take their
property even for the best of causes. Members of a professional association (whether authorized
by the Legislatlll·e or simply an association protected by the First Amendment) are free to fund
charitable causes through the democratic processes of its elected Board. To the extent that the
WSBA molecule has elements of a First Amendment and/or Legislatively autho1ized
professional association, it likewise has their powers to fund charity. In contrast, every element
of government is limited, and as we are finding with great frustration in the reahn of education,
the Judiciary can not tax nor do things similar to taxing. Neither can WSBA to the extent that it
is an element of the Colllt. To discover the dividing line between fees and taxes through a second
Keller is probably not an effective way to close the Justice Gap.

Proposal: Crowdsource Open Review
BOG has an oppo1tunity to use the present need for Bylaws revisions to create and to practice

2 1st centuiy openness in WSBA governance.
The legal profession is conservative in its procedures. This is a viitue in its predictability, but in
other ways a vice. In particular, it may have encouraged many of the problems in the cuITent
Workgroup experiment - again, not the fuult of the Workgroups, but of the process.
Old habits die hard. Going from a traditional model of decision making to a 2151 centuiy model
has challenged bigger enterp1ises than WSBA. However, histmy tells us that the outcome is
always better when debate is real and encouraged, proposals are widely examined and criticized,
the argllinents for and against both presented, and buy-in is developed among the membership.
Grasping this opportunity depends on no pa1ticular opinion as to whether the Proposals are good
or bad. Indeed, an informed opinion is not possible on this until the proposals have been openly
reviewed and debated by WSBA's many expert members.
The Proposals have just recently been made public, and the debate has begun The first round of
open code review, staited only last week, has predictably revealed defectsX, as is typical at this
stage of the process. In the nomial cow·se of review, more issues will sutface, but it takes time.
BOG should provide this time.
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Relating each code change to the strategic goals justifying them is in a much less advanced state.
Neither the financ ia 1 analysis of their impact nor analysis of their projected effect on access to
justice appears complete. Also, there is seen little would-be attempt to seek buy-in from
stakeholdersxi by involving them in the review process. BOG should encourage this, perhaps
through Section liaisons and outreach to member districts.

It is natural for the writers of code changes to advocate for them, and perhaps to feel
disappointment at c1it:icism This commentary is not intended to disparage their effo1ts, but it
inay be a hard read for them, and for that I apologize.
However, it is not best practice to rely solely upon the advocacy of a code change's writers m
deciding whether to adopt it. Until there is open and thorough review of the Proposals by
WSBA's Membership and perhaps other experts, BOG is not in a position to vote on them To
publish the proposals, and the arguments for and against each, in a fonnat pennitting a debate,
and then to let the debate proceed for an extended period, may appear to be a radical concept in
democracy and openness, but it is also a prudent exercise in BOG's fiduciary duty to protect
WSBA's assets and goals.
Such wide open discussion may not be easy, because WSBA has not done it before; we are stuck
in the old model But other enterprises have succeeded at this . If Bylaws revisions a.re w01th
doing, then they are w01th doing well Crowdsourcing the code review can ultiinately reduce the
overall workload of the BOG and WSBA Staff while maximizing quality.
Let us therefore take this oppo1turlit:y to move, stumblingly if necessary, into 21 51 centuty
governance. BOG should execute a thoroughly open code review before making decisions on the
Bylaws Proposals.
Respectful! y,

Randy Winn
WSBA #25833
Rewinn2003@yahoo.com
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Notes
i Gipe (by way ofE1ickson), "Bylaws Work Group - Materials for 8/8/2016 Meeting/Highlights '',
Section-Leaders listserve, Aug 16, 2016 11 :36 AM.
ii See Bernheim, ''RE: More on Openness in WSBA Governance", Section-Leaders listserve, Aug
31, 2016, 2:19 PM.
iii Oddly, BOG minutes do not include the exact text of motions voted on. Therefore, it can be
hard for future Boards, as well as Members and the Public, to figure out precisely what BOG has
authmized. WSBA's General Counsel stated in wiiting that it is not necessa1y to make a precise
wiitten record of motions passed. See McEh-oy, ''Your March 5 20 16 Email" rep ly crossposted
Section-Leaders listserve Mar 11, 20 16 6:22 AM. This may be a problem
iv Typically the internet or an intranet, but sometimes a wiki and/or an email listserve with an
accessible archive, or some newer technology.
v Hyslop, NWLawyer, September 2016, p 10.
vi Bernheim, supra.
vii Risenmay, "RE: Bylaw Changes", Aug 16, 2016 7:23 PM, Crossp osted to Section-Leaders
listserve Aug 16, 2016 10:14 PM.
viii Noble, "? AntiTrust Litigation and Renaming!Repurposing WSBA?", Section-Leaders
listserve, August 11, 20 16 3:16 pm
ix Risenmay, supra.
x For example, See Simbmg, "Definition of'Member" --Technica l Comments on Alticle Ill",
Section-Leaders listserve, Aug 17, 2016 2:23 PM; Edltmd, ''Draft Bylaws Article IX
Comments", Section-Leaders listserve, Sep 9, 2016l1:42AM.
xi Two front articles in September 2016 NWLawyer have just made their b1ief case for the
Proposals as w1itten. However, as we learned dUiing the late Referendum debacle, Bar News
aiticles, however sincerely intended, rarely create buy-in; that comes only from active
engagement.
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From :

~

To :

WSBABylaws
FW: A Modest Proposal
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:05:42 AM

Subject:
Date:

Paris

Paris A. Eriksen I Sections Program Manager
Washington State Bar Association I 206.239.2116 Jparise@wsba.org I sections@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600 I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

-----Original Message----From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 10:43 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: [section-leaders] A Modest Proposal
There seems to have been a lot of electronic ink spilled over making sure Article I of the Bylaws tracks proposed
amended GR 12.
Why do the Bylaws not s imply incorporate the prov isions of GR 12 by reference? There is then no
coordination/revision problem.
Ruth Edlund

- *- *- *- *- *- *Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98 104
206.624.4900

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: sections@wsba.org. If you wish to unsubscribe, please contact
the WSBA List Administrator or send an email to TCL MERGE ERROR ( 09/13/20 1622:43:12 ): "invalid
command name "unsub.email'"'
Outmail !D: 166884, List: 'section-leaders', MemberID: 16705700
SCRIPT: "unsub.email"
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September 14, 2016
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Ave., Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Re: Comments on Proposed Changes to WSBA Bylaws - Email Meetings and Minutes
Dear Members of the Board of Governors and othei· WBSA Leaders,
Proposed changes to WSBA bylaws include a two items concerning meetings meriting corrnnent.

A. Meeting By Email
The proposals ban meeting by email (presumab ly including cousins to email such as threaded
forums.) The reason given is openness; there is an expressed desire to permit members of the
public to observe, participate, record and/or subsequently learn about the conduct of meetings.
The ban should not be enacted, because it contradicts the reason
When done properly, meeting by email gives the public greater oppo1tunity for observation,
paiticipation and reading the record than does meeting by conventional oral means. Conventional
meetings requires simultaneity; that is, you can attend a conventional meeting only if you
happen to be available when it is held. This is a great barrier to the public and serves little
purpose.

It may be objected that meetings by email can be abused. This is an issue with conventional
meetings as well The solution in both cases is to regulate, not ban.
For a real-world example: The World Peace 1brough Law Section has faced the fact that our
Executive Corrnnittee could not find a time at which all of us could meet. Our members reside in
various time zones, and requiting them all to be available when it is convenient to our Seattle
majority was both impractical and discriminatory. Member of the Section or the public were also
generally unavailable at any pa1ticular meeting time.
We experimented with meeting via email on the Section listserve, and the result was success.
Instead of opening meetings by sitting by the phone hoping enough members called in to fonn a
quorum, we opened meeting exactly on time by sending an agenda to the listserve, initiating
discussions, offe1ing motions and voting on them. This had the extra benefit of letting all
members of the Section observe and paiticipate, and of later having an exact record of what was
said by whom.
Should any member of the public express the slightest desire to paiticipate in meetings of the
WPTL Executive Committee, they would included and welcomed by simply adding a CC.
Alternatively, WSBA could relax its ban on members of the public paiticipating in Section
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listserves.
Meetings by email automatically record their proceedings. This serves the pmpose of openness
far better than meetings conducted orally because the records are exact, searchable and
published. Fwthennore they are more acconunodating to members of the public with perceptual
or linguistic situations outside the dominant paradigm Compared to oral meetings, email
meetings are far more accominodating to persons with non-majoiitarian heaiing capabilities or
who do not speak English
Therefore, I ask BOG not to approve bylaws change that would prevent meeting by email or the
like. Suitable regulation laying out minimum standards would be helpful

B. Motions In The Minutes
The proposed bylaws changes do not make clear that Minutes must include the exact text of any
motion voted on.
One would think that this would not be necessa1y to state to any organiz.ation of professionals.
One would be wrong. Inspection of BOG minutes reveals that exact texts of motions have often
not been recorded. WSBA's General Council recently informed the Section-Leaders listserve
that there is no requirement that BOG - and by extension, all WSBA entities - record the exact
text on which it votes.
It feels odd to have to state to an organiz.ation of lawyers the significance of recording precisely
what one is authorizing or declining to authorize. It may suffice to note that the cost ofrecording
an exact text is small, and the risk of failw-e to do so is great.
Therefore, I w·ge BOG to amend the bylaws to require Minutes to include the exact text of any
motion voted on.

Respectful! y,

Randy Winn
WSBA #25833
Rewinn2003@yahoo.com
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Cotton Law Offices

~Jean A. Cotton
Allorney & Counselor At Law

507 W Wu/drip St.

P. 0. Box 13 ll
Elma, Washington 98541

Office 360-482-6 100
Fax 360-482-6002

September 14, 2016
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Avenue, Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Re:

Proposed Amendments to WSBA By-Laws and Other Court Rules

Dear Governors:
I write these comments so lely in my capacity as a private individual who is an attorney licensed
to practice law in the State of Washington and who is a current member in good standing of the
Washington State Bar Association. This letter is not intended to be nor should it be construed to
be presented in my capac ity as a long-time WSBA Section Leader, member of any particular
WSBA Section or other entity. It should further be acknowledged that the comments presented
herein are not intended as a personal criticism of any particular individual or individuals but
rather as constructive feedback to facilitate an open dialog of controversial issues and a better
work product reflecting the best practices of an organization I have long held in high esteem.
The issues presented by the proposed amendments to the WSBA By-Laws, GR 12, and the APRs
now before the Board of Governors (BOG) for consideration are so vast and far-reaching that it
is extremel y difficult, if not impossible, to prepare a comprehensive, yet concise, presentation of
what I and many of my co lleagues perceive to be problematic about them. To that end , this letter
is, sadly, quite lengthy and detailed but is, by no means, a complete analysis of all of the issues
raised or presented by the proposed amendments. To facilitate a sense of organization, this letter
is presented in sections and a set of exhibits to help the reader. These sections are as follows:
I.
II.
Ill.

IV.
I.

An overview of the concerns and questions for which I seek feedback from the BOG;
A general list of observations that apply to all of the proposed amendments;
A general list of observations/question as to each Article of the WSBA By-Laws
supported by a detailed breakdown of comments, Article by Article, provided in a
separate Exhibit which focuses primarily on the specific Article; and
A summary and closing with requests presented to the BOG .
OVERVIEW

At the outset I would like to acknowledge the tremendous amount o f time and effort that many
individuals have put into the proposed amendments. Having personally served on committees
and task forces that have tackled major projects that required years of work, 1do appreciate probably better than most - what a Herculean effort such a project requires. I also appreciate,
however, that working for so long on a project can result in the creators of the work product
becoming too close to the work thereby resulting in fa ilure to catch important errors or details as
well as the likelihood of becoming too invested in the product. For that reason alone, rather than
trying to push for an exped ited approva l, it is always helpful to subject the product to ' fresh eyes '
in order to gain a better quality product, to avoid unintended consequences, and to achieve user
buy-in.
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Page 2
September 14, 2016
Re: Proposed Amendments to WSBA By-Laws and Other Court Rules

In addition, I have been regularly attending the BOG meetings on for the past ten years or more.
During that time I have witnessed many issues of importance to the members come before the
BOG and, when the members have expressed not onl y interest but concern about the proposals,
the BOG has taken the necessary time to have mu ltiple readings of the proposal and take
questions and feedback from the members and other stakeholders often without regard to their
own expiring terms. One such example was the effort expended prior to approv ing the guide lines
for indigent representation a few years ago.
Th is brings me to my first observation/questi on.
What is the necessity of pushing the proposed ame ndmen ts through after only one short-set first
reading before the BOG?
The answers provided thus far have foc used on assertions that:
(A)

(B)
(C)
(D)

this process has been goi ng on for about four years (since appointment by fo rmer
President Crossland of the Governance Task Force (GTF) following passage of the dues
referendum);
this has been a transparent process that has been available to members of WSBA via the
official website al www.wsba.org,;
action needs to be taken before the four governors whose terms are ending in September
20 16 and a past pres ident rotate off the BOG: and
an ongo ing reference to a need to approve and implement these amendments to avoid
anti-trust litigation from the federal government based on the North Carolina Dental case
and, more recently, a vei led reference to some illusive legislation that may be
forthcomi ng to tax attorneys Lo fu nd a new program to provide legal services to middle
income members of the pub\ ic

As to (A). whi le it may be true that th is process started in 2 01 2 , many of the faces in vo lved since
that time have rotated off the BOG or off the task fo rces and work groups involved. The BOG
itself demanded a fu ll year to review the recommendations of the GTF, broken into discrete
pieces to be reviewed one al a Lime at indi vidual BOG meetings, in order to prepare its own
responses and recommendaLions. Thereafter, BOG created a By-Laws Workgrou p (BL W) to take
that work product and tu rn it into proposed by-law and rule amendments for consideration by the
BOG. That process took yet another year but the work product was not even made avai lable to
the members for rev iew and comment until rough ly five business days prior to a Spec ial BOG
Meeting on J\ ugust 23 , 2016, at which the notorious fi rst reading occurred. Onl y then was it
learned that the proposals included things that were not part of the prior two task forces'
recommendations. Moreover. a po11i on of the proposals arc still not complete including those
associated with the Sections Policy Workgroup (S PW)- yet another topic for another time - that
has not even submitted its final recommendat ions to the BOG (nor will it do so prior to the cutoff
imposed on members to comment on the present proposals in order for those comments to appear
in the September BOG Book. In addition, only at that August 23"1meeting was it disc losed that
there were stil l unreso lved questions about what result certai n proposed amendment s actually are
intended to produce. Once such example identi tied was whether the BOG actually intended to
approve the Article that, as curren tly proposed, wo uld al low non-lawyers to run not only for
specific new At-Large gubernatorial seats but also for Congressiona l BOG seats presentl y onl y
availab le to lawyer members of the WSBA .
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Page 3
September 14, 20 16
Re: Proposed Amendments to WSBA By-Laws and Other Court Rules

Why should the current members of the WS BA not be given the same extensive opportunity to
digest and com ment on the proposals that has been afforded to the BOG itself? What makes the
members' input less valuable, appreciated, or important?
As to (B), transparency, it is true that much of the in formation has been placed on the WSBA
webs ite; however, that does not mean that all of the information has been there nor that it has
been there in a timely fashion nor that it has been made easy to locate. It also would be
completely disingenuous to imply that the average member act ually visits the website on a regular
basis, knows how to navigate it, or had act ual knowledge of what has been going on. If that
means the BOG has an excuse to say 'shame on you' to the members, then so be it. I
wholehea1tedly agree. I have been begging the Sections and other stakeholders to assign and
send representatives to every BOG meeting for years but most do not understand the value nor the
importa nce of do ing unless there is a specific topic on an age nda that is of interest to that
pa1ticular stakeholder group. Likewise, it is extremely costly to miss a full day (or more) of
work to attend a meeting that may or may not have any bus iness about which the individual
member holds interest. Unlike those who choose to ru n for WSBA leadership positions and
knowi ngly commit by so doing to the extensive amount of time required to perform the duties of
their office, most members simply do not share the abi lity to do so either in terms of time or
fi nancial expenditure. However, perhaps that has now begun to change with the level of interest
that has been generated by the debac le over the S PW letter of December 3 I, 2015, that has
awakened the Secti on Leaders!
Despite all of that, holding short-set Special BOG meetings du ring the middle of the work week
when most of the members have commitments in court, to clients, or to their employers that
cannot be ignored, is not provid ing members with a meaningful opportun ity to participate.
Allowing attendance by wcbcast without providing. the ability for real-time, interaction by the
on line attendees with one another as well as with those attend ing in person is not transparency nor
is it a good commun ications practice. Withhold ing stakeholder comments and questions
expressed during BOG meeti ngs from the minutes themselves is not transparency nor is that a
good com mu nications practice. Citing to non-existent su rveys or pools as a defense to a work
product is not transparency nor is it a good communications practice. BOG members not visiting
the local bar associations in their district or not visiting the Sections to whom they are a liaison is
not transparency nor is it a good communications practice. All of these things are real and all of
these th ings destroy trust between the BOG and the members. 13ut there is still time to repair this
relati onshi p and rebuild that trust if on ly the BOG will listen to the voices so desperately bei ng
raised now.
As to (C ). does not the BOG have an obligation (and do not the members have the right) to
provide its members an eq ual amount of time to review these work products and provide
important feedback to thei r elected representatives? If not, why not? Neither the BOG nor any
member of WSBA is omni potent and all can ce1tain ly benefit from listening to and considering
the opinions and expertise of their learned colleagues. So again I ask, what is the urgency here?
The proposed amendments arc not routine housekeeping updates that typically require little
discussion or in depth research. These arc major changes that req uire an exceptional effort to
review and clearly express quest ions. concerns. suggestions. and comments.
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September 14, 2016
Re: Proposed Amendments to WSl3A By-Laws and Other Court Rules

The amo unt of hard work that has gone into the drafting of proposed By-Law and rule
amendments is certainly appreciated. I, for on<:, understand that type of effon and sacrifice from
personal experience. A good work product. however, wiII stand the test of time and new eyes so why not allow the members a real opportunity to become educated and respond rather than
only giving them lip service? Please do not get stuck on a polarizi ng position of "we did our job
and gave yo u notice, you just ignored it'' vs. "how did we know when it's so hard to fi nd anythi ng
on the website and the stuff there is so vague or incomplete". Such a dialog produces no good
result and certainly does not engender eithe r trust or good wi ll. Moreover, it doesn' t add ress the
real issue - the proposed changes to rules and By-Laws that may forever alter the future of this
organization and the practice of law in the state of Washington .
While it is human natu re to take pride in one·s authorship of a document, such pride can be one's
ru in and cause minds to close to fresh perspectives or cause the creators to become defen sive
rather than being open to dialog and change. Such closed mindedness creates an environment
where things are overlooked, phrases are inanfully worded, and other work product flaws
nourish. It, unfort unately, appears more and more that the latter is happen ing with regard to the
proposed amendments.
As to (D) , if there has been an y anti-trust suit brought or legis lation dropped, then when and
where has that occurred? While admitted ly I may be wrong, I am unaware of any suit that has
been brought against WSBA (or any other Bar Assn) to date by the feds asserting anti-trust - so
why rush? This is the same argument that was raised to justify creati ng LLLTs and yet there has
been no such suit fi led, to my knowled ge, in an y state in the entire United States. Wou ld it not
be better to know the allegations actuall y invo lved in such a sui t in order to respond app ropriately
or take appropriate corrective action rather than speculate by conducting such a wholesale,
enormous change with onl y the hope it' s what is needed/expected to avoid suit? Why be afraid?
There are over thi1ty tho usand lawyer-members of our Bar Association many of whom are
extraord inarily gifted at their craft and most of whom take on cases every day and work them
th ro ugh in a logical order to success full y resolv<.: the issues in volved . As to any potential
legislation that may be forth coming. essentiall y the same observations apply. In ei ther situation.
acting in haste sends a message thal our leadership has no faith in the skills of our members to
successfully defend against any such sui t or legislation. That certain ly cannot be the intent of the
WSBA leadership or so I wou ld hope it is not.
In summary, all of the reaso ns presented to date to j ustify rushing this process rather than
pmviding for a thorough vett ing of the questions presented arc noth ing more than excuses to
prevent member parti cipation in this process when it has bee n so loudly requested by so many.
II.

GENERAL OBSERVAT IONS AS TO PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

Because of the short timcline provided, I have found it to be impossible Lo provide any comment
specific to the proposed changes to the APRs or to GR IJ.. Having said that, however, it is my
observation that those proposed rule changes and inextricably linked to the proposed amendments
to the WSB/\ By-Laws such that neither can or shou ld be submitted without a fu ll vetting of all to
assure consistency and avoid contradiction.
I.

PROPOSED WSl3A BY-LJ\W AMENDMENTS.
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September 14, 20 16
Re: Proposed Amendments to WS BA By- Laws and Other Cou11 Rules

Thro ughout the proposed By-Law amendments are various substitutions of terms now in use with
new wo rds whose use appears to be suggested in order to encompass non-lawye rs under the
WSl3A By-Laws as full members on equal footi ng with lawyers. The problem is that it becomes
the si tuation of putting a square peg in a rou nd hole. It j ust doesn' t fit.
While many of the functions, purposes, and acti vities (both those authorized and those not
authorized) set forth in the current WSBA By-Laws may be appropri ate to set forth in the Bylaws or Charters of the Boards specifically applicable to LPOs and LLLTs, the merging of them
into the document originally designed to apply onl y to lawye rs is one of those square peg-round
ho le dilemmas in that it changes the mea ning as ori ginall y applied and di mini shes the value to the
current (ori ginal) members of WSBA; i.e. the lawyers.
Many entities arc accountable or report directly to the state Supreme Court but that does not make
all of them (nor should they be) subject to becomin g par1 of the WSBA; i.e. AOC, SCJA, BJ A,
etc. Each of these entities has their own structure, regu latory authori ty, and budget. The same
should be true for the limited license non-lawyer regu latory boards and program s created fo r the
benefit of these Iimited license non-lawyers. Although in 201 2 the state Supreme Court ordered
WSBA to prov ide administrative support to those Boards and hand le the budgets and funds for
those entities, it did not dictate tha t these limited license non-lawyers were to ass ume equal
standing with lawyers as members of the WSBA. Moreover, in the di ssenting opinion to that
20 12 order, it was quite eloquentl y pointed out that requ iring the lawyers of this state to fund
those programs was equi valent to taxing those lawyers and that the authority of the Court to do so
was questionable.
If Iimited license non-lawyers wish to form a professional assoc iation to represent their uniq ue
interests, they should be encouraged to do so. That, however, does not mean that they should be
rolled into an assoc iat ion that was formed for the uniq ue purpose of representing the inte rests of
lawyers. The two are not one and the same and should not be treated as such.
It has been pointed out recently that there has been no ap parent an alysis performed by the WSBA
as to the cost of extending full member benefits to non-lawyers and to renecting those costs in the
non-lawyer license foes in the same manner as the costs of mem bership are calculated and
included in the license fees fo r this state's lawyers (and the proposed lawyer license fee increases
to be voted on at the September 2016 BOG meeting). Due to the unknown fi scal impact of the
issues assoc iated with this question, the matter needs to be full y vetted and the membership made
aware of the resulting research before the pro posed By-Law amendments should be presented fo r
fin al app roval.
!\long the same area of concern is the proposal to acid non-lawyers to the governing body of the
WSBA ; i.e. the BOG. As has become the custom in the last coup le of years, comments in
opposition to this proposal and suggestions for less dramatic pro posa ls have fa llen on deaf ears.
I, for one, strongly oppose such additions to the BOG. T hat being said, however, non-voting nonlawyer mem bers on the BOG or non-lawyer members of an advisory committee to the BOG are
more attracti ve al tern ati ves if, in fac t, the point is to obtain feedback from and consider the
perspect ives of these non-lawyer groups.
Most of the members of WSBA who have become even slightly in formed about the proposed ByLaw amendments are awa re that there is a proposal to add three new at-large governor seats to the
BOG to be ti lled by non-lawyers. What is of considerably greater importance, however, is the oft
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Re: Proposed Amendments lo WSBA By- Laws am! Other Court Rules

overlooked proposed wording in Article VI, ELECT IO NS, and the likely consequence of the
proposed By-Law amendments that may result from the language prese nted . That consequence
is that non-la wyers >vould be eligible and could run for the current BOG seats presentl y only
available onl y to lawyers and voted on by members based on Congressional District. In addi tion,
based on this same proposed language, these same non-lawyers wo uld be eligibl e and could run
for every officer position of the BOG except that filled by the Executive Director as ex officio
Secretary. This would leave onl y the three at large seats reserved for lawyers (i.e. one for Young
Lawyers and two for under-represented or di versity gro ups). Under this possibility, 14 of the 17
possible positions could ul timately be filled by non-lawyers! That is unacceptable .
Another significant area of concerns 1ies wi th the effo1t fo r force all WSBA Sections (currently
28 of them) to be cookie cutter, Stepford wives on one another; an outcome that wo uld essentially
destroy the very essence and value of the Sections. Each Section is a reflection of the unique
areas of practice or interest with their only com mon denominator being that each Section serves
the need s of the lawyers who arc dedicated to improving that area of practice and to bener protect
the clients they represent along with the citizens of the State of Wash ington as a whole. The
unique needs, goals, and composition of each Section demands something other than a cookie
cutter approach. One size all does not fit them all. [fthat is the goal of the proposed
amendments, then wh y not just abol ish the Sections and refund all of the voluntary dues the
members have paid to be a part of those spec ial entities or allow the Sections to break away from
the WSBA to form their own organization s ak in to the Minority Bar Associations now present
within our State.
What will the cost be to implement all of the proposed amendments within the operational
infrastructure of the Bar? T he cost to upgrade the various computer systems and redesign tools
like the lawyer director alone will undoubtedl y be substantia l. So, where are the estimates for
these costs? What was included in them? Were studies even performed to address this issue?
There has been a great dea l o f commentary and discussion regarding whether or not WSBA is a
state agency. Some argue that it is while others argue the opposite. Some on both sides argue
that it must be/or can't be in support of their interpretations of what such a designation (or lack
thereof) means in term s of allowable activities and functions. Some argue that it is not a State
Agency and therefore not subject to the Open Public Meetings Action while at the same time
defending its status as a " pseudo" State Agency (or, the other terminology being "agency of the
state") to justify things such as WSB/\ empl oyees being the beneficiaries of falling under highl y
enviable state retirement programs. Either it is a state agency or it is not. If it is not, get out of
the state retirement system and save a ton of money. lfit is, then get rid ofthe open public
meeting policy within the By-Laws and si mply operate in accordance with the Open Public
Meetings Act.
Ill.

EXHIBITS WITll /\RTICLF.-BY-ARTlCLE COMMENTS/QUESTIONS

Attached to thi s letter are individual Exhibits numbered A-I thro ugh A-XVI one to coincide wi th
each Article within the By-Laws. It is within these exhibits that /\ 11icle-spec ific questions and
comments are presented so as to aid the reader in matching the questi ons and comments more
easily with each Article.
IV.

SUM MARY AND C l.OSING
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/\s with the observations presented in the preceding sections of this letter and the exhibits thereto,
every effort has been made to be thorough but it must be emphasized that the information
presented is NOT intended to be an exhaustive presentation of every possible question or
comment. There is simply insufficient time to do so and the body of knowledge necessary to
provide an exhaustive analys is requires mind s and resources far more well-equipped than what I
have to offer.
There are so many significant (as well as several ve ry subtle) issues presented in the proposed
By-Law amendments abo ut which there is simply insufficient time for one person to provide a
thoughtful and complete commentary by the deadline imposed.
Several of my colleagues have submitted their own effort for your consideration. Not all of us
agree on every issue but we all respect one another's effort in bringing these varying perspectives
to you r attention. I also do not disagree with every proposed amend ment being brought fo11h.
And I wi ll endeavor to identify and provide you with my comments/questions on new issues that
are identified hereafter.
With all that has been discussed th us far, it should be crystal clear to any reader that this unique
and vast set of proposed amendments demands a level of expe1tise and precision that does not
presently exist in the documents that were put fo1t h for first reading at the August 23. 2016,
Special BOG Meeting.
For so many reasons, it is respectfull y requested that the BOG decline to take a final vote on the
proposed By-Law and rule amendments scheduled to be considered at the September 2016 BOG
Meeting and to, instead, schedule a series of meetings over then next year to address a Ii mi ted set
of Articles at each such meeting in the same manner that it analyzed and vetted the GTlRecommendations in between June 2014 and September 20 15.

cc:

WSBA President Bill Hyslop
WSBA Section Leaders
Washington Supreme Cou11
Governor-Elect Christine Meserve
Governor-Elect Dan Bridges
Governor-Elect Rajeev Majumdar
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EXHIBIT A-I
ARTICLE I. FUNCTIONS
Comments/Questions:
A.

PURPOSES ON GENERAL
•

removes "Association" from name of organization
See comment below re 1110 and 1111.
"Association" has been a part of the name of this organization since its inception in 1933. Even
today, the Washington State Bar Association can be found on the Department of Revenue and
Department of Licensing websites identified as "Entity type: Associati on" and with the NAICS
(North American Industry Classification System) Code 813920 defined as a Professional
Organization.

111

changes "Bar" to "legal profession"
What does this mean? There are a lot of people who are a part of the "legal profession" who
are not included; i.e . secretaries, legal assistant s, court clerks, court administrators, process
servers, and so forth .
It also becomes confusi ng in that the t erm "Bar" has a well-established meaning, fun ction, and
purpose that has been developed over ce nturies . Think of places where it is part of our lingo;
for example, Bench-Bar.
Black's Law Dictionary describes "bar associati on" t o mean an organization that is compose d of
attorneys.
This history of t he term "bar" is delightfully presented in the on the website of the Florida ba r
association as foll ows:
"The history of t he term "bar" as representing a legal organization dates from the early
13400s. The word originated w hen Ki ng Edward II established a system of courts
throu ghout his kingdom to set t le disputes among the people. Judges moved from
village to village to hear and settle disagreements in the surrounding comm unities. The
people of t his early era derived most of their entertainment and education in public
gathering places. Hearing the plights and disputes of fellow villagers was a great
diversion for them. As th e courts grew in number, more people began attending t hese
sessions as a social gathering. Consequently, the court sessions had to be held in fields
or commons t o accommodate the crowds. It soon became necessary to set up
boundaries to se parat e the spectators from the proceedings . This was accomplished by
surrounding the court with a square of logs. Only those person who were part of the
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court or party to the argument were allowed within the square of logs of "bars". Thus,
the terminology, "admission to the bar," became synonymous with practicing law. The
term "bar" since has come to mean an organized group practicing law in a given
loca lity."
The proposed change is more than semantics, it would change the entire meaning and
purpose of the sentence and should not be approved.
~

3

adds "and the public"
What "services" does this organization provide to the public? It does not represent them in
litigation. It does not offer them treatment if they have problems that affect their work ethic. It
does not require them to maintain continuing legal education credits. It does not discipli ne
members of the public. It does not grant them a license of any kind. The only way this
organization "serves" the public is through the regulatory functions of assuring that persons
licensed and practicing law in this state are properly vetted prior t o admission, maintain proper
continuing legal education to assure competence, providing assistance to members who are
experiencing a crisis or problem that affects their work (i.e. addiction, mental health, etc.), and
disciplining those who fail to uphold the standards imposed upon them by rules, statutes, and
case law. Co-mingling the term "and the public" in this sentence is not only highly misleading, it
is also quite confusing and subject to misinterpretation.
A possible solution would be to add a separate item in the list that says something like "Serves
the public by assuring that the standards imposed upon its members as set forth in the RPCs,
APRs, and other applicable rules, statutes, and case law are fully enforced ." This, however, is
already provided in subparagraph 7 which is addressed below and therefore would seem to be
redundant and unnecessary.

~6

Assuming that LLLTs and LPOs are to be elevated to full members of the WSBA, the statement
seems to be benign; however, it would be more clear if a clause were added at the beginning of
the statement such as "As delegated by the Washington Supreme Court, ... "
That being said, what if the ultimate decision is NOT to place LLLTs, LPOs, and Lawyers on equal
membership footing within the WSBA? This begs the question of why non-lawyers should be
included as full members of the WSBA. The only answer being expressed by some at WSBA is
something to the effect that this is required because they have a limited license to practice law
per Supreme Court Order and the Supreme Court has delegated the administrative function for
these individuals to the WSBA. That's not good enough. The LLLTs have their own Board -the
Limited License Legal Technician Board (APR 29(C))- and the LPOs have their own Board - the
Limited Practice Board (APR 12(b)). Both Boards include representatives of that type of
practitioner and all Board members are appointed by the Sup reme Court. If they (the LLLTs and
LPOs) wish to amend those rules so that they have a vote in select ing their Board members, that
would seem the place to do so - not under the Board historically designed specifically for
lawyers?
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In addition, why remove the word "misconduct" from the statement? Is it not an allegation of
misconduct that is being investigated? We are certainly not opening investigations based oon
bad hairdos or bad breath are we?
~10

and 11

changes "association" to "organization"

Acco rding to Black's La w Dictionary Free Online Legal Dictionary 2"d Edition, a " Bar Association"
is an o rganization that is composed of attorneys. "Attorneys" are defined as a lawyer, counsel,
a member of the bar and an officer of the courts who is engaged by a client to represent them
and try a case. "Attorney at Law" is defined as an advocate, counsel, official agent employed in
preparing, managing, and trying cases in the courts. An officer in a court of justice who is
employed by a party in a cause to manage the same for him. When used with refe rence to the
proceedings of courts, or the t ransaction of business in the cou rts, the term attorney always
means "attorney at law". An "Association" is described as the act of a number of persons who
unite or join together for some special purpose or business; the union of a company of persons
for the transaction of designated affairs, or the attainment of some common object; an
unincorporated society; a body of persons united and acting together without a charter, but
upon the methods and forms used by incorporated bodies for the prosecution of some common
enterprise . An "Organization", on the other hand, is simply a group of people, structured in a
specific way to achieve a series of shared goals.
Removi ng the word association from its companion word, Bar, is technically a misnome r and
inaccurate.
B. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AUTHORIZED.
~6.

This paragraph assumes that the WSBA is the body responsible for receiving and investigating
complaints and disciplining, etc. LPOs and LLLTs when, in fact, APR 12 and APR 28 provide that
the Boards for each of those entities have those duties. WSBA has only been delegated the
authority to handle the budgets and funds for those entities and provide administrative support
to those Boards (see APR 12(b)(3) and APR 28(C}(4). Neither of the AP Rs provide for the WSBA
to absorb all functions of the applicable limited practice boards nor that WSBA must absorb the
members of those limited license professions into the WSBA as "mem bers" of the WSBA.
In addition to the types of problems/concerns suggested above, there are also those that are
more about substance than semantics. Specifically, see l.B.22 and 23.

~22.

This authorizes the WSBA to establish the amount of all license and other fees as well as the
amount charged (presumably to members?) for services provided by the bar but then trumps
that with a provision allowing the Supreme Court to mod ify the amounts established by WSBA if
that body doesn't like it. There is no accountability here, for example, to require WSBA (or the
Court) to distinguish and clearly publish what portion of a license fee is necessary for the
regulatory functions such as admissions, discipline, or regulatory matters versus what portion is
for non-mandatory, permissive or discretionary functions of WSBA; i.e. the function of serving
the professional association for lawyers.
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I have taken the time to conduct a limited, yet enlightening, amount of research to ascerta in
factual or supporting information as to some statements made by some proponents of the
proposed By-Law amendments. In that effort, I have attempted to look briefly at each of the 50
state bars' websites. I found it interesting that several actual publish the various parts of the
license fees for their jurisdiction b segregating out the mandatory regu latory functions from the
other functions of their respective associations . Why doesn't WSBA do so?

~23

C.

Why must this item be listed? There is great concern that if the Supreme Court wants t he WSBA
or some other entity to administer the boards the court has created, then the court should
assure funding for those boards is provided by those benefitting or reliant upon them; i.e. the
public, the Legislature, the Executive Branch, or the practice area (LPO or LLLT) - but not funds
mandated on other practitioners who are not governed by nor and have any authority over
those other entities' boards. It is a tax upon lawyers with no benefit to them; an unfunded
mandate; a taking. Is that not the same type of conduct attempted by a cruel, mad English King
over two hundred years ago that resulted in the infamous Boston Tea Party?
ACTIVITIES NOT AUTHORIZED
No comment.
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EXHIBIT A -II
ARTICLE II . DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIO NS
COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
A.

HEADQUARTERS

•
B.

C.

SEAL

•

why change "shal l" to "will"

•

note that t he Seal will continue to use the word "Association"

FILING PAPERS WITH THE BAR

•
D.

why change "shall" to "will" - what is the functional purpose of t his?

no comment

COMPUTATION OF TIME

•

why remove the word "shall" - is the intent simply to make the sentence a bit less
cumbersome? What about lega l holidays designated by the US Congress?

E.

DEFINITIONS AND USE OF TERMS

•

112 - refers to "membership" w it hout a definition fo r same later; also refers to "members" and
therefore is subject to comments concerning what should constitute who is a member of the
organization that appear throughout this correspondence.

•

114 -why are all ot her documents such as t hose handwritten, typed, and electronic writings
excluded such as emai ls, scanned documents, etc.? May want to red raft to restate as "including
but not necessarily limited to ... "

•

115 - what about digital media (not just video which implies a different technology); again may
be more appropriate to include a phrase "including but not necessarily limited to" in this
definition to account for changing technology

•

116 - does 11electronic form" mean digital? Based on the preceding defi nit ion for " electronic
means", why not have a definition for "electronic form"?

•

117 - why remove the word "shal l" - is the intent simply to make the sentence a bit less
cumbersome?

and same comments as to 112 re word

11

member"
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•

~10

•

~11- "may" is not a term to describe a RIGHT; it is discretionary and, at most, a privilege;

- "member" - please see comments in letter as to this definition

suggest changing "has a right to" to "is allowed to" or removing the phrase completely
•

Why no definition of either "shall" or "will"? Since these terms are either being used or
replaced throughout the by-laws, there should be a clear, concise definition of each. They are
no less important than the terms "may" and "must" which do have their own definitions!

•

Why are there several other Articles with "Definitio ns" sections within them (and some with
none whatsoever) rather than having ALL definitions located in one place for ease in reference
AND to assure no term of art within these By Laws is overlooked? For example, Article VII,
MEETINGS, uses the term "Bar entity" (or its plural) many t imes without a specific definition for
this new term of art. That article has its own " Definitions" section as well. So why is that terms
of art not defined anywhere?

F.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
Why is this subject being eliminated from this Article and moved to ARTICLE VII?
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EXHIBIT A -Ill
ARTICLE VIII. MEMBERSHIP

Th e greatest dilemma with regard to this sect io n of the by-laws appears to be an inte rm ixing of the
function of licensure and the functi on of membership without consideration of the differences between
the two. Th e t erms are not synonymous but the proposed amendments attempt to t reat them as such.
The primary basis for this conundrum is the apparent attempt to pu ll under one umbrella three (or
more) separate t ypes of service providers when the core function of each type of service provider is
substantially different as are their interests, needs, and fi nancial re alities.
To utilize the term "member", or its derivative "mem bership", when referring to a licensure function is
extremely misleading and is causing substantial confusion when discussions ensue regarding the
proposed amendments to the by-laws.
While I wholeheartedly oppose the att empt to include non-lawyers under the umbrella of the WSBA, if
that is the reality that is goi ng to happen despite the objections of lawyers for w ho m the WSBA was
created to represe nt and serve, then perhaps a better method of handling the non-lawye r service
provider cat egories would be t o have separate Articles fo r each group; i.e. Article VIII. Lawyer
Membership; Article XIV. Limited Li cense Lega l Technician Membership; and Article XV. Limited Practice
Officer Membership .
Throughout thi s enti re Article there is great inconsistency in the use ofterminology which must be
corrected for purposes of clarity and accuracy. Some examples of t his are cited in th e following
comments but, as a t ime-saving measure, not all incidents are noted.
A. CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP
1

The section is completely new and replaces the existing Sect ion A of Article VII I that is now addressed
under a new Section Bin Article VIII that is entitled "Status Classifications". The existing version of this
Section describes the various classifications available to attorneys (i.e. lawyers) based on th eir licensure
status; i.e. active, inactive, etc.
In the exist ing version, t here was no need to breakout the Section into t wo separate ones because only
one type of service provider was being addressed and all persons who fell into that category had the
same things in common; i.e. educational requirements, licensing fees, membership interests and
benefits, financial obligations and needs, etc.
Perhaps the better method of rewriting this Article's Section would have been as indicated above, a
separate Article for each type of service provider cat egory with each new Article having its own Sections
for the various classifications, etc. That would then allow for this particular Article to start by simply
1

The use of "exist ing" refers to the By-Laws of the Washington State Bar Associa tion last approved by BOG on

September 18, 2015.
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changing the heading of this Section to MEMBERSHIP STATUS under which the various status categories
are/should be addressed as in the existing Article Ill.
That being said, if the decision is to maintain all categories of service providers under one Article, then,
at the very least, the title of this Section should be changed from CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP to TYPES OF
LICENSURE to distinguish it from the next Section that discusses "classifications" .
~1 -

The intermingling of the concept of membership and licensure is put to the forefront in the
introductory sentence - this is problematic
a.

For attorneys, the proposed language limits membership to those admitted to practice law
pursuant to only APR 3 and APR 5 even though those qualified to practice pursuant to APR 8
and APR 14 are currently members of the WSBA and pay fees to WSBA pursuant to those
two latter rules .

b.

Why is not similar additional language such as " admitted and licensed to practice in a
limited capacity pursuant to APR 28" included for the LLLT "members" as was for the
attorney members?

c.

Why is not similar additional language such as " admitted and licensed to practice in a
limited capacity pursuant to APR 12" included for the LPO "members" as was for the
attorney members?

The final, unnumbered paragraph of Section A.1 rambles and could be considerably more
concise.
~2 -

Why are those licensed pursuant to APR 8 and APR 14 being excluded from membership in the
Bar when they are required to pay fees to WSBA and the current APRs describe them as
members? What's the benefit of excluding them? And, if excluded from membership status,
why should they have to pay any fees?
The final sentence of the paragraph should, in its entirety, be a separate, numbered paragraph
and should be redrafted to be considerably more concise. Would not a simple sentence such as
"Membership in the Bar ends upon termination or revocation of a member's license, whether or
not such act is voluntary."

B.

STATUS CLASSIFICATIONS

This Section, now a new one, is the proposed rewriting of the existing Article's Section A.
Again, by attempting to combine descriptions for the status of a lawyer-member with those of nonlawyer service providers, the wording in this Section is often convoluted, difficult to read, and inartfully
crafted.
The heading of this Section could be more accurately relayed by changing the heading to MEMBERSHIP
STATUS TYPES. Then, if all such service provides must be addressed in this one Section, it would be much
more appropriate to provide applicable titles to sub-sections for each t ype of service provider that are
Exhibit A-111-2
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appropriately titled; i.e. Active-Lawyer, Active-LLLT, Active-LPO, etc. rather than trying to address them
all in the manner presented in the proposed amendments. This specific concern/comment is applicable
when addressing Article IV.
These sub-categories of service provider types would be most beneficial when transferred to the WSBA
member directory. Currently when looking up an attorney, the on-line directory displays a field entitled
"Status". Right now, because only attorneys are in the directory, that status field simply reflects
"Active" or some other status. If all service provider types are going to be lumped together, it would be
difficult to distinguish between an Active lawyer versus an Active LPO or an Active LLLT. That would be
EXTREMELY misleading to the public as well as to other WSBA members. This fact alone justifies
breaking out the service providers into separate sections within the by-laws rather than lumping all into
one.
To begin the Section, I would suggest a re-write of the introductory sentence. One suggestion could be:
There are XXX types of membership status. The qualifications, privileges, and restrictions for each t ype
of status are set forth in the sub-sections hereafter."
Why aren't the other classes of licensure included under this Section when they are clearly mentioned
later in this Article without the same type of descriptive information; i.e. Disbarred, Resign in Lieu of
Disbarment, Voluntary Resignation, Resignation in Lieu of Discipline, Revocation? Aren't all of these akin
to subcategories within a "Revoked" status? What about Administrative Suspension?
111 -

if changed to address the service provider type, the title of this sub-section should be "ActiveLawyer"; otherwise "Active Status"; In addition, removal of the phrase "or disbarred .. ." and
leaving only the disqualifying act of being suspended is misleading and incomplete. What about
members who are not only disbarred but are inactive, have resigned, or are some other status
other than fully active? This needs to be further fleshed out to be concise and comprehensive.

111.b.2 Considering the practice elsewhere in the by-laws, why list all of these " entities" and just simply
say "other Bar Entity"?
111.b.4 This is not accurate if non-lawyers become Active bar members as is being proposed. Each
Section currently has its own by-laws, some of which exclude certain types of practitioners such
as non-lawyers. Sections shou ld be allowed to make such a determination rather than being
forced to take in a new class of members - voting or non-voting - without their consent - a topic
yet to be fleshed out in that Article and a separate workgroup's efforts. Suggest adding clause
at end of statement that states "if allowed under the Section's by-laws".
111.b.S This is a debatable issue as the cost and funding to support such additional members' access to
full member benefits now financed solely by attorney membe rs of the Bar.
112

The introductory paragraph that is being deleted is informative and helpful. It is suggested that
this remain in the updated by-laws and possibly expanded to include "Inactive-Non lawyer". Are
inactive members going to be allowed to serve on other " Ba r entities"? Why list only
committees and boards?
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112.a.l Again, this should remain the decision of each Section and be subject to the provisions set forth
in their by-laws. One size does not fit all and should not.
112.a.5 What member benefits are being offered to inactive membe rs and what are t he costs of this as
well as the source of funding? Has any ana lysis been perform ed? If so, where can this
informat ion be found?
112.b.2) Is the intent to call this status " disability inactive" or simply " inactive"? If the latte r, then a
simple statement under the preceding statement to indicate inclusion of such individuals would
be more concise and sufficient. If the former, then clearly use t he two-word term throughout
whenever referring to that status classification would be more appropriate.
112.b.3) Why are " honorary" members included under this status classification? Why not a separate one
or, as stated for 2.b.2) above, why not list them under the inactive class description? Rea ding
the description in this paragraph begs for the class to be a separate, st andalone one and not
part of the inactive classification.
113

Throughout this section t here is reference t o "resign" and "voluntarily resigned" - th e use
should be made consistent to say one or the other but not use both. It is somewhat misleading
and confusi ng otherwise.

113.d.2 Considering the practice elsewhere in th e by-laws, why list all of these "entities" and j ust simply
say "other Bar Entity"?
11 3.d.3 What member benefits are being offered to judici al members and what are th e costs of this as
well as th e source of funding? Has any analysis been performed? If so, where can this
information be found?
113.d.4 Again, th is sho uld remain the decision of each Section and be subject to the provisions set fo rth
in their by-laws. One size does not fit all and should not.
113. d.5 What does thi s mean? If they ca n se rve on Bar entities, why wouldn't they be eligi ble to vote or
hold an officer/chai r type of position wit hin that entity? Th is seems to be contrad icting 3.d.2
above.
114.a

Considering th e practice elsewhere in t he by-laws, why list all of these "entiti es" and just simply
say "other Bar Entity"?

114.b

Again, t his should remain the decision of each Section and be subject to the provisions set forth
in their by-laws. One size does not fit all and should not .

114.d

What member benefits are being offered to Emeritus Pro Bono members and what are the costs
of this as w ell as the source of funding? Has any analysis been perform ed? If so, where can this
information be found?
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115

The statement that "Members of any type can ... " [emphasis added) have their membership
suspended is not only inaccurate but also grammatically inco rrect. First, any type would
arguably include disbarred members (recognizing that this status is not currently identified
under this Section of the Article but arguably should be identified) and it appears the writer only
intended "any" to include active and inactive status classes included by the statement. Second,
"can" imparts that the member "is able to" and therefore has a choice or cont rol over the
decision when, in fact, that is not true . If I understand the intent of the writer, I believe t he
statement should be rewritten to indicate that the Supreme Cou rt has authority to order any
member to be suspended based on some criteria specified in the statement.

C. REGISTER OF MEMBERS
No comment .
D. CHANGE OF MEMBERSHIP STATUS TO ACTIVE
111

What include the second sentence? Would it not be better to add a clause at the conclusion of
the preceding sentence stating "and as set forth in applicable APRs"?

111.b

What does the newly added last sentence mean?

112

Why is the reinstatement/readmission course only required for lawyer members?

E.

CHANGE OF MEMBERSHIP STATUS TO INACTIVE through H. VOLUNTARY RESIGNATION

Comments that may be applicable to th ese Sections are not provided in this document due to t he time
restrictions for submittal of position letters to the BOG. The writer reserves the right to provide
additional feedback at a later date if necessary.
I. ANNUAL LICENSE FEES AND ASSESSMENTS
116

J.

This provision DOES NOT belong in this Article and should be removed and placed under Article
VIII.
SUSPENSION through 0. EXAMINATION REQUIRED

Comments that may be applicable to t hese Sections are not provided in this document due to the time
restrictions for submittal of position letters to the BOG. The writer reserves the right to provide
add itional feedback at a later date if necessary
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EXHIBIT A-IV
ARTICLE IV. GOVERNANCE

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
There are 3 versions provided in the materia ls disseminated for t he August 23'd meeting. Having
insufficient time to address all three versions, only Version 1 is addressed below.
Why isn't the Executive Committee described in this Article instead of only being mentioned in Article
VII????? Since by its very Charter the Executive Committee is clearly a function of governance, it should
be fully addressed under thi s Article.
If removing "Boa rd of Governors" essentially throughout the Article (and elsewhere in these By Laws)
and replacing it with "BOG", then, for co nsistency, every reference to " BOG" should be prefaced with
the word "the" or it shouldn' t be - not both. The prefa cing "the" is not consistently used in these
proposed amendments.
Why rep lace "sha ll" with "will" o r "must" here and in other Articles? What is the purpose/rationale to
do so?
A.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
~

1. - cha nging three at large Govern ors to six at large Governors -

First, rega rdl ess of the Governance Task Force recommendation s, I have found th e most members
of the Bar oppose this change as do I. Second, why cal l these "elected" Governors when they are
really just appointed by the BOG? Say that. They are appointed. They have no representative
capacity as t o any grou p of the membership . The same is true of the President. See subparagraph
2b comment s.
~ 2. - a. It is tru e th at th e BOG elects the President, but why is t hat the case? Why isn't the President

elect ed by the members? What would be wrong with that? Wit h electronic voting now available, it
wou ld be simple to do and provide much greater support by the members than t he current methods
w hich often appea r to sim ply provide an existing inside r with th e upper hand in the selection
process over one not a current BOG member (look at the last t wo selections)!
b. Th e sentence is missing an "and" after the newly proposed clause and the existing clause that
begins with "annually .... "
c. Each Governor is elected to represent the interests of their district's members and in doing so,
represents the interests of all members. Representing one's district does not mean that the
Governor is absolutely bound by misinformed or uninformed members (which would occur less
often with better communications from the Governo rs to their districts). Even more important is
that the Gove rnors DO NOT represe nt the public w ho are not members of the Bar ! While the Bar
may serve the public through the its obligation to assure competency in its members, it does NOT
represent and is NOT elected by the general public. Use of the word "represen t" in this paragraph is
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a misapplication of the term itself as well as applied to t he role of the governors and should not be
used.
d. As written in the existing version of the bylaws, th e statement is accurate. As proposed in the
amended version, the st atement is not only inaccurate but also dilutes t he duties and
responsibilities of the elected governors.
e. There should be some recourse against Governors who are appointed to serve as BOG liaisons
but who do not attend the meetings nor communicate with those entities to which they are to be
liaising. Moreover, there should be no specia l treatment that requires an entity to allow such a
Governor to attend their executive sessions. This change from a permissive to a mandatory in the
proposed amendment is inappropriate and not well received. Moreover, why is/should not the
same courtesy be extended to entity liaisons to the BOG?
f. - Is the int ent of the amended portion of this paragraph to excuse Governors from attending
other functions that, prior to these proposed amendments, they have historically been expected to
attend?
114 b 2) - Why not conduct a specia l election as described in section 4.b.3) under th is circumstance and
whe re the Governor in question is one elected based on Congressiona l District, rather than have
the BOG select the successor Governor? It makes sense for BOG t o appoint a successor when it
was BOG who made the original appointment but not when the original Governor was elected
by the members.
Based on the forego ing concerns/comments, the BOG is urged to NOT approve the proposed
amendments as written at this time.
B.

OFFICERS OF THE BAR

Considering the core, unresolved problem of who will be an "Active" member under the proposed bylaw
amendments and whether there needs to be one or more subcategories of active members (i.e. Activelawyer, Active-LLLT, Active-LPO, etc.) requires an answer before being able to accurately comment on
parts of this Section of Article IV and other applicable Articles.
In this case, the clause indicating that "all officers must be Active members of the Bar" is highly
misleading without that clarification being in place. Using only th e term Active member in this situation
w ithout more clarification wi ll mean that one or more non-lawyer members of the BOG (assuming th at
provision is adopted) could be officers of the Bar. That is completely unacceptable since not a single one
of those individuals would be elected by th e lawyer members of the Bar.
111-

Why list all of the potential bar entities here when elsewhere throughout these proposed
by-law amendments the effort is being made to eliminate such lists other than in a
definition? Why is the President only expected to provide one report to the members of the
activities of t he Bar? Why isn't it a minimum of one report with an expectation of multiple
reports?

11 6 -

Why change from the word "pleasure" to "direction"? Would it not be more accurate to say
that th e "Executive Director serves at the pleasure of the BOG as directed and is subj ect to
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an annual performance review by th e BOG ." This implies that the position will not be subject
to hiring/firing/disciplining by the employer as any other employee would be. Is that the
desired intent?
~ 7 a-

Same question/comment as to why isn't the President elected by the members rather than
by the BOG? This topic requires discussion involving fill of the current members of the
association.

~7 b-

Same comment as for paragraph 6 above. In addition, despite the Governance Task Force
Report recommendation to the contrary, the Supreme Court should play no role in the
selection or termination of the Executive Director of this organization. That individual is an
employee of the organization mandated to follow the directives and serve at the pleasure of
the BOG . If the Supreme Court has issue with those directives, they should be addressed
directly to the BOG, not to its employee. Moreover, as illustrated in case law that has been
cited by others in their presentations to BOG over the last few weeks, the Supreme Court
only has authority over the regulatory/discipline/licensure side of the organization and not
the professional side of it that shou ld be representing the members' interests. This would
undoubtedly cross that line and place too much authority in t he hands of the Supreme Court
over issues it should not be involved in.

C.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS COMMITIEES

~1 -

Here is another example of why trying to make a one-size fits all set of By-Laws is cumbersome
and confusing to the reader. Are BOG committees subject to the same rules and regulations
(bylaws) as all other Bar entities that are supposedly being lumped into that one term, Bar
entity? If not, why not? If BOG Committees are special, then what limitations are there on
creating new ones or eliminating old ones on a whim or to silence dissenting members? What's
the difference between a BOG Standing Committee, a BOG Special Committee, a BOG Work
Group, any other BOG subgroup, and non-Bog committees, work groups, or other subgroups?

~2 -

Why, in subparagraph 2, aren't non-BOG or non-Bar staff persons listed as potential members of
these "committees"? And, if there are such members, why are they not automatically voting
members? Why shouldn't they be? [Also, th e last sentence in the subparagraph needs a
rewrite to make it more concise and clear.]

~3 -

Subparagraph 3 contradicts provisions elsewhere in these proposed by-laws as t o who may
attend and under what circumstances. There needs to be work done to make these various
provisions consistent with one another.

~4 -

Why is this Committee segregated out and made a part of the By-Laws when the others listed in
paragraph 1 are not?
Why is this committee on ly required to have a 2/3 {67%) majority for determining either that
the legislation complies with GR 12.1 or for purposes of taking a legislative position WHEN
SECTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE A % {75%) MAJORITY in order to do either???????

D. POLITICAL ACTI VITY
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no comments
E.

REPRESENTATION OF THE BAR

This introductory paragraph is yet another example of missing what is being promoted elsewhere in
these proposed by-law amendments - Why list all of the potential bar entities when elsewhere
throughout these by-laws th e effort is being made to eliminate such lists other than in a definition?
For all of the above concerns/comments, the BOG is urged NOT to approved the proposed amendments
to Article IV.
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EXHIBIT A -V
ARTICLE IV. APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENSES

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS.
Genera lly, the ve rb tense in this Article is not consist ent within the Article itself and also does not match
that of other Articles and should be modified to be consistent throughout the By-Laws.
Same general comment as to substitutions such as the word "wi ll" for "shall", etc.
A.

APPROPR IATIONS
11 1.a.

an example of the general comment above; i.e. "sha ll appoint" is more consistent than
"appoi nts".
Also, the paragraph following subparagraph 1.c. appears to be part of the primary
paragraph and, as such, the margin should be extended to the left to line up with the
primary paragraph . Same general comment about verb tense. Also, is it the intent of the
last sentence in this paragraph to al low/include non-BOG members on the BOG Budget and
Audit Committee and, if so, wha t type of individuals are envisioned: i.e. staff, members of
the pub lic, lawyer members of the Bar, others? Please clarify .

B. EXPENSES; LIMITED LIABILITY

11 2

Typographica l error resulting from substation of "is" for "sha ll" without removing word "be"
needs to be corrected.

11 3 and 11 4 - Both of these statements appear to require cross referencing to Article XIV,
INDEMNIFICATION, and should be consistent with that latter Article. Is it the intent of either or
both of these provisions to impose personal li ability on such individuals or entities when the
liability has been incurred through no fau lt of their own? That is what is implied.
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EXHIBIT A -VI
ARTICLE VI. ELECTIONS

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
There are 3 versions provided in the materials disseminated for the August 23'd meeting. Having
insufficient t ime to address all t hree versions, only Version 1 is addressed below.

A substantial amount of comments have already been provided regarding the contents of this Article
and therefore I will not spend a great deal of t ime on detail here. However, there are some quite
substantial issues that the BOG was unable to answe r during the August 23, 2016, Special BOG Meeting
w ith respect to the intent of the use of certain terms w ithin this Article. In fact, it was acknowledged
during that meeting that the question posed as to the intent of the proposed changes in this Article had
been previously discussed but not resolved as to what the intent will be.
The question posed surrounds the drafted language where the t erms "Active member" and "Active
lawyer member" are utilized . This is the primary issued below in each of the affected sections and
paragraphs.
A.

ELIGIBILITY FOR MEMBERSHIP ON BOARD OF GOVERNORS
~ 1

The existing Congressional District Governors are now elected by the members and
currently only lawyer members of the Bar are eligible to fill these posit ions; the term used to
indicate this currently is "Active member". However, ifthe term "active" is amended (as
suggested in Article Ill) to include non-lawyer limited licensed individuals, this changes
completely who may be eligible to run for a Congressional District Gubernatorial seat and
would potentially mean that non-lawyers wou ld be allowed to fill any or all of these 11 seats
in addition to the proposed new at-large seats reserved for non-lawyers. This brings the
t ota l potential seats a non-lawyer could fi ll to 14 of t he total 17 seats on the BOG as well as
being eligible to run for the Presidency of the Bar.
This is completely unacceptable and should not be allowed.

~ 2

This section addresses the At Large Gove rnor positio ns all of which are appointed by the 11
Congressional District Governors rather than by the members of the Bar. There are
currently on ly three such positions on the BOG; a Young Lawyer position and two positions
designed for members representative of traditionally underrepresented or otherwise
diverse candidates. The proposed amendments would add three addit ional at large
governor positions; two for limited license non-lawyers and one for a layperson.
~ 2.a. addresses the t wo lawyer positions and ~ 2.b. addresses the Young Lawyer position all of which the proposal continues to identify as avai lable only for active lawyer members.

B. NOMINATI ONS AND APPLICATIONS
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I have no particular comments or questions as to the procedural aspects of the nominations and
applications processes as set forth in this Section of the Article.
My question/comments only has to do with w hy there should be any appointment process other
than t o fill a position vacated due to resignatio n, death, or similar disability.
It has never been clear why the at-large positions are appointed by the BOG rather than being
elected by the members they are intended to represent; i.e. the Young Lawyer position by young
lawye rs and the other two positions by the members (lawyers) of the entire Bar. There have been
severa l recent comments by others that have call ed t his practice into question and I concur with
their voices that the time has come for all members of the BOG to be elected by their int ended
constituents rath er than appointed by the BOG.
C.

ELECTION OF GOVERNORS

11 2.a. - see comment above as to Section A 111.
11 2.c.1-why not base the deadline on the date postmarked instead of t he date de livered to the Bar
office. For many ru ra l communities, the standa rd "3-day" delay for mail t o be received is pure
ficti on. I, for one, live in a community w here w hen I mail a letter to an adjacent community
immediately west of my city using the US Post al Service, that pi ece of mail is fi rst sent by my
post office to the main sortin g posta l center 40-50 miles t o t he east of my town and t hen
processed and sent to the address on the mai ling label I prepared that is only 10 miles to my
west. I have tracked this process and discovered th at it is not unusual for my letter to be
received at its intended recipient's address anywhere from the next day to 10 days later.
However, if the postmark shows the date of mailing, there is proof of the t imeliness of my act of
mailing by any particu la r deadl ine. It wou ld seem logical that this same method be used by the
Bar for the mailing of ballots until such time as all ba llots are cast only via electronic voting
(then the problem of power and internet outages come into play).
11 2.e

Please clarify what the place to w hich the ballots are del ivered is intended to be; i.e. 10 days
afte r the date the ballots are delivered to the vote r or to the Bar.

112.f

Pl ease clarify w hat type of "active members" are being referred to in this pa ragraph.

D. ELECTIONS BY BOARD OF GOVERNORS
111 -11 3 F.

See comments above as to Section A 111. and as to Section B.

MEMBER RECALL OF GOVERNORS

Same question as to what constitutes an Active member for purposes of this Section. Would it be
allowed for a non-lawyer "Active" member to generate a recall of a lawyer governor and vice-versa?
111 -

Raising the threshold for a recall petition from 5% to 25% of the act ive members of the
Gove rnor's Congressional District would req uire, in many cases, more signatures t han the
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number of active members who actually vote for their governors. This is just WRONG ! It also
brings to mind a new question: If it is determined that the Congressional District Governors
shall remain all lawyer governors, the when counting who may vote for a Governor in a
Congressiona l District, will "Active" member non-lawyers be included in that headcount and
balloting for the lawyer members?
~ 2

At least in terms of a recall of a Young Lawyer Governor, only Young Lawyers would be allowed
to participate in any vote and petition process. However, once again, raising the th reshold for a
recall petition from 5% to 25% of the active Young Lawyer members is just not right and should
not be approved.

What about recall of one of the proposed new at large governor seats as well as the remaining current
two at large governor seats? What is the process for each of these and why is it not included in this
Article?
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EXHIBIT A -VII
ARTICLE VII. MEETINGS

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
Although Sections A and B appea r to be intended to apply to all " Ba r entities" (includ ing committees,
Sections, task forces, etc.), they are really applicable only to BOG and do not reflect the realit y of
meetings of other entit ies.
A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS; DEFINITIONS
See comment under Article II, Definitions.

11 a.

Why eliminate the description for " Regular meetings" yet include a special description for
"Specia l Meetings"? Such drafting is inconsistent and potentially misleading. W hat was
misleading or inconsistent about the existing sentence concerning regular meetings? What is the
rationale behind this change?

11 b.

All the other terms t hat are defined in this section begi n with t he term being defined EXCEPT
FOR "Bar entity" (or its plural). To be consistent in t he formatting, th is paragraph should be
rewritten to fo llow the same layout. More appropriate would be t o move all definitions,
includ ing t his one to Article II.
In addition, under the proposed amendment, the individ ual entities delin eated in th e existing
Article are stricken-through and replaced by the term "bar entity" (or its plural); however, the
procedures and practices covered are, in actuality, more akin to the procedures and practices of
the BOG rather than of many of the other bar entities involved. For example, where BOG may
not allow proxies for purposes of voting, other entities through their approved By-Laws do.

11 c.

Since it is broken out into a separate pa ragraph, why not separately enumerate the definition
for "final action" to maintain consistent formatting?

11 d.

This is a new definition fo r "minutes" that is not in the existing By-Laws. Why?
Th is addition to the By Laws is particularly interesting in that it will now codify th e excuse for no
longer listing liaison and guest attendees at BOG meetings that began earlier this year. When
asked why these individuals were no longer included in the minutes of BOG meetings, the
answer given by the Executive Director was that the By Laws did not require their identificat ion !
A gradual sterilization of the minutes of BOG meetings has occurred over the last two years
beginning with the elimination of any reference to questions/comm ents from liaisons and
guests with the minutes produced in the September 2014 BOG Book and now the complete
elimination of any record whatsoever that these individuals even attended the BOG meetings
either on their own behalf or in a representative ca pacity for another organization. Despite the
removal of any mention of member attendees, Bar staff (employees) are routinely listed in the
minutes as attendees as is their input on issues/topics th us placing them in a what appears to be
a priority position over the actual members. Such sterilizing of the minutes is not
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representative of a transparent organization, does not promote the involvement nor interest of
the members, nor promote good will and should be discouraged.
Based on the foregoing, the BOG is urged NOT to approve the proposed amendments to Section A of
Article VII at this time .
B.

OPEN MEETINGS POLICY

It is understood that the BOG is not satisfied w ith simply adopting t he provision of the long standing
statutory provision known as the Open Public Meetings Act. It is not understood why that Act is
insufficient for use by WSBA nor why its scope is apparently considered to be too narrow for use by
WSBA. Please explain.
~ 1.

Why eliminate.the introductory paragraph 1 that is included in the existing By Laws? What
purpose does eliminating it serve?
As t o the second paragraph (the first in the proposed amendments), whether or not
intended to be so, the second sentence can be viewed as a restrictive measure rather than a
non-exhaustive, permissive list for meeting format. Some bar entities have authorized email
meetings/discussions as an additional means of timely discussion. With the way this
sentence is written, it could be viewed as prohibiting that. If t his is the intent, why? What
purpose does it serve? In addition, as techno logy advances, t here may be ot her meaningful
methods of conducting open meetings that would serve the purpose of transparency.
Again, limiting language does not necessarily anticipate such future t echnological advances.

~ 2.

Why aren't matters regulated by the LLLT RPCs included in the list of entities set forth in this
paragraph?

~ 3.

Here's another big change related to minutes. Presently the minutes of each BOG meeting
are drafted and included in the BOG Book of the next BOG meeting for approval. Under t his
proposed amendment, only approved minutes would be made available to the public and
the promptness requirement in generating those minutes is remove d. In addition, the last
sentence makes no sense. What entities are not required to record minutes or not allowed
to take final action on a matter and why? Finally, once again the question arises of why
substitute the words "will" or "must fo r the word "shall"?

~4

Another instance of the question of why substitute the words "will" or "must for the word
"shall"?

~ 6

This is an example of an instance specific to BOG meetings that the proposed amendment
appears to be making applicable to all bar entities; i.e. voting for At Large Governors, etc.
There are no votes for at large governors by most if not all other bar entit ies. The entire
paragraph is somewhat inartfully written and effort should be made to draft a better
proposal. The existing paragraph 6 is straightforward and concise and should be retained.

~ 7

The existing paragraphs 7 through 9 are now renumbered to 8 th rough 10 with this new
paragraph 7 (and its new subpa ragraphs) being added by the proposed amendments to
specifically address Executive Sessions.
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~

7a.

This new paragraph is an example of a provision that is specific to BOG meetings by its very
language. As such, it should not be under Section B of this Arti cl e but rather under Section
C. Moreover, the items de lineated beneath it in subparts 1 through 6 are either overly
wordy or expand the purpose of an executive session to processes normally prohibited to
occur in an executive session based on the Open Public Meetings Act. Subparagraph 6 is
specifically far too permissive and essentially provides limitless authority to the President to
rai se and discuss anything in secret rather than in a public meeting. This is NOT
transparency. This is NOT good practice. This does NOT promote trust.

The ending paragraph to subparagraph 7a is unnumbered but, again, is not on ly overly broad but may
directly contradict or be inconsistent with provisions in Article IV.
~ 7b & 7c. These new paragraphs are examples of provisions that are specific to bar entit ies other

than BOG. Why break out BOG Committees separate from other ba r entities? This
contradicts th e basic prem ise being put forth that all bar entities other than BOG are to be
treated the same. It that prem ise is true, then paragraphs 7b and 7c should be combined
and applicable to all such other bar entities. If, on the other hand, the comm ittee described
is such a unique entity, then tell us which committee(s) is/are at issue.
As above, the ending paragraph to subparagraph 7b is essentially ident ical to that provided for BOG and
shou ld not be. It is also not consistent with the provision set forth in Article IV.
This paragraph supposedly is applicable to a committee not th e BOG. In add ition, as above, th e items
delineated beneath it in subparts 1 through 6 are either overly wordy or expand the purpose of an
executive session to processes normally prohibited to occur in an executive session based on the Open
Public Meetings Act. Subparagraph 6 is specifically far too permi ssive and essenti ally provides lim itless
authority to the Committee Chair to raise and discuss anything in secret rat her than in a public meeting.
This is NOT transparency. This is NOT good practice. This does NOT promote trust.
As to the content of paragraph 7c, it is far less expansive than either 7a or 7b and is more akin to t hat
set forth in t he Open Public Meetings Act. It is a better example of what would be more acceptable
und er both paragraphs 7a and 7b. Most important, it does not include the overly expansive
subparagraph 6 of the other two paragraphs discussed above.
The ending paragraph to subparagraph 7c is unnumbered but, again, is not only overly broad but may
directly contradict or be inconsistent with provisions in Article IV. Moreover, why should Bar staff and
the BOG liaison have an absolute right of attendance to such an entity's executive sessions?
~ 8 thru ~ 10 - no ch anges of substance; more substituting "will" fo r " shall" without good cause.

Based on th e foregoing comments, th e BOG is urged to NOT approve the proposed amendments to
Section B of Article VII at this time .

C.

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
~ 1-

No changes of su bstan ce. This does not, howeve r, mea n that there is not good cause fo r at
least one minor change that may promote greater transparency, notices, and good will.
That minor cha nge would be to req uire th e posting of th e prelim inary and the fi nal BOG
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agendas as well as the BOG book on the Bar webs ite by dates certain. For example, the
preliminary agenda should be posted at the same t ime as t he meeting notice at least 45
days prior t o the meeting. The final agenda and book should be posted at least 14 days
prior to the meeting with the ability to post supplemental materials thereafter. As it is now,
there is often consid erably less time between the posting of the book and the actual
meeting leaving little t ime for anyone t o give due consideration or obtain feedback from
liaison's or rep resent ative's constituents .
~ 2a -

Why expand the list of who can call for a special meeting t o include 3 members of t he
" Executive Committee"? (See question under Section Das to membership on the Executive
Committee)

~ 2b -

Since the ED is already an ex officio officer (secretary), is not listing the ED here redundant?
(see Article IV Section B) Remove the "and" prior to "the general Counsel". Why not make
the t ime for notice of a special meeting a minimum of five business days rather than five
days? Does the last sentence mean that the notice of cancellation and all supporting
documents must also be posted on the website?

~ 5-

The new location for Parliamentary Procedure. Why not utilize t he same la nguage t hat is
proposed for removal from existi ng Article 2F and copy it here rather tha n changing the
language as is now proposed?

Based on th e foregoing comments/questions, the BOG is urged NOT t o approve the proposed
amendments t o Section C of Article VII at this time.
D. EXECUTIVE COMMITIEE OF THE BOG
Is the Chair of the BOG Personnel Comm ittee a Governor or a Bar Staff member?
This Executive Committee is the result of a recomme ndation of the Governance Task Force. When this
topic came before BOG for discussion, there was considerable debate over whether the ED or any other
unelected individual se rving on this EC should be allowed a vote on committee busi ness when such
persons have no vote on BOG. Despite that, th e formation documents for t he committee authorized
that privilege, once again diluting the authori ty of the m embers over the governance of t heir
association.
Where is the policy for w heth er or not these meetings are subject t o the Open Meeting Po licy? If th ey
are not, why not?
Unti l this issue is resolved and addressed in the By Laws, the BOG is urged NOT to approve Section D of
Article VII at this time.
E.

FI NAL APPROVAL OF ACTION BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

no comme nt
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EXHIBIT A -VIII
ARTICLE VIII. MEMBER REFERENDA AND BOG REFERRALS TO MEMBERSHIP

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS :
There has bee n a great deal of reference made during recent BOG meet ings of forthcoming proposed
amendments to t his Article that have yet to be provided for review and comment. This is a topic of
great concern and interest. While the present stance of some By-Laws Workgroup members is that
there will be no such forthcoming amendments, there is already a member referenda proposed
amendment within these current proposed By-Law amendments but that item is not under this Article
as it shou ld be. Rather, that proposed change is inappropriately placed at Article 111.1.6.
Pending release of any additional proposed amendments to this Article (or topic), the comments below
are limited on ly to the existing document now under review and should not be construed later as
comments on a future document released for consideration by the BOG.
A.

MEMBER REFER ENDA

~ 2.c -

Because proposed amendments to GR 12 are running parallel to these proposed by-law
amendments, references within this Section to the "new" GR 12.1 may be premature . A simple
reference to GR 12 and its subparts wou ld cover everythi ng applicable regardl ess of whether or
not the new GR 12. 1 is adopted.

~ 2.d - With notification of fina l actions of the BOG normally coming only via th e issuance of the BOG

minutes and with a gap in BOG meetings periodically throughout the year, it is not only possible
but probable that an action may not become known within 90 days of th e action being taken.
This wou ld be particularly true if the draft minutes of a BOG meeting are no longer released
prior to fina l approval as that process w ill add, at a min imum, an additional 30 day period
between th e final action occurring and the members being awa re of it via th e approved minutes
being rel eased. A solution to this problem is to start that 90 day clock upon release of the
approved minutes via an eblast of those approved minutes to the members.
B.

BOG REFERRALS TO MEMBERSHIP

Reference is made within this Section to procedures set forth in these By-Laws for the BOG to refer a
proposed reso lution, etc. to a vote of the members. Where is that procedure set forth?
This Section (as well as other references to Active Members elsewhere in this Article) refers to the
"Active membership". As exists today, that would include only active lawyer members of the Bar. Is the
intent to include non-lawyer members, if th e a provision in Article Ill is adopted, in the future? Or,
would the references to Active be amended to limit such matters only to Active Lawyer Members?
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EXHIBIT A -IX
ARTICLE IX. COM MITIEES, TASK FORCES, AND COUNCILS

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS
Same overall question of why substituting the word "shall" with "will" o r "must.
A. GENERALLY
~ 1-

The rewrite would appear to limit the BOG's ability to delegate a work effort to more than one
Bar entity when, in fact, it may be preferable to leave the option available to the BOG to
delegate whole or only discrete portions of a work effort to multiple entities to ensure a
comprehensive assessment of whatever the question is along with a comprehensive
recommendation. This reference to a single entity can be found twice in the second sentence
of th is paragraph.
In addition, the last clause that begins with "however... " is redundant and should be deleted.

~ 3-

Rather than repeatedly list the various types of entities, at t his stage of the provision it should
be sufficient to restate that particular clause with "A list of the current Bar entities ..." and
continue the sentence thereafter as written.
The second and third sentences in this paragraph could be construed to contradict one another.
A simple fix would be to add at the end of the third sentence language such as " .. .or by ot her act
of the BOG".

B. COMMITIEES AND OTHER BAR ENTITIES
~ 1-

What is the difference between a committee under this Article and a BOG Committee under
Article IV?

~ 1.a. - Here is a situation where the BOG's determination of whether the term "Active member" should
be further expanded to provide whether the intent is for only lawyer-members to fill the role
described or whether the intent to for non-lawyer members to do so. This should be discussed
and cla rified before passi ng on this provision.
~ 1.b. - It appears that two paragraphs were scrunched together rather than being separate and

distinct. As to the first paragraph, why substitute "are" for " shall be" - what is gained/ lost by
doing so? As to the second paragraph, the substitution of "is" for " shall" fa iled to remove the
"be" following the word shall. It the substitution is to be allowed, that typographical error
should be corrected. Again, however, why the substitution of terms in this paragraph - what is
the benefit or consequence of doing so?
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111.c. - Suggest eliminating t he phrase "with the BOG having the authority to accept or reject that
select ion" and replacing it w ith "subject t o BOG confirmation''.
111.d. - Suggest adding "ba lance" immediately preceding the word "unexpired".
112.a.

Same comment as stated above for 111.c. The addition of the word "committee" in the last
sentence is inappropriate - this paragraph is addressing other Bar entiti es NOT comm ittees. In
addition, it is suggested that the ending phrase beginning w ith "or until such ... " be replaced w ith
something akin to "or, in the event of a vacancy, until the vacant position's successor is
appointed."

112.b.

Same comment as stated above for 111.c.

11 3.b.

Was it intended that this subpart not apply to committees? If so, why?

11 3.c.

Since there is reference in the title to t his sub-section to two separat e groups; i.e. committees
and other bar entities, what is t he term "These Bar entities" intended to mean - both or only
one of the groups?

11 3.e.

Is it really the intent of the w riters to req uire distribution of minutes to each entity member
rather than simply posting to the applicable website? If so, then way isn't the BOG required to
distribute its minutes to every member of the WSBA? Why t he disparate treatment? Further, if
an entity has its own website, why should its minutes be posted to t he WSBA website rather
than its own? Also, please refer to th e comment s under Article VII as to the definition of
"minutes".

11 3.f.

Subpa ragraphs 1 and 2 again adds the word "comm ittee" where the term should be eliminated
as this su bpart is supposed to be appl icable to committees and other Bar entities.

C.

COU NCI LS

Gene rally this entire section of the Article should be eliminat ed as a council would fall under the
defin ition of a Bar entity that is su bject to only perform the work and duties set forth in its found ing
charter or other o ri ginating document. It is simply contradictory and redundant to maintain this section
of the Article for the reaso ns stated.
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EXHIBIT A -X
ARTICLE X. REGULATORY BOARDS

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
As with several other Articles, once again there appears to be a w holesale elimination of the word
"shall" without explanation being provided. The original wording of the Articl e is preferable to this
reader.
Although both the existing and the proposed Article provide that Governors and Staff are not voting
members of Regulatory Boards, neither indicate how these two types of attendees may participate in
executive sessions or confidential deliberations. Both versions clearly do not allow Liaisons (no
definition of "Liaison" provided) to participate in such sessions/deliberations although Liaisons are
supposed to be allowed to attend them. (From personal experience, I know that this has not always
been the practice despite this Article's exist ence.) Therefore, please clarify t he distinction between
Gove rnors, Staff, and Liaisons for purposes of either executive sessions or delibe rations and provide
some definition of the word "Liaison" so as to clarify to whom it refers.
As to the rewording of the final sentence, should it not say "Liaisons may not be excluded from ... "
rather than the wording that is currently proposed?

EXHI BIT A-X-1
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EXHIBIT A -XI
ARTICLE XI. SECTIONS
COMMENTS/QUESTIONS :

With the final body of recommendations not yet forthcoming from the Section Policy Workgroup, it
would be purely speculative to provide accurate, responsive comments or questions to this Article
prior to having had an opportunity to fully read and digest those recommendations. Therefore, there
1
will undoubtedly be a separate submittal as to this Article transmitted prior to the September 29 h
BOG meeting.
A.

DESIGNATION AND CONTINUATION

B.

ESTABLISHING SECTIONS

c.

MEMBERSHI P

D.

DU ES

E.

BYLAWS AND POLI CIES

F.

SECTION EXECUTIVE COMM ITIEE

G. NOM INATIONS AND ELECTIONS
H. VACANCIES AND REMOVAL

I.

OTHER COMMITIETES

J.

BUDGET

K.

SECTION REPORTS

L.

TERM INATI NG SECTI ONS

EXHIBIT A-Xl-1
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EXHIBIT A -XII
ARTICLE XII. YOUNG LAWYERS

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
As a who le, the changes appear to be okay EXCEPT for, once again, the w holesa le substitution of the
word "will" fo r t he word "shall". What is the reason for such a change and why is it considered
appropriate?
Moreover, now that WSBA has eliminated the WYLD (Washingt on Young Lawyer Division) and, in
essence, demoted Young Lawyers to a "committee" status, why is this Article necessary as a standalone
one rather than simply becoming a subpart of Article IX, COMMITIEES, TASK FORCES, and COUNCILS"?
That is, after all, the heading under which the Young Lawyers Committee is located on the WSBA
website.

EXH IBIT A-Xll-1
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EXHIBIT A -XIII
ARTICLE XIII. RECORDS DISCLOSURE & PRESERVATION

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:

11 A.
Why eliminate t he entire first paragraph of the Article? The statement contained with the
paragraph t he proposal delet es appears to be meaningful and to relay an intention of being transparent.
Is that not what the Bar is promoting? If there is some reason necessitating the deletion of the
paragraph, it would be helpfu l to know what that reason is. Until such time as this issue is fully vetted
with the members, it is recommended that the changes to this Article NOT be approved at this time.

EXHIBIT A-Xlll-1
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EXHIBIT A -XIV
ARTICLE XIV. INDEMNIFICATION

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
This Article has been rew ritten its entirety. Because it is impossible, in the limited time provided, to
review and fully comprehend the essence and purpose of the changes, a thoughtful analysis could not
be compl eted. It is therefore requested th at this Article NOT be approved without a full and thorough
vetting of the reasons for th e complete rewrite and the contemplated improvements the rewrite
provides, if any.
For additional thoughtful insight, please refer to the revised letter of September 13, 2016, submitted by
Ruth Ed lund to the Bylaws Workgroup.

EXHIB IT A-X IV-1
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EXHIBIT A -XV
ARTICLE XV. KELLER DEDUCTION

COMMENTS/QU ESTIONS:
Throughout t his Article, the draft ers have substituted the words "will" or "must" for the word "shall" in
a manner that appea rs t o t his reader t o be inapprop ri ate in many inst ances. It is recommended t hat
these wholesa le cha nges not be adopted but rather than each use of the word "shall" be considered
careful ly as to w hether a substitution of terms is actually appropriate.
These wholesale proposed By-Law amendments raise a new question as to what is/is not now included
in the Keller deduction calculation performed by WSBA and whether t hat process requires a fresh look
to assure that all expenses other than those specifically limited to the regulation/discipline/ad mission of
lawyers are included in the deduction.

EXHIBIT A-XV-1
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EXHIBIT A-XVI
ARTICLE XVI. AM ENDMENTS

This By-Law is generally without controversy as it normally would be applicable on those rare occasions
when a minor adjustment to an outdated by-law required amendment to make it more accurate.
However, whenever there is a major change to the By-Laws, the Article is simply lacking in appropriate
seve rity to guarantee an honest and ethical effort is made to inform t he members that something major
is about to occur that requires t heir utmost attention. Such an occurrence should be preceded by an
extremely well-adve rtised campaign to notify the members of the significant changes under
consideration and to facilitate a meaningful series of opportu nit ies to exchange ideas, ask questions,
obtain answers, and build trust.
A significant rewriting of the entire By-Laws is one such event that mandates more than what this simple
Article requires.
Major changes such as those now facing the Bar should be discussed in segments - Article-by-Art icle
over several months to assure complete and exhaustive efforts are made t o produce the best possible
work product. The BOG asked for, and received, no less when it chose to consider, recommendationby-recommendation, t he report of th e Governance Task Force . The members of t he Bar should have
nothing less offered to them when it is their By-Laws being completely rewritten.
Thi s Article should be amended to address such major changes and the BOG is urged NOT to pass the
proposed Article now before it until that occurs.

EXHIBIT A-XVl -1
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From :
To :

WSBABylaws
FW: [section-leaders] Feedback on Bylaws Changes
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 12:53:35 PM

Subject:
Date:

Older e mail, but relevant. Thanks!

Paris A. Eriksen

I Sections Program Manager

Washi ngton State Bar Association I 'il' 206.239.2116 Iparise@wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600

I sectio ns@wsba.o rg

I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

From: Wynnia Kerr [mailto:wynnia.kerr@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 2:51 PM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: [section-leaders] Feedback on Bylaws Changes

Dear Section Leaders,
A founding Animal Law Section Member and fo1merly active ALS Leader, Kim Thornton,
recently returned to Washington State from a few years in Florida. We are fo1tunate to have
Kim back!
Upon Kim's return to Washington, she jumped right into the fray and filed the following
comments with Mr. Gipe.
At Kim's request, and to serve as a "vi1tual" introduction to Kim, I am sharing her
communication with you.
Best regards,
Wynnia Ke1T
ALS Chair Elect
----- Forwarded Message----From: KAT <macneil 98@yahoo com>
To: "adgipe@shatzlaw com" <adgipe@shatzlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, Aug ust 24 , 20 16 7:41 PM
Subject: Feedback on Bylaws Changes
Anthony,
It was a pleasure to meet you at yesterday's Special Meeting of the Board of
Governors. I have been living in Florida for the last six years and have
not followed the progress of either the Bylaws or Section Policy workgroups
until my return to Washington last month. I want to provide you with some
feedback based on my limited review of the work product of those groups
and the discussion at yesterday's meeting . Please forgive me if I repeat
comments made by other individuals or groups, as I have not likely seen
most of them due to the large volume of information on the website. I have
tried to focus on the most current versions of the proposed documents.
Please also let me kn ow if I have misread any of the provisions or if the
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group has already discussed the same issues and is in process of resolving
them.
Proposed WSBA Bylaw Amendments

1. I agree with comments made at yesterday's meeting that language
regarding referenda on licensing fees needs to be clarified. There is
an apparent disconnect between Section 111.1.6 and Section Vll l.A. 1.a.
In Section 111.1.6, entitled License Fee Referendum, the phrase "shall
be subject to the same referendum process as other BOG actions"
has been deleted. This change suggests that the intention was to
remove the referendum power over license fees from the
membership, notwithstanding the qualifying lang uage at the end of the
sentence stating the license fees may not be modified as part of a
referendum on the Bar's "budget." At yesterday's meeting, one board
member commented that the referendum power over licensing fees is
retained by Section Vlll.A.1 .a, which states that membership
referenda may be initiated to reverse "a final action by the BOG."
However, the vague phrase "a final action by the BOG" and the more
specific language of 11 1.1.6, which more specifically addresses license
fee referenda should be harmonized .

2. I am also opposed to amending the Bylaws or the APR to allow the
Washington Supreme Court to establish licensing fees without regard
to the wishes of the WSBA membership. Members of the WSBA
should always have the right to determine the cost of membership.
While the WSBA is not technically a democracy in the true sense of
that word, it is a professional organization whose purpose is partly to
serve its members. It cannot properly serve them if they have no
control over the cost of that service or what is included.

3. I agree with several speakers at yesterday's meeting that the three
classes of members in Section 11 1.A.1 should not receive comparable
benefits if they pay disparate licensing fees. Some effort should be
made to align the fees with the benefits.

4. I have no comment at this time about the composition of the BOG and
provision for additional members. I see value in various opinions
expressed in yesterday's meeting and need to give this issue further
consideration .
Suggested Amendments to Bylaws Article XI (Sections)
First , as a former and future section leader, let me note that I have
participated in at least one section, and at times more than one, since I
began law school. Section membership constitutes the majority of my
interaction with the WSBA. This history colors my comments regarding the
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proposed amendments.

I.

Section Xl.B.1 increases the number of section members required to
establish a new section. Likewise, Xl.L.1 increases the number of
voting members for determining continued "viabil ity." What is the
basis for these increases? I don't agree that small sections do not
have value or provide service to members or the public. In fact, they
often provide services that might not otherwise be available because
of that group's more narrow area of practice.

2. Although I agree, in principle, that the sections are "entities of the bar,"
as section XI.A has been amended to read, with all the hierarchical
connotations that accompany that phrase, I oppose rep lacing the
word "jurisdiction" in section Xl.B.1.a with the word "purpose." It
clearly devalues the sections at the outset and does not comport with
my understanding of the sections pivotal role in serving members and
the public. As I noted above, the majority of my interaction with the
WSBA has been through section activities. By denigrating the
sections' importance in the WSBA's Bylaws, this wording
change gives sections a minor role in the WSBA.

3. I have several issues related to Section Xl.D. First, although
it appears to be a completely new section, it directly conflicts with
recommendations made by the Sections Policy Workgroup. Section
Xl.D states that the section executive committees are responsible for
setting the amount of section dues each year. The December 30,
2015 Phase 1 Report of the Sections Policy Workgroup overtly
contradicts this new Section Xl.D of the Bylaws by recommending that
the WSBA Budget & Audit Committee shou ld set the same section
member dues for all sections. If the dues are the same for all
sections, why would the section executive committees need to set
dues for their sections? The Workgroup further recommends that
although the sections apparently retain the rig ht to set their own
budgets (in section Xl.J), individual section funds should be pooled
and administered centrally by the WSBA for the support of ALL
sections (my emphasis). I fail to see why sections should set their
own budgets if they do not retain the authority to control them. I am
beginning to understand why the BOG specifically tabled discussion
of fi scal policies at yesterday's meeting. There appears to be a lot of
work left to do on fiscal policy. I also note that there was a lot of
negative feedback from the sections about pooling and redistribution
of section dues. I emphatically oppose the pooling of section fu nds,
as well as the transfer of control over section budgets to the WSBA.
Sections are the lifeblood of the WSBA. They are run by volunteers
who provide quality education, networking and public outreach for
their members. If their hands are ti ed by even more bureaucracy than
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currently exists within the WSBA, they will not be nearly as effective.

4. Section Xl.G.1.b states that the executive committee should reflect
"diverse perspectives." I'm really struggling with what this phrase
means. Does it mean diversity regarding the section's goals , views
about the practice area that the section represents, or regional
location? In other words, does this refer to diversity of opinion
or representation? Are the sections, which provide "educational
programming" and "networking forums" based on "practice areas or
particular areas of focus" (quoting the Phase 1 Draft Report of the
Sections Policy Workg roup) , expected to include in their executive
committees and membership individuals who have no interest in that
"practice area" in order to achieve "diverse perspectives"? Is
executive committee representation in the sections insufficiently
diverse in some way now? I would like to understand better what is
motivating this language.
Again, I'm sorry this feedback is coming to you so late in the process but I am
interested in becoming more involved now that I am back in the state.
Kim Thornton

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: sections@wsba org. If you wish to unsubscribe,
please contact the WSBA List Administrator.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paris Eriksen
WSBABylaws
FW: APR Cleanup: APR 13(a) and Possible Related Changes
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 3:29:45 PM

Paris

Paris A. Eriksen I Sections Program Manager
Washington State Bar Association I 206.239.2116 Jparise@wsba.org I sections@ wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600 I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 J www.wsba.org

-----Original Message----From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 8:37 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Cc: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: [section-leaders] APR Cleanup: APR 13(a) and Possible Related Changes
Jean, other fr iends:
I promised at the 8/23 BOG meeting to email you a technical comment about APR 13(a). As 1 look at the redline the
problematic may predate the red line.
By its terms APR 13(a) governs "all pleadings and other papers signed by a lawyer, LLLTor LPO *and* filed with
a court * * * ."
(I) The heading says it applies to the "signing" of "pleadings and other papers" but that is not what APR 13(a)
actually addresses. APR 13(a), if you look at its language, *does not require* licensees to sign pleadings or other
papers they prepare. What it DOES require is that IF the licensee signs the pleading or other paper, *then* the
licensee must include his or her Bar number in the signature block.
(2) The language of APR 13(a) is both overinclusive and (possibly) underinclusive.
It is overinclusive because an LPO's scope of practice as understand it from APR 12 does not include the preparation
of pleadings at all, let alone filing them with a court, or the filing of the "other papers" with an LPO's scope of
practice with a cou1i (since deeds would be filed with the county recorder's office.
It is underinclusive *if* (but only if) the intent of this language is to require LPOs to sign and include their Bar
numbers on papers that they do prepare. APR 12(e)(2), however, contains a final sentence that is indented so that it
appears to be a part of APR l2(e)(2)(v) but which I believe is intended to be a separate paragraph applicable to
subsections (i) through (v) inclusive, and should therefore be both flush left and further spaced, stating that the LPO
must identify in a *separate* signed disclosure statement signed and including his or her Bar number all the
documents prepared, but there appears to be no current requirement that an LPO sign the documents prepared.

Possible Related Changes:
( 1) APR 280.(4) provides that "a document prepared by an LLLT shall include the LLLT's name, signature, and
license number beneath the signature of the client." However, "document" is not a defined term in APR 28. It is not
clear fro m looking at this rule if an LLLT who reviews a pleading for a cl ient and advises the cl ient about any
changes, or hands the client a draft pleading that the client then prepares on his or her own computer, is considered
to have "prepared" the document and should affix his or her name, signature and license num ber. Compare APR
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28F.(6) to APR F.(9) A review of the plain language mandatory forms as they currently are constituted contains no
place for a LLLT to sign anywhere. Does that mean they are not expected to sign?
[A side comment: as long as the rules are being revised, why not change the format of A PR 28 so that it is consistent
with earlier AP Rs? A PR 13's top headings, to take one example, are (a), (b), (c) and so on. It is structurally jarring
to switch to 28 A., 8 ., C. and so on. This is a great opportunity to make a harmonizing change!]

(2) Civil Rule 11:
The current version of CR 11 specifies the effect of a "party" or an "attorney" s igning a pleading and can allow the
imposition of sanctions.
Is Ci vi i Rule 11 going to be revised to provide the same or a similar effect to the signing of a pleading by an LLLT?
Regards,
Ruth "more than a proofreader" Edl und

-*-*-*-*-*- *Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900
aan

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: parise@wsba.org. If you wish to unsubscribe, please contact the
WSBA List Administrator or send an e mail to TCL MERGE ERROR ( 09/09/2016 08:36:49 ): "invalid command
name "unsub.email""
Outmai ll D: 166615, List: 'section-leaders', Member!D: 16705701
SCRIPT: "unsub.email"
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Paris Eriksen
WSBABylaws
FW: APR Cleanup: APR 13(a) and Possible Related Changes
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 3:29:56 PM

Paris

Paris A. Eriksen I Sections Program Manager
Washington State Bar Association I 206.239.2116 lparise@wsba.org I sections@ wsba.org
1325 Fourth Avenue #600 I Seattle, WA 98101-2539 I www.wsba.org

-----Original Message----From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:r!e@wechslerhecker.com]
Sent: Friday, September09, 2016 8:54 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Cc: Jean McElroy
Subject: RE:[section-leaders] APR Cleanup: APR 13(a) and Possible Related Changes
PS : It's a pretty straightforward fix for CR l l(b):
BEGIN LANGUAGE
(b) In helping to draft a pleading, motion or document filed by the otherwise self-represented person, the attorney or
LLLT certifies that the attorney or LLLT has read the pleading, motion, or legal memorandum, and that to the best
of the attorney's or LLLT's knowledge, information, and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the
circumstances:
(1) it is well grounded in fact;
(2) it is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law or the establishment of new law;
(3) it is not interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless
increase in the cost of litigation; and
(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if specifically so identified, are
reasonably based on a lack of information or belief. The attorney or LLLT in providing such drafting assistance
may rely on the otherwise self-represented person's representation of facts, unless the attorney or LLLT has reason
to believe that such representations are false or materially insufficient, in which instance the attorney or LLLT shall
make an independent reasonable inquiry into the facts.
END LANGUAGE
This assumes that LLLTs should sign pleadings they "help" prepare even if they do not "prepare" them per APR 28.
It might be easier to jigger AP R 28 more than to jigger CR 11 more.

Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98 104
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206.624.4900

-----Original Message----From: Ruth Laura Edlund [majlto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2016 8:37 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders <section-leaders@list.wsba.org>
Cc: WSBA Section Leaders <section-leaders@list.wsba.org>
Subject: [section-leaders] APR Cleanup: APR 13(a) and Possible Related Changes
Jean, other friends:
I promised at the 8/23 BOG meeting to email you a technical comment about APR 13(a). As I look at the redline the
problematic may predate the redline.
By its terms APR 13(a) governs "all pleadings and other papers signed by a lawyer, LLLTor LPO *and* filed with
a court * * * ."
(1) The heading says it applies to the "signing" of"pleadings and other papers" but that is not what APR 13(a)
actually addresses. APR 13(a), if you look at its language, *does not require* licensees to sign pleadings or other
papers they prepare. What it DOES require is that IF the licensee signs the pleading or other paper, *then* the
licensee must include his or her Bar number in the signature block.
(2) The language of APR 13(a) is both overinclusive and (possibly) underinclusive.
It is overinclusive because an LPO's scope of practice as understand it from APR 12 does not include the preparation
of pleadings at all, let alone filing them with a court, or the filing of the "other papers" with an LPO's scope of
practice with a court (since deeds would be filed with the county recorder's office.
It is underinclusive *if* (but only it) the intent of this language is to require LPOs to sign and include their Bar
numbers on papers that they do prepare. APR 12(e)(2), however, contains a fina l sentence that is indented so that it
appears to be a part of APR 12(e)(2)(v) but which I believe is intended to be a separate paragraph applicable to
subsections (i) through (v) inclusive, and should therefore be both flush left and further spaced, stating that the LPO
must identify in a *separate* signed disclosure statement signed and including his or her Bar number all the
documents prepared, but there appears to be no cun-ent requirement that an LPO sign the documents prepared.

Possible Related Changes:
(1) APR 28G.(4) provides that "a document prepared by an LLLT shall include the LLLT's name, signature, and
license number beneath the signature of the client." However, "document" is not a defined term in APR 28. It is not
clear from looking at this rule if an LLLT who reviews a pleading for a client and advises the client about any
changes, or hands the client a draft pleading that the client then prepares on his or her own computer, is considered
to have "prepared" the document and should affix his or her name, signature and license number. Compare APR
28F.(6) to APR F.(9) A review of the plain language mandatory forms as they cun-ently are constituted contains no
place for a LLLT to sign anywhere. Does that mean they are not expected to sign?
[A side comment: as long as the rul es are being revised, why not change the format of APR 28 so that it is consistent
with earl ier AP Rs? APR 13's top headings, to take one example, are (a), (b), (c) and so on. It is structurally jan-ing
to switch to 28 A., B., C. and so on. Th is is a great opportunity to make a harmonizing change!]

(2) Civil Rule 11:
The current version of CR l l specifies the effect of a "party" or an "attorney" signing a pleading and can allow the
imposition of sanctions.
ls Ci vii Rule l l going to be revised to provide the same or a similar effect to the signing of a pleading by an LLLT?
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Regards,
Ruth "more than a proofreader" Edlund

-*-*-*-*-*-*Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA)
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900
aan

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: rle@wechslerbecker.com. If you wish to unsubscribe, please
contact the WSBA List Administrator or send an email to TCL MERGE ERROR ( 09/09/2016 08:36:50 ): "invalid
command name "unsub.email""
OutmaillD: 166615, List: 'section-leaders', MemberID : 15607844
SCRIPT: "unsub.email"

You are currently subscribed to section-leaders as: parise@wsba.org. If you wish to unsubscribe, please contact the
WSBA List Administrator or send an email to TCL MERGE ERROR ( 09/09/20 16 08:53:56 ): "invalid command
name "unsub.email""
OutmailID: 1666 18, List: 'section-leaders', MemberlD : 16705701
SCRIPT: "unsub.email"
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PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE BYLAWS LANGUAGE
1.

Modification of Committee version of IV.Al, first sentence only.
1. Composition of the Board of Governors
The BOG will_consist of (a) the President (b) one Governor elected from and representin g
each Congressional District. . .

2. ModifcationModification of IV.A.2.d.

d. Each Governor represents a constituency of the Bar as defined by these bylaws. As-a
representative, ef;ach Governor is expected to communicate engage with members about
Board BOG actions and issues, and to convey member viewpoints to the Board, and to
fulfill liaison duties as assigned. ln representinQ a Congressional Distric t. a Governor
shall at a mi nimum: (I) bring to BOG the perspective, values and circumstances of her or
his district to be applied in the best interests of a ll members. the publ ic and the Bar: and
(?)bring in formation to the members in the district that promotes appreciation or actions
and issues affecting the membership as a whole. the public and the oruanization.
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COMMENTS RECEIVED IN ADDITION
TO THOSE RECEIVED BY
THE BYLAWS WORK GROUP

577

Margaret Shane
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Marjorie Simmons <lawyer@ marjoriesimmonsesq.com>
Tuesday, August 23, 2016 12:40 AM
Margaret Shane
bef@furlongbutler.com; rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
Opposition to proposed amendments to the WSBA Bylaws and Aug 23rd reading

To the WSBA Board of Governors:
The WBSA President Bill Hyslop sent an email notice on Friday August 12 of the August 23 meeting, with no link to, nor
an agenda, nor indication of a deadline for responses. A one-business-day deadline is per se unreasonable, and I
therefore ask the Board grant a meeting day post-deadline response.
I oppose adoption of the proposed amendments to the WSBA Bylaws at this time, and as written, as damaging to the
public, to the Association, and to the practice of law, regardless of the type of license involved, as well as needlessly
adding to burdens carried by the judiciary.
Procedurally, the opaque process leading to the imminent adoption of these amendments, collectively having such a
sweeping scope, has been without proper notice and opportunity for all stakeholders to weigh in, and it has not been
transparent. For example, the handful of public workgroup meetings that some people could have attended were not
followed up with bulletins to the general membership with even executive summaries of workgroup progress and
decisions, and such bulletins should have been created and at the very least posted on the WSBA website and/or in
NWLawyer for those who could not attend the public meetings. In order for any member to be fully informed, they
would have had to attend all the meetings and read though over 1,500 pages of material, at minimum. For another
example, for this August 23rd meeting, the email notice sent one week prior to the meeting did not address the
response deadline, even though it was only one business day after the email, nor include a link to further information.
Therefore, as proposed, adoption of the proposed amendments is premature and must be tabled for further
consideration by the membership for at least the next six months, after the membership has been afforded full and
complete disclosure.
Substantively, I oppose the proposals as follows.
First, the proposal to expand the number of the Board of Governo rs by three unelected non-lawyers is prohibited by the
Bar Act, RCW 2.48.030. The fact that such additional Board members wou ld be appointed by the Supreme Court adds to
the burdens of the Court, and the current membership has not been afforded opportunity under RCW 2.48.50(7) to
weigh in given such a fundamental change in its governance. The proposal also does not prevent some as yet
unidentified subjectivity or cronyism, and by assigning the appointments to the Court's ever-growing list of duties, with
due respect to the Court, there is no concomitant procedure proposed to ensure reasonability or guarantee that such
appointments affecting the membership would result from a transparent or fair process.
Second, and possibly more importantly:
(A) LLLTs and LPOs are not lawyers, and yet, LLLTs and LPOs are proposed to have a seat at the table that governs the
practice of law, and
(B) the proposals reduce the proportionality of democratically elected voting Board members by including Board
representation for LLLTs and LPOs.
A better proposal is to create an anci ll ary association of LLLTs and LPOs with a suitable board of its own.
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It is not news, but it is releva nt, that the pra ctice of law by non-lawyer LLLTs is strongly opposed not only by the Family
Law Section w hose business they will affect most,(n. 1) but by a large number of scholars and other Bar members for
many reasons, chief among them reasonable concern that LLLTs will hurt the public, burden the judiciary, and will not by
their exist ence ach ieve the goal of red ucing the expe nse to the public for legal assistance.(n. 2) Connected to that
(curre ntly overrul ed) concern is that, at present, Bar members are represe nted on the Board at a ratio of one Board
membe r for approximately 3,800 lawyers. With ten Board members total, one Board member to represent a tiny
number of LLLTs and another for a small number of LPOs drastica lly dilutes re presentation of lawyers by the Board that
exists to represent lawyers, in an association of lawyers, in favo r of non-lawyers.
The obvious question presented is: is this Bar an association of lawyers or not? The proposal to seat one Board member
each for LPOs and LLLTs answers that question decidedly in the negative, and I am opposed to it, as we must ensure
fundamental fairness in this Association of members of a profession by proper representation of their interests, and
protect the public's interest by keeping non-lawyers from governing the practice of law: LLLTs and LPOs have no
business sitting on the Board of Governors for our Association, but they should have an ancillary association and board
suited to their limited type of licenses.
Additionally, the proposed equal membership in WSBA of differing license classes is also problematic, because although
all membership classes are proposed to have seats on the Board, those membership classes do not contribute similar
fees to support the WSBA. For example, LPOs and LLLTs are assessed fees for licensure, but not fees for cost of program s
or membership, as are lawyers, as far as one can tell from the materials presented thus far. Adoption of the proposal
would result in lawyers paying for LPOs' and LLLTs' share of membership and program fees.
It is also unclea r from the proposals whether LPOs and LLLTs must contribute t o a fund for client protection, as lawyers
do, or whether the fees assessed lawyers are intended t o make up for LLLTs and LPOs not paying t o a f und that protects
LPOs' and LLLTs'
clients from harm. If so, what particular logic results in lawye rs paying for LLLTs' and LPOs' mist akes and misdeeds? LPOs
and LLLTs must be assessed fees to protect their clients, just as lawye rs are, and lawyers shou ld not be financially
responsible for non-lawyers who are not under thei r supervision. If t he actual intent of the uneven license classes is fo r
lawyers to pay for the non-lawyers as part of an overall effort to reduce fees for t he public, then the uneven license
classes are simply assessing a tax on lawyers to support non-lawye rs, and t he Supreme Court might as well set a
schedule of fees for all lawyers' services. How, exactly, is that reasonable?
Third, the proposal to strike the word "Association" from the WSBA via Bylaw, contrary to the terms of the State Bar Act,
and to strike refere nces to t he WSBA serving its members and the membership, is nonsensical. The WBSA, like all other
state bar associations, is an association of lawyers who se rve the public as officers of the Court, and the Association
serves its members, w hether through continuing ed ucatio n, discipline, social events, or any of many different ways . Bar
associations are also the nexus of co llegia lity among pee rs, serving the pub lic interest by strengthening lawyers' sense of
ethical duty, holding lawyers to account not only befo re the Court, but among their peers in the Association, 'peers'
being the operative word and meaning colleagues with a similar level of education and knowledge. Collegiality and the
se nse of ethical duty among lawyers, and therefore before the co urts, will be irreparably harmed by this and the other
proposals' enactment, beca use their cumulative effect, if enacted, w ill be to gut the Association's identity, and the public
perception of law practice in this stat e as a professio n, already damaged by the promotion of LLLTs and LPOs as full Bar
members rather than lim ited licensees. In its place will be left a shell covering disassociated people with no sense of
duty to each other as members of a collegial association of professional people. How, in any way, does this serve the
interest of the Bar, of the courts, or of the public? This and the other proposals mentioned here serve none of them and
sho uld not be enacted as proposed, instea d, due to their sweeping nature and the fundamental changes they would
make in our Associat ion, must be fully reviewed, discussed, and vot ed on by the membership, and only after full
disclosure.
Fourth, w ith the oversight of the Supreme Court, t his Association's members exercise their duty to manage their own
association through th eir Board, and the proposal to revoke the membership's ability to set Bar dues through t he Board,
(and axiomatically, Association budget s), cedes that duty to the Supreme Court in derogation of RCW 2.48.50, w hich
2
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reserves the duty to the Bar's Board of Governors. No notice to or vote of the membership pursuant to RCW 2.48.50(7)
has been taken to voluntarily cede that duty to the Court. When purse strings are pulled away, there is a reason, and
generally not a pleasant one. There has been no showing of a pattern of financial mismanagement on the part of the Bar
of its own resources, nor any suggestion of it, that would require the Court to intercede. What purpose then, has the
proposal for the removal of that duty from the remit of the Board? The Court has its own business to do, and like all
courts, its remit far exceeds its resources. How does this proposal to transfer the duty to set Bar dues to the Court serve
the Court, the membership, or the public interest? Until some showing is made for the need of such a transfer, and
w ithout a vote of the general membership per RCW 2.48.50(7), I oppose it as needlessly adding to the duties of an
already overburdened judiciary, and assuming a priori financial incompetence on the part of the Association, with no
ca use showing.
The proposals presented would weaken the Bar and contribute nothing to the practice of law, the administration of
justice, or the public good. While I have been a WSBA member for close to only a year, I have been a member of the
South Carolina Bar for 19 years, and I have seen efforts to weaken bar associations before. None of them turned out well
for the Bars, the judiciary, or the public.

(n. 1) While I am a member of the Family Law Section, my business will be undiminished by LLLTs' activities given that I
limit my focus to QDROs and data security, areas in which neither LLLTs or LPOs may work, and LLLTs' mistakes may
actually increase my business, unfortunately for the public.
(n. 2} As enumerated in the Annual Report for 2015, Washington had a population of 31,126 lawyers with 74 disciplinary
actions, and
768 LPOs and nine LLLTs with one disciplinary action, making the 2015 disciplina ry occurrence rate 0.00237743365675
for lawyers and
0.0012870012870013 for LLLTs and LPOs, comparatively. However, LLLTs have only been in existence for a year and it is
statistically likely that LLLTs' incidence of disciplinary actions will rise with the number of 'admitted' LLLTs. The
revocations and suspensions for LPOs listed on the WSBA website
(http://www. wsba .org/Licensi ng-a nd-Lawye r-Cond u ct/Limited-Licenses/Limited-Practice-Office rs/ LPO-Pu bl ic-N otices)
also do not match the statistics given in the Annual Report.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Simmons (admitted SC, WA)
Marjorie Simmons, Esq .
PO Box 688
Burlington WA 98233
{360) 299-1121

3
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From: Randall Winn [mailto:rewinn2003@yahoo.com]

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2016 11:11 PM
To: potterre@frontier.com; robin@mcneicewheeler.com; wynnia.kerr@qmail.com;
mqhosh@qhoshlawfirm.com; koptun@dshs.wa.gov; WSBA Section Leaders; Keith Black; Anthony Gipe;
Paula Littlewood; William D. Hyslop
Subject: GREAT Opportunity to Practice Openness in WSBA Governance

My friends on the WSBA Board of Governors and Section Leaders:
Recently the Washington State Bar Association unknowingly ran a multiyear experiment with
the concept of "openness". Its staff and Board of Governors created Workgroups that held a
series of meetings that produced proposals for major revisions to its Bylaws.
The content and worth of those proposals is not the present subject; rather, the subject is
" openness" m
. 21st century governance.
The Workgroups maintain that the process was "open" because they held meetings to which all
were invited.
The Critics of the Workgroups maintain that the process was not "open" because the vast
majority of WSBA members have no idea of the content of the proposals, nor the reasons for or
against.
The most intractable, and least productive, arguments are often those for which both sides have a
point. Both the Workgroups and the Critics have their points.

19th Century Openness
The Workgroups used a traditional 19111 century version of "Openness" familiar to all of us who
came of age in the 1960s. A small and dedicated group set hearings and accepted written
messages that may or may not have influenced the outcome. Every member of WSBA was
invited; the fraction who attended is not known with precision but was on the order of 1%. After
all, most WSBA members have day jobs and, even among that fraction of members who have
scheduling autonomy, attending bar meetings is not billable.
Some of the argumentation for and against the proposals were kept secret (e.g. the entire
argument about antitrust risk was given in WSBA BOG Executive Session and so concealed
.
from the membership to this day). Most of the rest of the argumentation is inaccessible because it
was given orally or provided in a format not reasonably calculated to educate (e.g. vaguely
alluded to in BOG minutes and stated explicitly only on page 357 of Meeting Materials).
A small number of people drafted the Proposals. The proposals were kept private, or distributed
modestly. The final product was not available until the last possible moment.
This is what "Open" means in the old model.
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21st Century Openness
When developing complex projects, the current era uses a different model. A 21st Century model
of Openness requires publication of interim products and written debate inviting large teams of
stakeholders, using ubiquitous self-documenting media (typically the internet or an intranet, but
sometimes a wiki and/or an email listserve with an accessible archive.)
This model has advantages:
1. It enables and encourages debate from all interested parties, regardless of geographical or
temporal limits, resulting in the collection of the best ideas.
2. It lets everyone parse and ponder preliminary proposals, illuminating conflicts and defects.
As any wikiuser has experienced, no Workgroup, however intelligent, can match the brainpower
of 30,000+ WSBA members even if each member devotes but a single hour in contribution.
3. It develops neatly structured arguments for and against, which promotes understanding of the
proposals that emerge.
4. It enables access to the proposals and arguments from start to finish, which encourages buyin to the final product. No-one will agree to everything, but everyone can feel they had an equal
voice.
Again, whether these Workgroup proposals were good or bad is not the issue; rather, the issue is
whether the process is "open" in the sense of the 21 st_century.
• Was debate in fact enabled and encouraged?
• Were the proposals available in a timely manner to be parsed and pondered by the
30,000+legal professionals of the WSBA?
• Were neatly structured arguments for and again crafted to promote understanding?
• Was buy-in created?
To each question, the evidence suggests the answer is "No. It 's nobody 's fault, but no".
There is no evidence that the vast majority of WSBA members are aware of the content of the
proposals. To the contrary, most of the references to them in NWLawyer are merely meeting
announcements, and they always refer to the proposals being presented in September, not
August. The WSBA blog doesn' t say anything significant and the few webpages on wsba.org
were put up only within the past month or two. Perhaps the best evidence is the argument by
some that the proposals must be voted on in September because one-third of the Board members
will rotate off, taking with them knowledge of the proposals. But Incipient Board members are
among the best-informed members of the Bar; if they themselves are not fully aware of the
content and reasons for and against the Bylaws changes, then the process itself is fatally flawed.
Some Workgroup or BOG members have complained that the problem is the fault of the
members who failed to attend meetings or read hundreds of pages of documents. That is a strong
argument that the process is not open in the modem sense; it is structured so that the average
WSBA member cannot participate.
Finally, some have asserted that all this talk of openness doesn't matter, because the Supreme
Court regulates the practice of law and can therefore do whatever it likes with WSBA. But this
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proves too much: openness in developing these proposals is all the more important, so that the
Court is not presented with proposals that have not been reviewed by ten thousand lawyers,
instead of a few dozen. (And the argument is itself dangerous: undoubtedly the Court can do
whatever it wants to "admit, enroll, disbar, and discipline" plus related administrative functions,
but whether it can tax lawyers to fund other projects somewhat related to the practice of law is a
subject that true friends of Access To Justice would prefer not put to the test. There is a limit; do
we really want to find it the hard way?)
The Opportunity

The legal profession is conservative in its procedures. This is a virtue in its predictability, but in
other ways a vice. In particular, it may have encouraged many of the problems in the current
Workgroup experiment.
Old habits die hard. Going from a 19th century model of decision making to a 21st century model
has challenged bigger enterprises than WSBA. However, history tells us that the outcome is
always better when debate is real and encouraged, proposals are widely examined and criticized,
the arguments for and against both presented, and buy-in is developed among the membership.
BOG has an opportunity to use the present need for Bylaws revisions to create and to practice
21st century openness in WSBA governance.
Grasping this opportunity depends on no particular opinion on whether the Proposals are good or
bad. Indeed, an informed opinion is not possible until the proposals have been openly published
to, and made available for debate by, WSBA's 30,000+ members.
I urge BOG to publish the proposals, and the arguments for and against each, in a format
permitting a debate, and then to let the debate proceed for as long as it takes. This won't be easy,
because we have not done it before. But if Bylaws revisions are worth doing, then they are worth
doing well.
This can also be a model for further experiments in 21st century governance. Perhaps we can
reduce the workload on BOG members by crowdsourcing some of the work. Why not try? What
principled argument is there against trying?
Sincerely
Randy Winn
(Writing for myself, not as): 2016 Chair, WSBA World Peace Through Law Section
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From: Mr.Larry R Schreiter [mailto:larrv@schreiterlaw.com]

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 12:01 PM
To: Solo and Small Practice Section
Cc: solo-and-small-practice-section@! ist. wsba .org
Subject: [solo-a nd-small-practice-section] LPOs and LLLTs
As I recall, many members of the bar back in the 70s complained that title companies, whose people
were closing escrow, were engaged in the " unauthorized practice of law", as arguab ly were real estate
brokers and agents in completing real estate purchase and sale contracts. Rather than confront that, the
Supreme Court and the Bar came up w ith the idea of licensing people to do specific, limited tasks
involved in filling out pre-approved forms in the real estate and mortgage industry. Thus was born the
Limited Practice Officer (LPO), and the rules around licensed real estate professionals to use preapproved Multiple Listing forms, who no longer would be deemed to be practicing law without a license.
The LLLT {limited license legal technician?) is a much more recent creation, out of concern that we actual
lawyers and Bar members are too expensive, plus we can still decline clients who cannot pay. I think this
is an idea to give non-law schoo l grads who do not have to pass the Bar exam the right legally to engage
in so me limited practice areas. Still experimental, but the Supreme Court and the Bar seem to be all
gung-ho about it.
I personally do not view increasing encroachment by non-law grads as a good thing. But I guess it may
be preferable to mandatory pro bono and free services, w hen many lawyers, especial ly small firms and
solos, have a hard time making a sufficient income that covers their expenses and pays back their loans.
Time will tell whether the profession ends up splintered like the medical field with lawyers the analog to
doctors, and all the permitted non-lawyers doing certain things the analog to the many kinds of
specialized nu rses. I do agree with Erin's feeling that the Bar is not transparent, and w ill do whatever
the powers that be and the activists decide, no matter what the membership may feel.
Just my two cents.

Larry R. Schreiter
Attorney at Law
1700 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2100
Seattle, WA 98101
Ph . 206-357-8480
email: larry@schreiterlaw.com
Mailing address:
Larry R. Schreiter
PO Box 2314
Issaquah, WA 98027
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From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 1:14 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: [section-leaders] Board of Governors Special Meeting August 23, 2016 - " Licensees" versus
"Members"
Dear Friends of the Sections:
I would like to take the opportunity to thank all involved--Bar Staff, Governors and officers of the
Washington State Bar Association ("Association"), the Association's rank-and-file, and others who
contributed to today's meeting. I believe that the discussion that was begun has the potential--if
encouraged to continue--to be productive for our common goals.
I personally appreciated the opportunity to ask questions about fundamental issues that I believe to be
of great importance to the Association. I came away from the meeting, however, with more questions in
my mind than I had when I arrived.
I think it is well past time for everyone to examine the proposed change in the definition of
"membership" in the Association and make certain that we all understand: *what* is being proposed,
*why* it is being proposed, what the *consequences* of that proposal will be, and whether there are
*other* options to meet the stated objective, once we agree on what our objective is, that might have
less drastic consequences than some that seem highly likely at this juncture. It is easy to fall into the t ra p
of either reacting *against* the change, or reacting * in favor* of the change w ithout suspend ing
judgment whi le considering the pros and co ns dispassionately.
Let me begin by noting (again) that there is a disti nction between classes of licensure to practice law in
Washington, and membership in the Association. Despite the fact that the Association styles itself a
"mandatory" bar, you can actually be a member of the Association and be unable to practice law here in
a number of circumstances, and you can actually practice law in Washington state and not be a member
of the Association in a number of other circumstances [you can also, in certain other circumstances,
legitimately practice law in Washington state in some contexts without being a member of th e
Association, having a license or being a lawyer at all--ask me for details if you want to know.]
I thought it was worthy of note that when I raised the classification of APR 9 Licensed Legal Interns as
licensees, which they clearly are, and wondered whether they shouldn't be included as members, I
received a re sponse that seemed discordant. I was told that they are "law students," which is imprecise.
A Licensed Lega l Intern can hold a valid license under APR 9 for up to 18 months after graduat ion from
law school or comp letion of the APR 6 program. I was also told that there were "very few " of them. I
believe the number quoted was 400. This is, it is true, a sma ll number of licensees compared to the
31,000 active lawyer licenses. It is, however, greater by many orders of magnitude than the fifteen LLLTs
currently licensed in Washington for whom we are instituting massive structural changes.
It also seems odd, because our Bylaws have been undergoing an extensive examination, and Bylaws
Section XI I remained virtually untouched. That Section esta blishes a "member segment" (whatever that
is--1have no idea what a "segment" is supposed to be) to encou ra ge the interest and participation of
young lawyers and law students in the activities of the Bar. Law students, whose st atus as students is
limited in time in the much the sa me way as Licensed Lega l Interns, can be non-voting members of
Sections. It seems logical that if Section XII has any continued utility (and it must, or the Bylaws Work
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Group wou ld have re commended getting rid of this Section, rather than lightly editing it), one way to
fulfill its purpose wo uld be to create for Licensed Lega l Interns a type of Bar membership t o "encourage"
the " interest and participation" of these limited licensees w ho may be expected to be full members
someday. W ithout meaning to be unkind, LLLTs are the shiny new thing for the Association, and in
(some of our) zea l to incorporate them into the membershi p structure, we overlook the old toy (APR 9s)
and purposes of the Association stated in places that we just forget to look (like Section XII).
If Bylaws Section XII has no meaning, why don't we get rid of it? If it still has meaning, then why aren't
we trying to implement it? And if we as an Associa tion are trying to be consistent about making LLLTs
and LPOs *full* members (a goa l about w hich I co ntinue to have reserva tions), why is Bylaws Section XII
limited t o young "lawyers," when that Section should by rights be encouraging t he interest and
participation of "yo ung lega l professiona ls" (unless you want to create parallel Sections of the Bylaws for
them--not that I'm advocating that)? And, of course, rethinking Section XII, which I think we must, may
require rethinking how the Young La wyer's current slot on the Board of Governors is to be configured.
I also thought t here w as an odd answer given to the question raised about potential future annual
assessments on LLLTs and LPOs for contribution to the [Lawyer's] Fund for Client Protection. First, I do
not believe t hat the forecasting conta ined in the July 2016 BOG book used a specific estimated
co ntributio n from these licensees. I believe it was a BOG member who made the comment th at because
the scope of practices pursuant to these licenses is limited, t he Fund's exposure t o claims from these
licensees would be limited, and therefore the assessments wou ldn't need t o be very big. If the license is
limited, and the obligation s are limited, why would it not follow that the memberships associated w ith
those license classes could be limited as we ll?
I th ink it was obvious to everyone in the room, whe n thi s point was raised, that there hasn't been any
forecasting/planning to determine the financial consequences of extending member benefits and
services to these additional classes of licensees, and wha t adjustments should be made to their licensing
fees, given the high estimate of the costs of these be nefits and the very low license fees these licensees
currently enj oy. If the argument is that the scope of practice for t hese licenses are lim ited, so their
licensing fees should be lower, then we are provid ing fu ll membe r benefits to these licensees at a cost of
zero, and these benefits are being subsid ized 100% by lawyer-members of the Association. I think many
members will have a problem with such a subsidy. To those w ho would again point t o the low current
number of LLLTs, I point out the Association is committed to increasing th e numbers of LLLTs, and there
are substantially more LPOs at present.
I again have the impression that LLLTs are also the shiny new thing w hen compared t o LPOs. LPOs have
been around since the early 1980s, and we are just now getting around to thinking about making th em
"members" of the Association. Our sudden interest in them now appears to be a by-product of the
promotion of the LLLT license class. W hat kind of outreach is being done to LPOs? What do they want
from the Association? What role do they see themselves playing? I see that Governor Karmy is the BOG
liaison to the Limited Pract ice Board. I would be particularly inte rested in her t houghts on effective
outreach to these licensees given her existing role.
I would also like to see a discussio n about whether the active/inactive/jud icial etc. "status" of a
licensee's membership could be subject to some variation, for example to allow a Section the discretion,
for examp le, to allow ALJs whose membership is in judicial status to be voting members if it so desi red.
I rema in concerned that there are other important aspects to the current proposal to expand
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membership that have yet to be id entified given the lack of time which ha s been spent discussing this
issue. I invite others' thoughts.
Ruth Edlund

. . . *. . . *""* . . . *. . . *"'*,....,
Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA}
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900
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Aug ust 25, 2016
Dear President Hyslop, President-Elect Haynes , Past President Gipe, Governors, Ms.
Littlewood, and Ms. McElroy,
I am so pleased to have been free to attend Tuesday's special meeting of the Board of
Governors and to have heard , firsthand, all of the presentations and dialogue that went
into your deliberations on the proposed changes to the WSBA bylaws and the
Admission to Practice Rules. Having had some exposure to the public materials
prepared for Tuesday's meeting, and having followed , a little, the reports of the
Governance Task Force and the BOG's response to them , I can only say that I stand in
awe of the tremendous amount of work you are all doing to chart the course of the legal
profession in Washington for the years to come . As just one member of the bar, I want
to thank you .
I've had the privilege also, during the last two Character and Fitness Board meetings, to
hear related presentations about the proposed APR's for LPO's and LLLTs and their
place in an overall scheme of possibilities as WSBA's staff contemplates ways to more
efficiently administer our admissions and disciplinary systems. I'm grateful for the
chance this has given me and others to glimpse this vision and to share our views about
it.
Many well-considered comments were offered Tuesday by lawyers more senior and
more prepared than me. I attended the meeting to hear what others had to say, and felt
that my first duty then was to listen. I came in my own capacity, not representing anyone
else, and wanted time to reflect on what I heard, to confront my own views, and to see
whether anything I might add would be new. I'm writing for myself alone, but hope that
what I say gives voice to lawyers whose first concern for clients' priorities demands their
full attention.
If my comments seem random , or reflect basic misunderstandings, I apologize in
advance.
Almost all of my legal career has been devoted to regulatory activities. I've been an
assistant prosecuting attorney, a professional licensing administrator and disciplinary
attorney, and a tax appeals ALJ. I sit on the Character and Fitness Board and the
Commission on Judicial Conduct. So I speak from a regulatory perspective and am
personally invested in protecting the public. But I've also spent years training for
ministry, and have been steeped in teachings about how people feel , about how they
react to change, about the symbolic impact of language, about how culture shapes
thought and belief, and about commun ity. I've also read a fair bit about Washington's
history.
We lawyers don't speak openly about feelings, about symbolism, or about community ,
but we all experience and are influenced by them , whether we can admit it or not. We
don't speak about culture, except in some diversity context, but we have a professional
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culture and care about it tremendously. We've spoken about WSBA's history, but not so
much about its relationship to Washington's history and what makes that history and
spirit unique. Feelings, symbolism, culture , community, and history are important. In my
view, they lie at the heart of all of our discussions about the bylaw s, the APR's, sections
policy, licensing fees v dues, and WSBA's identity. They fuel the dissension that has
been voiced , and the degree to which they can be embraced may determine how well
Washington 's lawyers can live with any changes made. Washington is one of 50
jurisdictions talented lawyers can choose from in deciding where to practice. I want to
see it at the top of the list.
WSBA is a mandatory bar and the Supreme Court has the final say about how all legal
professionals in Washington will conduct ourselves. But no regulatory body can
succeed without voluntary compliance. No governing agency can enforce civility,
collegiality, cultural competence, or any of the values WSBA works to instill. These
values and the ethics lawyers live by depend on a sense of community and a shared
consensus in their embrace. Only minimum standards of conduct can be enforced, and
WSBA's mission and goals reach beyond these.
WSBA's great strength is that it is the one body that unites all of us. To me, that is why
the word "Association" as part of WSBA's name has symbolic and aspirational
significance. It represents the desire that there should be a partnership between the
corporate instrumentality of the Court and among member lawyers and legal
professionals to champion justice together. The reminder of that desired partnership can
serve to strengthen and inform everything we do. To remove it suggests an adversarial
tension between the corporate instrumentality and the lawyers it regulates. To remove it
suggests that lawyers individually and collectively are not personally invested in
protecting the public - that the Washington State Bar should define a regulatory office
on Fourth Avenue in Seattle and not the statewide body of professionals it represents .
When I think of the Washington bar, I want it to mean me.
I wonder whether some of the dissension around WSBA's identity doesn't reflect our
state's unique history and culture. We are one of the youngest states in the nation. We
still retain and cherish a pioneer spirit. Our culture is grounded in rugged individualism.
We're not like California or Arizona or most other states, and don't want to be. To the
extent it prevails, I wonder whether this consciousness doesn't lie beneath the surface
of how Washington lawyers want to be governed.
The BOG has labored long over WSBA's identity, and all of Tuesday's discussions
reflect that. To me, the questions of who we are and who we want to be drive all of the
discussions about rules, bylaws, and policies. Whatever we call ourselves, I hope some
way can be found to celebrate both the regulatory and the relational expressions of
WSBA and to draw strength from that partnership.
Thank you very much.
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Respectfully,
/s/

Elizabeth M Rene
Attorney at Law
WSBA#10710
KCBA#21824
rene0373@gmail.com
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From: KAT [niailto :macneil 98@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2016 11:07 AM
To: William D. Hyslop; robin @mcneicewheeler.com
Subject: Fw: Feedback on Bylaws Changes

Bill and Robin,
I sent the following comments regarding Tuesday's Special Meeting of the Board of Governors to Anthony
Gipe, as he is the chair of both the Bylaws Workg roup and the Sections Policy Workgroup. My email was
forwarded to the Section Leaders mailing list and one of the members suggested that I also forward a
copy of the email to at least some members of the Board of Governors. Since there is no centralized
mailing list for the entire Board of Governors, I am sending a copy of my email to you for further
dissemination to the BOG.
Thank you for providing this forum for comments.
Kim Thornton
----- Forwarded Message ----From: KAT <macneil 98@yahoo.com>
To: "adgipe@shatzlaw.com" <adgipe@shatzlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 7:41 PM
Subject: Feedback on Bylaws Changes
Anthony,
It was a pleasure to meet you at yesterday's Special Meeting of the Board of Governors. I have been
living in Florida for the last six years and have not followed the progress of either the Bylaws or Section
Policy workgroups until my return to Washington last month. I want to provide you with some feedback
based on my limited review of the work product of those groups and the discussion at yesterday's
meeting. Please forgive me if I repeat comments made by other individuals or groups, as I have not likely
seen most of them due to the large volume of information on the website. I have tried to focus on the
most current versions of the proposed documents. Please also let me know if I have misread any of the
provisions or if the group has already discussed the same issues and is in process of resolving them.
Proposed WSBA Bylaw Amendments
1.

I agree with comments made at yesterday's meeting that language reg arding referenda on
licensing fees needs to be clarified. There is an apparent disconnect between Section 111.1.6 and
Section V lll.A.1 .a. In Section 111.1.6, entitled License Fee Referendum, the phrase "shall be
subject to the same referendum process as other BOG actions" has been deleted. This change
suggests that the intention was to remove the referendum power over license fees from the
membership, notwithstanding the qualifying language at the end of the sentence stating the
license fees may not be modified as part of a referendum on the Bar's "budget." At yesterday's
meeting, one board member commented that the referendum power over licensing fees is
retained by Section V lll .A. 1.a, which states that membership referenda may be initiated to
reverse "a final action by the BOG." However, the vague ph rase "a final action by the BOG" and
the more specific language of 111.1.6, which more specifically addresses license fee referenda
should be harmon ized .

2. I am also opposed to amending the Bylaws or the APR to allow the Washington Supreme Court
to establish licensing fees without regard to the wishes of the WSBA membership. Members of
the WSBA should always have the right to determine the cost of membership. While the WSBA
is not technically a democracy in the true sense of that word, it is a professional organization
whose purpose is partly to serve its members. It cannot properly serve them if they have no
control over the cost of that service or what is included .
3. I agree with several speakers at yesterday's meeting that the three classes of members in
Section 111.A.1 should not receive comparable benefits if they pay disparate licensing fees. Some
effort should be made to align the fees with the benefits.
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4. I have no comment at this time about the composition of the BOG and provision for additional
members. I see value in various opinions expressed in yesterday's meeting and need to give this
issue further consideration.

Suggested Amendments to Bylaws Article XI (Sections)
First, as a former and future section leader, let me note that I have participated in at least one section,
and at times more than one, since I began law school. Section membership constitutes the majority of
my interaction with the WSBA. This history colors my comments regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

Section Xl.B.1 increases the number of section members required to establish a new
section. Likewise, Xl.L.1 increases the number of voting members for determining
continued "viability." What is the basis for these increases? I don't agree that small sections do
not have value or provide service to members or the public. In fact, they often provide services
that might not otherwise be available because of that group's more narrow area of practice.

2. Although I agree, in principle, that the sections are "entities of the bar," as section XI.A has been
amended to read, with all the hierarchical connotations that accompany that phrase, I oppose
replacing the word "ju risdiction" in section XI. B.1.a with the word "purpose." It clearly devalues
the sections at the outset and does not comport with my understanding of the sections pivotal role
in serving members and the public. As I noted above, the majority of my interaction with the
WSBA has been through section activities. By denigrating the sections' importance in the
WSBA's Bylaws, this wordi ng change gives sections a minor role in the WSBA.
3. I have several issues related to Section Xl. D. First, although it appears to be a completely new
section , it directly conflicts with recommendations made by the Sections Policy
Workgroup. Section Xl.D states that the section executive committees are responsible for setting
the amount of section dues each year. The December 30, 2015 Phase 1 Report of the Section s
Policy Workgroup overtly contradicts this new Section Xl. D of the Bylaws by recommending that
the WSBA Budget & Audit Committee should set the same section member dues for all
sections. If the dues are the same for all sections, why would the section executive committees
need to set dues for their sections? The Workgroup further recommends that although the
sections apparently retain the right to set their own budgets (in section Xl.J), individual section
funds should be pooled and administered centrally by the WSBA for the support of ALL sections
(my emphasis). I fail to see why sections should set their own budgets if they do not retain the
authority to control them. I am beginning to understand why the BOG specifically
tabled discussion of fiscal policies at yesterday's meeting. There appears to be a lot of work left
to do on fiscal policy. I also note that there was a lot of negative feedback from the sections
about pooling and redistribution of section dues. I emphatically oppose the pooling of section
funds, as well as the transfer of control over section budgets to the WSBA. Sections are the
lifeblood of the WSBA. They are run by volunteers who provide quality education, networking
and public outreach for their members. If their hands are tied by even more bureaucracy than
currently exists within the WSBA, they will not be nearly as effective.
4.

Section X l.G.1.b states that the executive committee should reflect "diverse perspectives." I'm
really struggling with what this phrase means. Does it mean diversity regarding the section's
goals, views about the practice area that the section represents, or regional location? In other
words, does this refer to diversity of opinion or representation? Are the sections, which provide
"educational programming" and "networking forums" based on "practice areas or particular areas
of focus" (quoting the Phase 1 Draft Report of the Sections Policy Workgroup), expected
to include in their executive committees and membership individuals who have no interest in that
"practice area" in order to achieve "diverse perspectives"? Is executive committee representation
in the sections insufficiently diverse in some way now? I would like to understand better what is
motivating this language.

Again, I'm sorry this feedback is coming to you so late in the process but I am interested in becoming
more involved now that I am back in the state.
Kim Thornton
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September 12, 2016
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Ave., Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Re:

Comments on Proposed Bylaw Amendments

Dear Members of the Board of Governors and other W BSA Leaders,
I provide these comments solely as a member of the WSBA, not in my capacity as Chair of the Corporate
Counsel Section, as a member of the Securities Law Committee of the Business Law Section or as a
Section Leader Representative of the Sections Policy Workgroup.
Increasing Centralization at the WSBA
Consistent with my remarks at the Board of Governors ("BOG") meeting in Walla Walla on July 22, and
at the BOG meeting in Seattle on August 23, the proposed Bylaw amendments seem to be part of a
larger trend in w hich the WSBA is becoming more centralized and more insulated from its members .
Among other concerns I have already pointed out:
•

In addition to these significant Bylaw amendments under hu rried and somewhat haphazard
consideration now, the BOG will soon also consider whether and how to limit members'
referendum rights. President Hyslop made it very clear to me at the August 23 meeting that the
BOG intends to address this issue separately. That, in fact, is part of my concern, as explained
more completely below.

•

No specific reasons have been provided to justify or explain the proposed Rule 12 changes and it
remains unclear to me whether or not the WSBA leadership seeks through these and/or othe r
changes to place the WSBA under tighter control and supervision by the Washington State
Supreme Court {the "Cou rt"). If so, why, and what would that look like ultimately?
At the August 23 meeting, with Chief Justice Madsen seated off to my right (invited I'm sure to
facilitate the free flow of constructive feedback from members), I asked Executive Director
Littlewood the same question. She replied simply that she envisions no changes.
Other BOG members added in later discussions that no substantive changes are intended with
the Rule 12 changes.
These answers beg the question of why the Rule 12 changes are necessary or appropriate. They
must be important to someone. Please explain. What is changing vis-a-vis the Court? Why is
every aspect of WSBA activity increasingly considered to be "state action" by the WSBA
leadership? This is becoming increasingly problematic from the perspective of many members,
myse lf included. I hope to be able to ask Chief Justice Madsen for greater clarity at the Town
Hall on September 14, but I am not optimistic about receiving a more expansive explanation.
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•

Just months ago the BOG debated relinquishing its right to terminate the WSBA Executive
Director unless such t ermination is approved by the Court. Th is is presumably something that
could come up again and I would li ke to understand why this wou ld be good for the WSBA. And
how would the Court go about making such a decision?

•

The original proposals ofthe Section s Policy Workgroup would have t aken all of the Sections'
fund s away, along with much of their ability to self-govern.
The Sections Policy Workgroup's surprising initial proposals may or may not have been part of a
larger, integrated plan to transform th e Bar, but it would be illogical for members to ignore (i)
the fa ct that the Sections Policy Workgroup and the Bylaws Workgroup are both simultaneously
chaired by t he same person, Anthony Gipe, (ii) the fact that Mr. Gipe also played a key role on
the Governance Task Force from w hich th e proposed Bylaw amendments have emanated, or (iii)
the fact that Mr. Gipe was appointed and not elected by the members to both the BOG and to
the Presidency.
If nothing else, Mr. Gipe's rise to power without being elected and his subsequent role in
bringing about rapid and substantial changes demonstrates the fact of and the releva nce of both
(i) centralization and (ii) the simu ltaneous reduction of the role of members in governing the
WSBA.

Reducing Members' Gove rnan ce Influence Insulates the WSBA Leadersh ip
Many of the proposed changes coming from th e current WSBA leadership tend to reduce the ability of
the members to influence WSBA governance. I believe the justification for this is a desire to make th e
WSBA more like a government age ncy that is directly accountable to th e public for delivering a more just
and equitable lega l system . From a governance perspective, however, I am very conce rned th at changes
that reduce the members' say in gove rnan ce actually insulate t he WSBA leadership from constructive
critique and also further alienate the members. These unintended consequences could substantially
redu ce the effectiveness of th e WSBA in meeting the very objectives it might be hoping to pursue with a
more free hand and a free purse.
As noted above, it is unclear to me how the BOG or the WSBA executive leadership want to change the
WSBA's relatio nship with the Court, but I believe any increase in th e Court's day-to-day control over
WSBA administration w ill insu late the existing WSBA Executive staff from critique by the members,
especially in the near term, given th e close personal rel ations hips that appear to exist between the
Court and th e WSBA's senior staff (according to persons who are more knowledgea ble about such
behind th e scenes details than I am).
W here are These Changes Leading?
At the August 23 meeting I said that I wish th e WSBA leadership' s approach to the proposed Bylaw
amendment s more closely rese mbled w hat is required under the William s Act w hen a person or
company st arts buying up the stock of a company. Specifically, Item 4 of Schedule 130 requires one to :

"... state the purpose or purposes of the acquisition of securities" and "describe any plans or
proposals which the reporting persons may have which relate to or would result in certain"
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enumerated types of changes in the management, composition, operation and policies of the
issuer."
As a former SEC lawyer, this strikes me as a perfect parallel for the disclosures I would like t o see. Please
tell us the big picture.
There are analogous concepts throughout the law that BOG members should be familiar with, including
the requirement in an Environmental Impact Statement to disclose and analyze future anticipated
activities and their "cumulative impacts" when combined with presently proposed activities, and also
the "step transaction doctrine" in tax law, under which a series of formally separate steps is combined,
resulting in ta x treatment as a single integrated event.
The members simply do not understand how the proposed Bylaw amendments, Rule 12 changes,
possible changes to the referendum rules, clamping down on routine Section budgeting and spending,
changes to the Executive Director's terms of office, and other aspects of decision making authority that
might be turned over to the Court all fit into the overall vision that the WSBA leadership has in mind.
Absent any other explanation, my hypothesis is that the Court, through Chief Justice Madsen, is
consulting with the WSBA leadership, perhaps behind the scenes, t o steer the WSBA in a more
centralized direction, with less risk of member interference, in order t o impose even more aggressive
strategies toward the laudable goals of increasing access to justice and increasing diversity in the
profession. Perhaps the Chief Justice will shed light on whether and how she would like to re-shape, redirect or reinvent the WSBA at the September 14 Town Hall meeting.
As noted above and below, I not believe centralization and decreasing member influence in governance
will actually en hance the WSBA's ability to pursue its goals and aspirations.
Member Sentiment is Shifting Regarding Bifurcation
Another observation I made at the August 23 meeting is the increasing number of members who tell me
they have given up on the WSBA. Many have decided to take their professional activities and interests
elsewhere - voting with their feet to commit their vo lunteer time and energy to other groups. They're
gone. I also noted that a number of other very experienced and respected members are now actually
committed to the goal of bifurca ting the Bar. These members say, each in their own way, that they have
lost interest in the increasingly futile struggle to meaningfully influence the WSBA. For these folks, the
uncertainty, the difficulty and the potential benefits of bifurcation now look better than staying the
course with a professional relation sh ip that dates back some 133 years.
The WSBA leadership should consider asking members a simple question - "Dear Member, if the
professional association side of the house was offered a clean, supportive break from the licensing and
regulatory side, would you vote to stay or go?"
I believe the answer would be surprising to all - and much different today than just a couple years ago.
The BOG's recent actions seem to be greatly increasing the popularity of bifurcation as a soluti on to a
growing range of concerns and grievances.
At the August 23 meeting, I asked Executive Director Littlewood if bifurcation might not be the best
solutio n for the professional association side of the house. I was pleased to hear her say that the WSBA
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is much stronger as an integrated Bar. In responding, though, she added that bifurcation would require
approval by the Court and she said, as I recall, that such approval was unlikely. In saying this, I believe
she even gestured toward the Chief Justice.
As I responded then, and as I say here again, in slightly different words, I would not be so confident that
a group of 30,000+ lawyers wouldn't be able to successfully devise a plan to take back their professional
association, particularly if the benefits of doing so clearly and substantially outweigh the costs.
Transaction lawyers and litigators frequently take on "impossible" causes with great success.
Many years ago at Plum Creek Timber, Inc. I worked on the successful 1-90 Land Exchange. Many
environmental groups initially opposed the t ransaction and it looked fairly impossible. But through
ingenuity and persistence we succeeded and it yielded great benefits for the company and for the
public. Not much after that we also converted Plum Creek into the first publicly traded timber-REIT. I
remember splitting the company into 14 separate operating entities, paying $20 million for a singlepurpose tax insurance policy, arguing with the SEC and fighting a major proxy battle. Again, complex,
uncertain, expensive and heavily litigated for sure, but not impossible. And ultimately quite successful
and worth the effort, as might be bifurcation at some point.
Proposed Bylaw Amendments
In my following comments on the proposed amendments I am focusi ng on just a few issues - the
proposals that I believe wi ll cause the most harm to the unity and functioning of the WSBA and that w ill
be the most difficult to reverse in the future.
An important change I'm not addressing is the addition of LLLTs and LPOs as full "Members" of the
WSBA. I tend to favor an inclusive view of the Bar Association. I accept the overall logic of the limited
licensee program and I believe integrating those persons fully into the WSBA is the best way to protect
and best serve the public. That said, there are persons in other Sections who are much closer to these
issues and they should take the lead in commenting on them.
Ruth Edlund, for example, has pointed out several important unaddressed concerns, including that the
projected cost of member benefits by the 2018 dues cycle is well in excess of what the limited licensees
w ill be contributing and yet there has apparently been no financial assessment of that imbalance by the
BOG as the WSBA's fiduciaries.
Name Change

First, I continue to urge the BOG to vote against dropping the word "Association" from the WSBA's
name- a name in continuous use si nce 1883. Frankly, in the present context, this proposal looks and
feels like a symbolic slap in the face to the members.
The initial reaso n for the change, offered early on by the Governance Task Force, was " to correct the
erroneous impression" that the WSBA is "something like a trade association." The WSBA may not be
"something like a trade association," but to most members it is something like a professional
association . And yes, I know the WSBA leadership now wants to give a different reason or two for the
proposed change, but that's not how it works - no un-showing your cards, sorry. If the current
leadership cares to show that it's not downgrading the relevance of the members it should ditch this
wholly unnecessary and highly divisive proposal.
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Creation of Three More Board of Governors Seats
The proposed Bylaw changes to create three more BOG seat s beyond those provided in the Bar Act
directly reduce member influence over WSBA governance.
As I and others have noted , giving limited license practitioners two seats on the BOG is vastly out of
proportion to their numbers - are there even twenty registered limited license practitioners yet? Two
seats for such a small group is facially unreasonable.
The third proposed seat on the BOG is for a member of the public. The most commonly offered reason
for this recommendation is that both California and Oregon have membe rs of the public on their Bar
Boards of Governors and have found them helpful. I do not find this logic or any other explanations
provided to date compelling. I have seen no evidence that either of those states' Ba rs are doing a better
job in any respect than we are. I also have see n no outcry for public representation on the BOG
anywhere in the media.
I urge that the BOG scale back these proposed amendments to eliminate the public BOG seat and to
provide the LLLTs and LPOs w ith one BOG seat, elected by all of the members, not appointed, for the
rea sons described below.
Appointing Versus Electing Board of Governors Members
I and others have spoken out against creating more "appointed" BOG seat in violation of the Bar Act.
There are already th ree appointed seats - seats w hich just as easily could have been elected seats. As I
said at both the July 22 and August 23 meetings, appointments are clearly undemocratic and subject to
more potential mischief from a governance perspective than free elections. As explained herein, the
currently appointed seats are already having outsized impacts that the members seem powerless t o
question, understand or resist.
At the August 23 meeting, incoming WSBA President Robin Haynes gave a spirited defense of appointing
the proposed seats, arguing that appointments are necessary to ensure diversity and adding that far too
many of the elected seats still go to older white males.
I emphatically reject Ms. Haynes logic and the accuracy of her statement. Many of the elected seats are
held by persons who are not older white males and the BOG is diverse by any measure. The suggestion
that more "appointed" seats are necessary to make the BOG diverse is false. If there must be any new
BOG seats, there is sim ply no compelling rea son for those seat s not to be elected by the members.
The appointed leadership model is the rule in China because the Chinese government believes it makes
better decision s than the people. The Chinese people don' t like it and nor do I.
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On a final note, Ms. Haynes' position in support of appointing the members of the BOG is not surprising,
as she too was appointed and not elected to her BOG seat and to her position as in-comi ng President of
the WSBA. The power of her appointments and Mr. Gipe's, and the resulting changes those
appointments are now rapidly producing, dramatically underscore that power in the WSBA is shifting
su bstantially away from the members and that the members are largely powerless to object.
Thank you for considering my feedback.
Sincerely,
Paul Swegle, #18186
pswegle@gmail.com
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September 12, 2016
DELIVERED VIA EMAIL
William D. Hyslop, President, WSBA
-.hvs lop:;;~ lukins. wm
Robin L. Haynes, President-Elect, WSBA
robin@,mcne icewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, Immediate Past President, WSBA
adgipe@,shatzla w .com
G. Kim Risenmay, Governor, District 1
kim@ risenmaylaw.com
Brad E. Furlong, Governor, District 2
bef@furlongbutler.com
Karen D. Wilson, Treasure r and Governor, At Large
karende nise@kdwilsonlaw.com
Mario M. Cava, Governor, At Large
mario.cava@libe rtymutual.com

Greetings:
The Whatcom Cow1ty Bar Association met September 7, 2016 for its monthly meeting. The
WCBA passed a resolution instructing the Preside nt of WCBA to draft a letter to the Washington State Ba r
Association and appropriate officials expressing the feedback the WCBA President received regarding
proposed changes to the WSBA by-laws . This letter follows the instruction.
The Whatcom CoW1ty Ba r Association respectfully requests the WSBA and its Board of
Governors extend the time-frame for voting on the proposed by-law changes . A de lay is necessary for
more WSBA membe rs, especially those in the Whatcom CoW1ty Bar, to research, process and formally
comment on the proposed changes. While this suggestion does not fit within the current Board of
Governors' prefe rence for timing, and the ir wish to have c losure after severa l years of work on this project,
it does ensure that a ll members of the WSBA, inc luding my constituents, have ample time to reflect and
comment on the proposed changes.
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The WCBA is aware of the magnitude of time and effort that the WSBA officers and governors
have put into this endeavor. The WCBA is also aware of the desire for the current slate of governors to
finish this project after so many volunteer-hours have been expended in service of the WSBA. However,
the need for expediency and closure is not overcome by the need of the WSBA's membership to fee l it had
adequate time to research, process and respond to its governing members regarding the proposed,
sweeping and significant changes.
The proposed changes are significant in both function and appearance. The overwhelming vocal
response from my Whatcom County colleagues makes clear that the proposed changes are too large, too
substantive, and appear to be moving ahead too quickly for its members to feel comfortable with the
changes. We respectfully ask that you heed our request to postpone action until a larger dialogue can
occur, and afford concerned members of the WSBA the opportunity to further participate in the process of
changing our institution.
Respectfully yours,

Thomas P. Lyden, President
Whatcom County Bar Association
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RECEIVED
SEP 16 2G:3
SAN JUAN COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 133

FURLONG BUTLER
ATTORNEYS

FRIDAY HARBOR

360.317.5951

SAN JUAN ISLAND, WA 98250

SJCBA@ROCKISLAND . COM

September 13, 2016
Brad E. Furlong, Gov. Dist. 2
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
Seattle, Washington 98101
VIA EMAIL: bef@furlongbutler~com
RE:

Board of Governors' Meeting, Sept. 29 & 30, 2016
Proposed WSBA bylaws amendments and revisions

Dear Governor Furlong:
With approval of more than half of the San Juan Co~ Bar _Association membership voting

on short notice, I am

writing to ask you to postpone the scheduled hearing on adoption of the proposed changes and amendments to
the bylaws of the Washington -State Bar Association, currently scheduled for hearing at the next Board of
Governors' meeting on Sept. 29th & 30th, 2016, and to refer the proposed changes arid amendments back to the
WSBA membership at-large for further_review and comment.
In the opinion of the SJCBA members responding, not enough time has been provided for a meaningful review
and commentary on the proposed changes, deletions and additions. Only five days were provided for review and
comment before the proposed changes IJlent before the Board at its meeting on August 23, 2016. The text of the
changes is voluminous; many provisions have been moved to other _
locations in the bylaws; it is proposed to take
away WSBA members' referendum rights regarding licensing fees; and it is also proposed to place three nonattorneys on the Board by appointment - thus _in positions of authority over attorney-members of the WSBA. The
last two are certainly contentio~~ and deserve to be reviewed and discussed AT LENGTH by the general
membership of the WSBA. Further, adding three appointed positions to the Board would result in 9 appointed
members, and only 11 directly elected by at-large members of the WSBA.
We appreciate the time and effort all concerned have contributed to these revisions, and your own desire to bring
this large project to conclusion during your term -on the Board. But with your election as President Elect,
presumably followed in turn by a term as President and thereafter another term as Immediate Past President, you
have an additional three years to directly address the revisions and amendments, and the serious concerns of
your membership.
Please do not adopt the current version of the proposed WSBA bylaw revisions and amendments. Please vote to
refer the proposed revisions and amendments back to the WSBA membership at large for further review and
comments.
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JWC:cc
cc:
file
DELIVERED VIA EMAIL:
William D. Hyslop, President, WSBA
shyslop@lukins.com
Robin L. Haynes, President-Elect, WSBA
robin@mcneicewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, Immediate Past President, WSBA
adgipe@shatzlaw.com
G. Kim Risenmay, Governor, District 1
kim@risenmaylaw.com
Karen D. Wilson, Treasurer and Governor, At Large
karendenise@kdwilsonlaw.com
Mario M. Cava, Governor, At Large
mario.cava@libertymutual.com
Rajeev Majumdar, Governor-Elect, Dist. 2
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
Washington local county bar associations via email address on fi le with WSBA
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Margaret Shane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebece<~ Bernard <RBERNARD@wapa-sep.wa.gov>
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 5:01 PM
Margaret Shane
Proposed changes to WSBA bylaws

There are severe objections being raised by many attorneys about changed to the bylaws. Many attorneys object to
new provisions which would take away from WSBA members the referendum right reg ard ing licensing fees. Many
attorneys object to provisions which would allow non-attorneys to be appointed to positions of authority over bar
members who are attorneys. Many attorneys object to provisions which would allow the President or the Committee
Chair to raise and discuss issues in secret instead of in a public meaning, thus frustrating the transparency of the
BOG.
These types of provisions seriously diminish the trust which many WSBA members have in their Bar Association. In
light of the fact that there is so much controversy over the new bylaws, wisdom requires that enactment of new
bylaws be delayed until there is more consensus within the Bar Association about what changes should and should
not be made to the bylaws.
Respectfully.

Rebecca Bernard
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Family Support Division
Grays Harbor County Prosecutor's Office
(360) 249-4075

Please Note: Your email is important to us. Our email system uses an aggressive SPAM Filter. If you have not received
a reply to your email, please call our office and we will add you to our SPAM Filter. Thank you.

1
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From: Gerry Alexander [mailto :qalexander@bqwp.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2016 1:57 PM
To: William D. Hyslop
Cc: 'ctm@olylaw.com'
Subject: WSBA Change of Name
Bill: I hope you don't mind me kibitzing on the proposa l to change the name of the Washington State
Bar Association to the Washington State Bar. I think the change of name is a bad idea and I am hopeful
that you and the Governors of the WSBA still have an open mind on this subject. I think it is important
to note in regard to this issue, that the State Bar Act of 1933, which is still on th e books, identifies the
bar of this State as the "Washington State Bar Association." Although I recognize that Washington's
courts and the WSBA rarely refer to that act, it was the Bar Act that caused Washington to join the ranks
of states with an integrated bar, Indeed, RCW 2.48.170 provides that "no person sha ll practice law in
this state ... unless he shall be an active member thereof." Jettisoning the name that is set forth in the bar
act amounts to a serious untethering of the WSBA's fealty to the act and would likely encourage those
who favor a bifurcated, rather t han integrated, bar. Going back to the situation that was exta nt prior to
1933 would, in my judgment, be a huge mistake. Thank you for considering my views and for passing
them on to the governors. Gerry

Gerry L. Alexander
Of Counsel
IBEAN, GENTRY, W HEELER & PETERNELL, PLLC
910 Lakeridge Way SW
Olympia, Washington 98502
Phone: (360) 357-2852 Fax: (360) 786-6943
galexander@bgwp. net www.bgwp.net
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September 20, 2016

Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
Seattle, WA 98101
Re:

Board of Governors' Meeting, September 29 & 30, 2016
Proposed WSBA bylaw amendments and revisions

Dear Governors:
The Grays Harbor County Bar Association (GHCBA) membership unanimously suppo1i and
endorse the letters from the San Juan County Bar Association and the Whatcom County Bar
Association requesting the scheduled hearing on the proposed changes and amendments to the
bylaws of the Washington State Bar Association, scheduled for September 29 and 30, 2016, be
postponed. The GHCBA requests that the proposed changes and amendments be referred back
to the members at large and the individual county bar associations for fmiher review and
comment.
Given the massive number of changes, additions, and deletions to the bylaws, the short review
and comment period, and the lack of outreach to county bar associations and current WSBA
members gives the current members inadequate access to the process that governs their
professional careers. At a recent bar meeting, a member of GHCBA brought up that she was
directed to wsba.org when requesting information about the bylaw changes and that the WSBA
had indicated it had posted the information on the website for everyone to review. Not only is
posting info1mation on a single website an ineffective form of disseminating it to a large
membership, but a link to infonnation regarding the proposed bylaws is not even on the home
page. When I looked for infonnation regarding the changes to the bylaws, I had to: (1) click the
link for lawyers on the homepage; (2) scroll down to the bottom of the page in the your legal
community section and click WSBA Committees, Boards, Panels, Councils, and Task Forces;
and (3) click Bylaws Work group on the left hand side of the page to bring me to the WSBA's
posted infonnation regarding the changes. There may be a shorter route to this information, but
the point is it is not obvious that there is an imminent vote on a voluminous change to the bylaws
for an attorney that is coming to the WSBA website for another reason, like purchasing a CLE.

1
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Grays Harbor County Bar Association membership respectfully requests that the WSBA not
adopt the cunent version of the proposed WSBA bylaw revisions and amendments. Please vote
to refer the revisions and amendments back to the members at large and the county bar
associations for further review and comment.

.:
I
.I
.l

.
. l

Sincerely,
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

Jtl,!t~
cc:

William D. Hyslop, President, shyslop@lukins.com
Robin L. Hayes, President-elect, robin@mcneicewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, hnmediate Past President, adgipe@shatzlaw.com
Pacific County Bar Association
Mason County Bar Association
_________:rhurston_Gmmty_BarAssociation_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~
Jefferson County Bar Association
Clallam County Bar Association
Lewis County Bar Association
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Mr. Rajeev Majumdar, Governor-Elect, District 2
Mr. Dan Bridges, Governor-Elect, District 9
Ms. Chris Meserve, Governor-Elect, District 10

September 22, 2016

Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1345 - Fourth Avenue, Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Dear Board of Governors:
We have watched the debate concerning the proposed amendments to the Bylaws, GR 12, and APRs.
We have reviewed many responses from members and Bar organizations. We write to share our
perspective, reached independently of each other, coming to the same conclusions.
Here, we assume all the amendments have value. Our concern is process. We have heard the Board' s
explanation to members that holding a special meeting in August for a first reading followed in short
order by a vote in September is standard. With the greatest of respect, that does not appear to be the
case as shown by a variety of other matters brought before the Board in the last few months.
We appreciate the time you put into this work and know you view it as the capstone of a long process.
We think, though, this is not "the end," but "the beginning of the end." These proposals deserve as
much opportunity for input and consideration as others coming before the Board, including Escalating
Costs of Civil Litigation, prayers at Indian Law seminars, etc. It is not enough to say there have been
meetings and a time for input. Members do not consider proposals such as this until they are in a final
form and these were not final until last month. Let the members consider them in a reasonable manner.
Our sense is this Board is not giving due weight to how this process is being viewed by the members.
We have heard you acknowledge it but we fear you are underestimating it. The members will, rightly or
wrongly, view this as rushed through before they could even figure out what was going on. They will
view the entire process, including town hall meetings pushed in on the eve of the vote, as contrived.
Again, we take no position whether that is true. However, insofar as the last few months the Bar News
has had on its cover everything except these proposals, members might have basis to argue the Bylaw
changes have been hidden in plain sight.
We agree members have a responsibility to be informed and participate. They are starting to now. Let
them continue. The members are asking for, and we support, more time. We acknowledge President
Hyslop's column in September discussed some (but not all) of the proposals. That is a good start but we
submit more needs to be done. We urge the Board to present these to the members beginning w ith a
cover story in the Bar News and a "pro and con" section within it. We encourage direct outreach at
local bar meetings, in publications, and e-mails to reach the greatest numbers of members possible.
These amendments change the very nature of what the Bar is. We submit they ought to be affirmatively
published and discussed at all levels consistent with that gravity.
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Board of Governors
September 22, 2016
Page -2-

We do not ask you to reject the proposals. We urge this Board vote to table them and establish a
timeframe for their meaningfu l consideration by the members before a final vote. We appreciate you
have traveled a long road to get to where you are, but for the sake of the Board, the members, and the
Bar as a whole, we urge you to act in a judicious manner. These bylaws, if passed, may last beyond our
mutual lifetimes. If it requires a few months to obtain a meaningful consensus of the members or to
create a better product, that is a small price to pay. The perception there was a rush to judgment could
create a wound which will take a decade or more to heal, if ever. We ask that you proceed carefu lly and
pause before this important final step.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Rajeev Majumdar
Governor-Elect, District 2

Dan Bridges
Governor-Elect, District 9

Christina Meserve,
Governor-Elect, District 10
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COMMENTS RECEIVED IN ADDITION
TO THOSE RECEIVED BY
THE BYLAWS WORK GROUP
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Margaret Shane
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Marjorie Simmons <lawyer@ marjoriesimmonsesq.com>
Tuesday, August 23, 2016 12:40 AM
Margaret Shane
bef@furlongbutler.com; rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
Opposition to proposed amendments to the WSBA Bylaws and Aug 23rd reading

To the WSBA Board of Governors:
The WBSA President Bill Hyslop sent an email notice on Friday August 12 of the August 23 meeting, with no link to, nor
an agenda, nor indication of a deadline for responses. A one-business-day deadline is per se unreasonable, and I
therefore ask the Board grant a meeting day post-deadline response.
I oppose adoption of the proposed amendments to the WSBA Bylaws at this time, and as written, as damaging to the
public, to the Association, and to the practice of law, regardless of the type of license involved, as well as needlessly
adding to burdens carried by the judiciary.
Procedurally, the opaque process leading to the imminent adoption of these amendments, collectively having such a
sweeping scope, has been without proper notice and opportunity for all stakeholders to weigh in, and it has not been
transparent. For example, the handful of public workgroup meetings that some people could have attended were not
followed up with bulletins to the general membership with even executive summaries of workgroup progress and
decisions, and such bulletins should have been created and at the very least posted on the WSBA website and/or in
NWLawyer for those who could not attend the public meetings. In order for any member to be fully informed, they
would have had to attend all the meetings and read though over 1,500 pages of material, at minimum. For another
example, for this August 23rd meeting, the email notice sent one week prior to the meeting did not address the
response deadline, even though it was only one business day after the email, nor include a link to further information.
Therefore, as proposed, adoption of the proposed amendments is premature and must be tabled for further
consideration by the membership for at least the next six months, after the membership has been afforded full and
complete disclosure.
Substantively, I oppose the proposals as follows.
First, the proposal to expand the number of the Board of Governo rs by three unelected non-lawyers is prohibited by the
Bar Act, RCW 2.48.030. The fact that such additional Board members wou ld be appointed by the Supreme Court adds to
the burdens of the Court, and the current membership has not been afforded opportunity under RCW 2.48.50(7) to
weigh in given such a fundamental change in its governance. The proposal also does not prevent some as yet
unidentified subjectivity or cronyism, and by assigning the appointments to the Court's ever-growing list of duties, with
due respect to the Court, there is no concomitant procedure proposed to ensure reasonability or guarantee that such
appointments affecting the membership would result from a transparent or fair process.
Second, and possibly more importantly:
(A) LLLTs and LPOs are not lawyers, and yet, LLLTs and LPOs are proposed to have a seat at the table that governs the
practice of law, and
(B) the proposals reduce the proportionality of democratically elected voting Board members by including Board
representation for LLLTs and LPOs.
A better proposal is to create an anci ll ary association of LLLTs and LPOs with a suitable board of its own.

1
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It is not news, but it is releva nt, that the pra ctice of law by non-lawyer LLLTs is strongly opposed not only by the Family
Law Section w hose business they will affect most,(n. 1) but by a large number of scholars and other Bar members for
many reasons, chief among them reasonable concern that LLLTs will hurt the public, burden the judiciary, and will not by
their exist ence ach ieve the goal of red ucing the expe nse to the public for legal assistance.(n. 2) Connected to that
(curre ntly overrul ed) concern is that, at present, Bar members are represe nted on the Board at a ratio of one Board
membe r for approximately 3,800 lawyers. With ten Board members total, one Board member to represent a tiny
number of LLLTs and another for a small number of LPOs drastica lly dilutes re presentation of lawyers by the Board that
exists to represent lawyers, in an association of lawyers, in favo r of non-lawyers.
The obvious question presented is: is this Bar an association of lawyers or not? The proposal to seat one Board member
each for LPOs and LLLTs answers that question decidedly in the negative, and I am opposed to it, as we must ensure
fundamental fairness in this Association of members of a profession by proper representation of their interests, and
protect the public's interest by keeping non-lawyers from governing the practice of law: LLLTs and LPOs have no
business sitting on the Board of Governors for our Association, but they should have an ancillary association and board
suited to their limited type of licenses.
Additionally, the proposed equal membership in WSBA of differing license classes is also problematic, because although
all membership classes are proposed to have seats on the Board, those membership classes do not contribute similar
fees to support the WSBA. For example, LPOs and LLLTs are assessed fees for licensure, but not fees for cost of program s
or membership, as are lawyers, as far as one can tell from the materials presented thus far. Adoption of the proposal
would result in lawyers paying for LPOs' and LLLTs' share of membership and program fees.
It is also unclea r from the proposals whether LPOs and LLLTs must contribute t o a fund for client protection, as lawyers
do, or whether the fees assessed lawyers are intended t o make up for LLLTs and LPOs not paying t o a f und that protects
LPOs' and LLLTs'
clients from harm. If so, what particular logic results in lawye rs paying for LLLTs' and LPOs' mist akes and misdeeds? LPOs
and LLLTs must be assessed fees to protect their clients, just as lawye rs are, and lawyers shou ld not be financially
responsible for non-lawyers who are not under thei r supervision. If t he actual intent of the uneven license classes is fo r
lawyers to pay for the non-lawyers as part of an overall effort to reduce fees for t he public, then the uneven license
classes are simply assessing a tax on lawyers to support non-lawye rs, and t he Supreme Court might as well set a
schedule of fees for all lawyers' services. How, exactly, is that reasonable?
Third, the proposal to strike the word "Association" from the WSBA via Bylaw, contrary to the terms of the State Bar Act,
and to strike refere nces to t he WSBA serving its members and the membership, is nonsensical. The WBSA, like all other
state bar associations, is an association of lawyers who se rve the public as officers of the Court, and the Association
serves its members, w hether through continuing ed ucatio n, discipline, social events, or any of many different ways . Bar
associations are also the nexus of co llegia lity among pee rs, serving the pub lic interest by strengthening lawyers' sense of
ethical duty, holding lawyers to account not only befo re the Court, but among their peers in the Association, 'peers'
being the operative word and meaning colleagues with a similar level of education and knowledge. Collegiality and the
se nse of ethical duty among lawyers, and therefore before the co urts, will be irreparably harmed by this and the other
proposals' enactment, beca use their cumulative effect, if enacted, w ill be to gut the Association's identity, and the public
perception of law practice in this stat e as a professio n, already damaged by the promotion of LLLTs and LPOs as full Bar
members rather than lim ited licensees. In its place will be left a shell covering disassociated people with no sense of
duty to each other as members of a collegial association of professional people. How, in any way, does this serve the
interest of the Bar, of the courts, or of the public? This and the other proposals mentioned here serve none of them and
sho uld not be enacted as proposed, instea d, due to their sweeping nature and the fundamental changes they would
make in our Associat ion, must be fully reviewed, discussed, and vot ed on by the membership, and only after full
disclosure.
Fourth, w ith the oversight of the Supreme Court, t his Association's members exercise their duty to manage their own
association through th eir Board, and the proposal to revoke the membership's ability to set Bar dues through t he Board,
(and axiomatically, Association budget s), cedes that duty to the Supreme Court in derogation of RCW 2.48.50, w hich
2
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reserves the duty to the Bar's Board of Governors. No notice to or vote of the membership pursuant to RCW 2.48.50(7)
has been taken to voluntarily cede that duty to the Court. When purse strings are pulled away, there is a reason, and
generally not a pleasant one. There has been no showing of a pattern of financial mismanagement on the part of the Bar
of its own resources, nor any suggestion of it, that would require the Court to intercede. What purpose then, has the
proposal for the removal of that duty from the remit of the Board? The Court has its own business to do, and like all
courts, its remit far exceeds its resources. How does this proposal to transfer the duty to set Bar dues to the Court serve
the Court, the membership, or the public interest? Until some showing is made for the need of such a transfer, and
w ithout a vote of the general membership per RCW 2.48.50(7), I oppose it as needlessly adding to the duties of an
already overburdened judiciary, and assuming a priori financial incompetence on the part of the Association, with no
ca use showing.
The proposals presented would weaken the Bar and contribute nothing to the practice of law, the administration of
justice, or the public good. While I have been a WSBA member for close to only a year, I have been a member of the
South Carolina Bar for 19 years, and I have seen efforts to weaken bar associations before. None of them turned out well
for the Bars, the judiciary, or the public.

(n. 1) While I am a member of the Family Law Section, my business will be undiminished by LLLTs' activities given that I
limit my focus to QDROs and data security, areas in which neither LLLTs or LPOs may work, and LLLTs' mistakes may
actually increase my business, unfortunately for the public.
(n. 2} As enumerated in the Annual Report for 2015, Washington had a population of 31,126 lawyers with 74 disciplinary
actions, and
768 LPOs and nine LLLTs with one disciplinary action, making the 2015 disciplina ry occurrence rate 0.00237743365675
for lawyers and
0.0012870012870013 for LLLTs and LPOs, comparatively. However, LLLTs have only been in existence for a year and it is
statistically likely that LLLTs' incidence of disciplinary actions will rise with the number of 'admitted' LLLTs. The
revocations and suspensions for LPOs listed on the WSBA website
(http://www. wsba .org/Licensi ng-a nd-Lawye r-Cond u ct/Limited-Licenses/Limited-Practice-Office rs/ LPO-Pu bl ic-N otices)
also do not match the statistics given in the Annual Report.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Simmons (admitted SC, WA)
Marjorie Simmons, Esq .
PO Box 688
Burlington WA 98233
{360) 299-1121
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From: Randall Winn [mailto:rewinn2003@yahoo.com]

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2016 11:11 PM
To: potterre@frontier.com; robin@mcneicewheeler.com; wynnia.kerr@qmail.com;
mqhosh@qhoshlawfirm.com; koptun@dshs.wa.gov; WSBA Section Leaders; Keith Black; Anthony Gipe;
Paula Littlewood; William D. Hyslop
Subject: GREAT Opportunity to Practice Openness in WSBA Governance

My friends on the WSBA Board of Governors and Section Leaders:
Recently the Washington State Bar Association unknowingly ran a multiyear experiment with
the concept of "openness". Its staff and Board of Governors created Workgroups that held a
series of meetings that produced proposals for major revisions to its Bylaws.
The content and worth of those proposals is not the present subject; rather, the subject is
" openness" m
. 21st century governance.
The Workgroups maintain that the process was "open" because they held meetings to which all
were invited.
The Critics of the Workgroups maintain that the process was not "open" because the vast
majority of WSBA members have no idea of the content of the proposals, nor the reasons for or
against.
The most intractable, and least productive, arguments are often those for which both sides have a
point. Both the Workgroups and the Critics have their points.

19th Century Openness
The Workgroups used a traditional 19111 century version of "Openness" familiar to all of us who
came of age in the 1960s. A small and dedicated group set hearings and accepted written
messages that may or may not have influenced the outcome. Every member of WSBA was
invited; the fraction who attended is not known with precision but was on the order of 1%. After
all, most WSBA members have day jobs and, even among that fraction of members who have
scheduling autonomy, attending bar meetings is not billable.
Some of the argumentation for and against the proposals were kept secret (e.g. the entire
argument about antitrust risk was given in WSBA BOG Executive Session and so concealed
.
from the membership to this day). Most of the rest of the argumentation is inaccessible because it
was given orally or provided in a format not reasonably calculated to educate (e.g. vaguely
alluded to in BOG minutes and stated explicitly only on page 357 of Meeting Materials).
A small number of people drafted the Proposals. The proposals were kept private, or distributed
modestly. The final product was not available until the last possible moment.
This is what "Open" means in the old model.
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21st Century Openness
When developing complex projects, the current era uses a different model. A 21st Century model
of Openness requires publication of interim products and written debate inviting large teams of
stakeholders, using ubiquitous self-documenting media (typically the internet or an intranet, but
sometimes a wiki and/or an email listserve with an accessible archive.)
This model has advantages:
1. It enables and encourages debate from all interested parties, regardless of geographical or
temporal limits, resulting in the collection of the best ideas.
2. It lets everyone parse and ponder preliminary proposals, illuminating conflicts and defects.
As any wikiuser has experienced, no Workgroup, however intelligent, can match the brainpower
of 30,000+ WSBA members even if each member devotes but a single hour in contribution.
3. It develops neatly structured arguments for and against, which promotes understanding of the
proposals that emerge.
4. It enables access to the proposals and arguments from start to finish, which encourages buyin to the final product. No-one will agree to everything, but everyone can feel they had an equal
voice.
Again, whether these Workgroup proposals were good or bad is not the issue; rather, the issue is
whether the process is "open" in the sense of the 21 st_century.
• Was debate in fact enabled and encouraged?
• Were the proposals available in a timely manner to be parsed and pondered by the
30,000+legal professionals of the WSBA?
• Were neatly structured arguments for and again crafted to promote understanding?
• Was buy-in created?
To each question, the evidence suggests the answer is "No. It 's nobody 's fault, but no".
There is no evidence that the vast majority of WSBA members are aware of the content of the
proposals. To the contrary, most of the references to them in NWLawyer are merely meeting
announcements, and they always refer to the proposals being presented in September, not
August. The WSBA blog doesn' t say anything significant and the few webpages on wsba.org
were put up only within the past month or two. Perhaps the best evidence is the argument by
some that the proposals must be voted on in September because one-third of the Board members
will rotate off, taking with them knowledge of the proposals. But Incipient Board members are
among the best-informed members of the Bar; if they themselves are not fully aware of the
content and reasons for and against the Bylaws changes, then the process itself is fatally flawed.
Some Workgroup or BOG members have complained that the problem is the fault of the
members who failed to attend meetings or read hundreds of pages of documents. That is a strong
argument that the process is not open in the modem sense; it is structured so that the average
WSBA member cannot participate.
Finally, some have asserted that all this talk of openness doesn't matter, because the Supreme
Court regulates the practice of law and can therefore do whatever it likes with WSBA. But this
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proves too much: openness in developing these proposals is all the more important, so that the
Court is not presented with proposals that have not been reviewed by ten thousand lawyers,
instead of a few dozen. (And the argument is itself dangerous: undoubtedly the Court can do
whatever it wants to "admit, enroll, disbar, and discipline" plus related administrative functions,
but whether it can tax lawyers to fund other projects somewhat related to the practice of law is a
subject that true friends of Access To Justice would prefer not put to the test. There is a limit; do
we really want to find it the hard way?)
The Opportunity

The legal profession is conservative in its procedures. This is a virtue in its predictability, but in
other ways a vice. In particular, it may have encouraged many of the problems in the current
Workgroup experiment.
Old habits die hard. Going from a 19th century model of decision making to a 21st century model
has challenged bigger enterprises than WSBA. However, history tells us that the outcome is
always better when debate is real and encouraged, proposals are widely examined and criticized,
the arguments for and against both presented, and buy-in is developed among the membership.
BOG has an opportunity to use the present need for Bylaws revisions to create and to practice
21st century openness in WSBA governance.
Grasping this opportunity depends on no particular opinion on whether the Proposals are good or
bad. Indeed, an informed opinion is not possible until the proposals have been openly published
to, and made available for debate by, WSBA's 30,000+ members.
I urge BOG to publish the proposals, and the arguments for and against each, in a format
permitting a debate, and then to let the debate proceed for as long as it takes. This won't be easy,
because we have not done it before. But if Bylaws revisions are worth doing, then they are worth
doing well.
This can also be a model for further experiments in 21st century governance. Perhaps we can
reduce the workload on BOG members by crowdsourcing some of the work. Why not try? What
principled argument is there against trying?
Sincerely
Randy Winn
(Writing for myself, not as): 2016 Chair, WSBA World Peace Through Law Section
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From: Mr.Larry R Schreiter [mailto:larrv@schreiterlaw.com]

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 12:01 PM
To: Solo and Small Practice Section
Cc: solo-and-small-practice-section@! ist. wsba .org
Subject: [solo-a nd-small-practice-section] LPOs and LLLTs
As I recall, many members of the bar back in the 70s complained that title companies, whose people
were closing escrow, were engaged in the " unauthorized practice of law", as arguab ly were real estate
brokers and agents in completing real estate purchase and sale contracts. Rather than confront that, the
Supreme Court and the Bar came up w ith the idea of licensing people to do specific, limited tasks
involved in filling out pre-approved forms in the real estate and mortgage industry. Thus was born the
Limited Practice Officer (LPO), and the rules around licensed real estate professionals to use preapproved Multiple Listing forms, who no longer would be deemed to be practicing law without a license.
The LLLT {limited license legal technician?) is a much more recent creation, out of concern that we actual
lawyers and Bar members are too expensive, plus we can still decline clients who cannot pay. I think this
is an idea to give non-law schoo l grads who do not have to pass the Bar exam the right legally to engage
in so me limited practice areas. Still experimental, but the Supreme Court and the Bar seem to be all
gung-ho about it.
I personally do not view increasing encroachment by non-law grads as a good thing. But I guess it may
be preferable to mandatory pro bono and free services, w hen many lawyers, especial ly small firms and
solos, have a hard time making a sufficient income that covers their expenses and pays back their loans.
Time will tell whether the profession ends up splintered like the medical field with lawyers the analog to
doctors, and all the permitted non-lawyers doing certain things the analog to the many kinds of
specialized nu rses. I do agree with Erin's feeling that the Bar is not transparent, and w ill do whatever
the powers that be and the activists decide, no matter what the membership may feel.
Just my two cents.

Larry R. Schreiter
Attorney at Law
1700 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2100
Seattle, WA 98101
Ph . 206-357-8480
email: larry@schreiterlaw.com
Mailing address:
Larry R. Schreiter
PO Box 2314
Issaquah, WA 98027
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From: Ruth Laura Edlund [mailto:rle@wechslerbecker.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 1:14 AM
To: WSBA Section Leaders
Subject: [section-leaders] Board of Governors Special Meeting August 23, 2016 - " Licensees" versus
"Members"
Dear Friends of the Sections:
I would like to take the opportunity to thank all involved--Bar Staff, Governors and officers of the
Washington State Bar Association ("Association"), the Association's rank-and-file, and others who
contributed to today's meeting. I believe that the discussion that was begun has the potential--if
encouraged to continue--to be productive for our common goals.
I personally appreciated the opportunity to ask questions about fundamental issues that I believe to be
of great importance to the Association. I came away from the meeting, however, with more questions in
my mind than I had when I arrived.
I think it is well past time for everyone to examine the proposed change in the definition of
"membership" in the Association and make certain that we all understand: *what* is being proposed,
*why* it is being proposed, what the *consequences* of that proposal will be, and whether there are
*other* options to meet the stated objective, once we agree on what our objective is, that might have
less drastic consequences than some that seem highly likely at this juncture. It is easy to fall into the t ra p
of either reacting *against* the change, or reacting * in favor* of the change w ithout suspend ing
judgment whi le considering the pros and co ns dispassionately.
Let me begin by noting (again) that there is a disti nction between classes of licensure to practice law in
Washington, and membership in the Association. Despite the fact that the Association styles itself a
"mandatory" bar, you can actually be a member of the Association and be unable to practice law here in
a number of circumstances, and you can actually practice law in Washington state and not be a member
of the Association in a number of other circumstances [you can also, in certain other circumstances,
legitimately practice law in Washington state in some contexts without being a member of th e
Association, having a license or being a lawyer at all--ask me for details if you want to know.]
I thought it was worthy of note that when I raised the classification of APR 9 Licensed Legal Interns as
licensees, which they clearly are, and wondered whether they shouldn't be included as members, I
received a re sponse that seemed discordant. I was told that they are "law students," which is imprecise.
A Licensed Lega l Intern can hold a valid license under APR 9 for up to 18 months after graduat ion from
law school or comp letion of the APR 6 program. I was also told that there were "very few " of them. I
believe the number quoted was 400. This is, it is true, a sma ll number of licensees compared to the
31,000 active lawyer licenses. It is, however, greater by many orders of magnitude than the fifteen LLLTs
currently licensed in Washington for whom we are instituting massive structural changes.
It also seems odd, because our Bylaws have been undergoing an extensive examination, and Bylaws
Section XI I remained virtually untouched. That Section esta blishes a "member segment" (whatever that
is--1have no idea what a "segment" is supposed to be) to encou ra ge the interest and participation of
young lawyers and law students in the activities of the Bar. Law students, whose st atus as students is
limited in time in the much the sa me way as Licensed Lega l Interns, can be non-voting members of
Sections. It seems logical that if Section XII has any continued utility (and it must, or the Bylaws Work
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Group wou ld have re commended getting rid of this Section, rather than lightly editing it), one way to
fulfill its purpose wo uld be to create for Licensed Lega l Interns a type of Bar membership t o "encourage"
the " interest and participation" of these limited licensees w ho may be expected to be full members
someday. W ithout meaning to be unkind, LLLTs are the shiny new thing for the Association, and in
(some of our) zea l to incorporate them into the membershi p structure, we overlook the old toy (APR 9s)
and purposes of the Association stated in places that we just forget to look (like Section XII).
If Bylaws Section XII has no meaning, why don't we get rid of it? If it still has meaning, then why aren't
we trying to implement it? And if we as an Associa tion are trying to be consistent about making LLLTs
and LPOs *full* members (a goa l about w hich I co ntinue to have reserva tions), why is Bylaws Section XII
limited t o young "lawyers," when that Section should by rights be encouraging t he interest and
participation of "yo ung lega l professiona ls" (unless you want to create parallel Sections of the Bylaws for
them--not that I'm advocating that)? And, of course, rethinking Section XII, which I think we must, may
require rethinking how the Young La wyer's current slot on the Board of Governors is to be configured.
I also thought t here w as an odd answer given to the question raised about potential future annual
assessments on LLLTs and LPOs for contribution to the [Lawyer's] Fund for Client Protection. First, I do
not believe t hat the forecasting conta ined in the July 2016 BOG book used a specific estimated
co ntributio n from these licensees. I believe it was a BOG member who made the comment th at because
the scope of practices pursuant to these licenses is limited, t he Fund's exposure t o claims from these
licensees would be limited, and therefore the assessments wou ldn't need t o be very big. If the license is
limited, and the obligation s are limited, why would it not follow that the memberships associated w ith
those license classes could be limited as we ll?
I th ink it was obvious to everyone in the room, whe n thi s point was raised, that there hasn't been any
forecasting/planning to determine the financial consequences of extending member benefits and
services to these additional classes of licensees, and wha t adjustments should be made to their licensing
fees, given the high estimate of the costs of these be nefits and the very low license fees these licensees
currently enj oy. If the argument is that the scope of practice for t hese licenses are lim ited, so their
licensing fees should be lower, then we are provid ing fu ll membe r benefits to these licensees at a cost of
zero, and these benefits are being subsid ized 100% by lawyer-members of the Association. I think many
members will have a problem with such a subsidy. To those w ho would again point t o the low current
number of LLLTs, I point out the Association is committed to increasing th e numbers of LLLTs, and there
are substantially more LPOs at present.
I again have the impression that LLLTs are also the shiny new thing w hen compared t o LPOs. LPOs have
been around since the early 1980s, and we are just now getting around to thinking about making th em
"members" of the Association. Our sudden interest in them now appears to be a by-product of the
promotion of the LLLT license class. W hat kind of outreach is being done to LPOs? What do they want
from the Association? What role do they see themselves playing? I see that Governor Karmy is the BOG
liaison to the Limited Pract ice Board. I would be particularly inte rested in her t houghts on effective
outreach to these licensees given her existing role.
I would also like to see a discussio n about whether the active/inactive/jud icial etc. "status" of a
licensee's membership could be subject to some variation, for example to allow a Section the discretion,
for examp le, to allow ALJs whose membership is in judicial status to be voting members if it so desi red.
I rema in concerned that there are other important aspects to the current proposal to expand
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membership that have yet to be id entified given the lack of time which ha s been spent discussing this
issue. I invite others' thoughts.
Ruth Edlund

. . . *. . . *""* . . . *. . . *"'*,....,
Ruth Laura Edlund (admitted NY, WA}
Wechsler Becker, LLP
701 Fifth Avenue, Ste 4550
Seattle, WA 98104
206.624.4900
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Aug ust 25, 2016
Dear President Hyslop, President-Elect Haynes , Past President Gipe, Governors, Ms.
Littlewood, and Ms. McElroy,
I am so pleased to have been free to attend Tuesday's special meeting of the Board of
Governors and to have heard , firsthand, all of the presentations and dialogue that went
into your deliberations on the proposed changes to the WSBA bylaws and the
Admission to Practice Rules. Having had some exposure to the public materials
prepared for Tuesday's meeting, and having followed , a little, the reports of the
Governance Task Force and the BOG's response to them , I can only say that I stand in
awe of the tremendous amount of work you are all doing to chart the course of the legal
profession in Washington for the years to come . As just one member of the bar, I want
to thank you .
I've had the privilege also, during the last two Character and Fitness Board meetings, to
hear related presentations about the proposed APR's for LPO's and LLLTs and their
place in an overall scheme of possibilities as WSBA's staff contemplates ways to more
efficiently administer our admissions and disciplinary systems. I'm grateful for the
chance this has given me and others to glimpse this vision and to share our views about
it.
Many well-considered comments were offered Tuesday by lawyers more senior and
more prepared than me. I attended the meeting to hear what others had to say, and felt
that my first duty then was to listen. I came in my own capacity, not representing anyone
else, and wanted time to reflect on what I heard, to confront my own views, and to see
whether anything I might add would be new. I'm writing for myself alone, but hope that
what I say gives voice to lawyers whose first concern for clients' priorities demands their
full attention.
If my comments seem random , or reflect basic misunderstandings, I apologize in
advance.
Almost all of my legal career has been devoted to regulatory activities. I've been an
assistant prosecuting attorney, a professional licensing administrator and disciplinary
attorney, and a tax appeals ALJ. I sit on the Character and Fitness Board and the
Commission on Judicial Conduct. So I speak from a regulatory perspective and am
personally invested in protecting the public. But I've also spent years training for
ministry, and have been steeped in teachings about how people feel , about how they
react to change, about the symbolic impact of language, about how culture shapes
thought and belief, and about commun ity. I've also read a fair bit about Washington's
history.
We lawyers don't speak openly about feelings, about symbolism, or about community ,
but we all experience and are influenced by them , whether we can admit it or not. We
don't speak about culture, except in some diversity context, but we have a professional
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culture and care about it tremendously. We've spoken about WSBA's history, but not so
much about its relationship to Washington's history and what makes that history and
spirit unique. Feelings, symbolism, culture , community, and history are important. In my
view, they lie at the heart of all of our discussions about the bylaw s, the APR's, sections
policy, licensing fees v dues, and WSBA's identity. They fuel the dissension that has
been voiced , and the degree to which they can be embraced may determine how well
Washington 's lawyers can live with any changes made. Washington is one of 50
jurisdictions talented lawyers can choose from in deciding where to practice. I want to
see it at the top of the list.
WSBA is a mandatory bar and the Supreme Court has the final say about how all legal
professionals in Washington will conduct ourselves. But no regulatory body can
succeed without voluntary compliance. No governing agency can enforce civility,
collegiality, cultural competence, or any of the values WSBA works to instill. These
values and the ethics lawyers live by depend on a sense of community and a shared
consensus in their embrace. Only minimum standards of conduct can be enforced, and
WSBA's mission and goals reach beyond these.
WSBA's great strength is that it is the one body that unites all of us. To me, that is why
the word "Association" as part of WSBA's name has symbolic and aspirational
significance. It represents the desire that there should be a partnership between the
corporate instrumentality of the Court and among member lawyers and legal
professionals to champion justice together. The reminder of that desired partnership can
serve to strengthen and inform everything we do. To remove it suggests an adversarial
tension between the corporate instrumentality and the lawyers it regulates. To remove it
suggests that lawyers individually and collectively are not personally invested in
protecting the public - that the Washington State Bar should define a regulatory office
on Fourth Avenue in Seattle and not the statewide body of professionals it represents .
When I think of the Washington bar, I want it to mean me.
I wonder whether some of the dissension around WSBA's identity doesn't reflect our
state's unique history and culture. We are one of the youngest states in the nation. We
still retain and cherish a pioneer spirit. Our culture is grounded in rugged individualism.
We're not like California or Arizona or most other states, and don't want to be. To the
extent it prevails, I wonder whether this consciousness doesn't lie beneath the surface
of how Washington lawyers want to be governed.
The BOG has labored long over WSBA's identity, and all of Tuesday's discussions
reflect that. To me, the questions of who we are and who we want to be drive all of the
discussions about rules, bylaws, and policies. Whatever we call ourselves, I hope some
way can be found to celebrate both the regulatory and the relational expressions of
WSBA and to draw strength from that partnership.
Thank you very much.
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Respectfully,
/s/

Elizabeth M Rene
Attorney at Law
WSBA#10710
KCBA#21824
rene0373@gmail.com
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From: KAT [niailto :macneil 98@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2016 11:07 AM
To: William D. Hyslop; robin @mcneicewheeler.com
Subject: Fw: Feedback on Bylaws Changes

Bill and Robin,
I sent the following comments regarding Tuesday's Special Meeting of the Board of Governors to Anthony
Gipe, as he is the chair of both the Bylaws Workg roup and the Sections Policy Workgroup. My email was
forwarded to the Section Leaders mailing list and one of the members suggested that I also forward a
copy of the email to at least some members of the Board of Governors. Since there is no centralized
mailing list for the entire Board of Governors, I am sending a copy of my email to you for further
dissemination to the BOG.
Thank you for providing this forum for comments.
Kim Thornton
----- Forwarded Message ----From: KAT <macneil 98@yahoo.com>
To: "adgipe@shatzlaw.com" <adgipe@shatzlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 7:41 PM
Subject: Feedback on Bylaws Changes
Anthony,
It was a pleasure to meet you at yesterday's Special Meeting of the Board of Governors. I have been
living in Florida for the last six years and have not followed the progress of either the Bylaws or Section
Policy workgroups until my return to Washington last month. I want to provide you with some feedback
based on my limited review of the work product of those groups and the discussion at yesterday's
meeting. Please forgive me if I repeat comments made by other individuals or groups, as I have not likely
seen most of them due to the large volume of information on the website. I have tried to focus on the
most current versions of the proposed documents. Please also let me know if I have misread any of the
provisions or if the group has already discussed the same issues and is in process of resolving them.
Proposed WSBA Bylaw Amendments
1.

I agree with comments made at yesterday's meeting that language reg arding referenda on
licensing fees needs to be clarified. There is an apparent disconnect between Section 111.1.6 and
Section V lll.A.1 .a. In Section 111.1.6, entitled License Fee Referendum, the phrase "shall be
subject to the same referendum process as other BOG actions" has been deleted. This change
suggests that the intention was to remove the referendum power over license fees from the
membership, notwithstanding the qualifying language at the end of the sentence stating the
license fees may not be modified as part of a referendum on the Bar's "budget." At yesterday's
meeting, one board member commented that the referendum power over licensing fees is
retained by Section V lll .A. 1.a, which states that membership referenda may be initiated to
reverse "a final action by the BOG." However, the vague ph rase "a final action by the BOG" and
the more specific language of 111.1.6, which more specifically addresses license fee referenda
should be harmon ized .

2. I am also opposed to amending the Bylaws or the APR to allow the Washington Supreme Court
to establish licensing fees without regard to the wishes of the WSBA membership. Members of
the WSBA should always have the right to determine the cost of membership. While the WSBA
is not technically a democracy in the true sense of that word, it is a professional organization
whose purpose is partly to serve its members. It cannot properly serve them if they have no
control over the cost of that service or what is included .
3. I agree with several speakers at yesterday's meeting that the three classes of members in
Section 111.A.1 should not receive comparable benefits if they pay disparate licensing fees. Some
effort should be made to align the fees with the benefits.
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4. I have no comment at this time about the composition of the BOG and provision for additional
members. I see value in various opinions expressed in yesterday's meeting and need to give this
issue further consideration.

Suggested Amendments to Bylaws Article XI (Sections)
First, as a former and future section leader, let me note that I have participated in at least one section,
and at times more than one, since I began law school. Section membership constitutes the majority of
my interaction with the WSBA. This history colors my comments regarding the proposed amendments.

1.

Section Xl.B.1 increases the number of section members required to establish a new
section. Likewise, Xl.L.1 increases the number of voting members for determining
continued "viability." What is the basis for these increases? I don't agree that small sections do
not have value or provide service to members or the public. In fact, they often provide services
that might not otherwise be available because of that group's more narrow area of practice.

2. Although I agree, in principle, that the sections are "entities of the bar," as section XI.A has been
amended to read, with all the hierarchical connotations that accompany that phrase, I oppose
replacing the word "ju risdiction" in section XI. B.1.a with the word "purpose." It clearly devalues
the sections at the outset and does not comport with my understanding of the sections pivotal role
in serving members and the public. As I noted above, the majority of my interaction with the
WSBA has been through section activities. By denigrating the sections' importance in the
WSBA's Bylaws, this wordi ng change gives sections a minor role in the WSBA.
3. I have several issues related to Section Xl. D. First, although it appears to be a completely new
section , it directly conflicts with recommendations made by the Sections Policy
Workgroup. Section Xl.D states that the section executive committees are responsible for setting
the amount of section dues each year. The December 30, 2015 Phase 1 Report of the Section s
Policy Workgroup overtly contradicts this new Section Xl. D of the Bylaws by recommending that
the WSBA Budget & Audit Committee should set the same section member dues for all
sections. If the dues are the same for all sections, why would the section executive committees
need to set dues for their sections? The Workgroup further recommends that although the
sections apparently retain the right to set their own budgets (in section Xl.J), individual section
funds should be pooled and administered centrally by the WSBA for the support of ALL sections
(my emphasis). I fail to see why sections should set their own budgets if they do not retain the
authority to control them. I am beginning to understand why the BOG specifically
tabled discussion of fiscal policies at yesterday's meeting. There appears to be a lot of work left
to do on fiscal policy. I also note that there was a lot of negative feedback from the sections
about pooling and redistribution of section dues. I emphatically oppose the pooling of section
funds, as well as the transfer of control over section budgets to the WSBA. Sections are the
lifeblood of the WSBA. They are run by volunteers who provide quality education, networking
and public outreach for their members. If their hands are tied by even more bureaucracy than
currently exists within the WSBA, they will not be nearly as effective.
4.

Section X l.G.1.b states that the executive committee should reflect "diverse perspectives." I'm
really struggling with what this phrase means. Does it mean diversity regarding the section's
goals, views about the practice area that the section represents, or regional location? In other
words, does this refer to diversity of opinion or representation? Are the sections, which provide
"educational programming" and "networking forums" based on "practice areas or particular areas
of focus" (quoting the Phase 1 Draft Report of the Sections Policy Workgroup), expected
to include in their executive committees and membership individuals who have no interest in that
"practice area" in order to achieve "diverse perspectives"? Is executive committee representation
in the sections insufficiently diverse in some way now? I would like to understand better what is
motivating this language.

Again, I'm sorry this feedback is coming to you so late in the process but I am interested in becoming
more involved now that I am back in the state.
Kim Thornton
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September 12, 2016
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1325 Fourth Ave., Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Re:

Comments on Proposed Bylaw Amendments

Dear Members of the Board of Governors and other W BSA Leaders,
I provide these comments solely as a member of the WSBA, not in my capacity as Chair of the Corporate
Counsel Section, as a member of the Securities Law Committee of the Business Law Section or as a
Section Leader Representative of the Sections Policy Workgroup.
Increasing Centralization at the WSBA
Consistent with my remarks at the Board of Governors ("BOG") meeting in Walla Walla on July 22, and
at the BOG meeting in Seattle on August 23, the proposed Bylaw amendments seem to be part of a
larger trend in w hich the WSBA is becoming more centralized and more insulated from its members .
Among other concerns I have already pointed out:
•

In addition to these significant Bylaw amendments under hu rried and somewhat haphazard
consideration now, the BOG will soon also consider whether and how to limit members'
referendum rights. President Hyslop made it very clear to me at the August 23 meeting that the
BOG intends to address this issue separately. That, in fact, is part of my concern, as explained
more completely below.

•

No specific reasons have been provided to justify or explain the proposed Rule 12 changes and it
remains unclear to me whether or not the WSBA leadership seeks through these and/or othe r
changes to place the WSBA under tighter control and supervision by the Washington State
Supreme Court {the "Cou rt"). If so, why, and what would that look like ultimately?
At the August 23 meeting, with Chief Justice Madsen seated off to my right (invited I'm sure to
facilitate the free flow of constructive feedback from members), I asked Executive Director
Littlewood the same question. She replied simply that she envisions no changes.
Other BOG members added in later discussions that no substantive changes are intended with
the Rule 12 changes.
These answers beg the question of why the Rule 12 changes are necessary or appropriate. They
must be important to someone. Please explain. What is changing vis-a-vis the Court? Why is
every aspect of WSBA activity increasingly considered to be "state action" by the WSBA
leadership? This is becoming increasingly problematic from the perspective of many members,
myse lf included. I hope to be able to ask Chief Justice Madsen for greater clarity at the Town
Hall on September 14, but I am not optimistic about receiving a more expansive explanation.
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•

Just months ago the BOG debated relinquishing its right to terminate the WSBA Executive
Director unless such t ermination is approved by the Court. Th is is presumably something that
could come up again and I would li ke to understand why this wou ld be good for the WSBA. And
how would the Court go about making such a decision?

•

The original proposals ofthe Section s Policy Workgroup would have t aken all of the Sections'
fund s away, along with much of their ability to self-govern.
The Sections Policy Workgroup's surprising initial proposals may or may not have been part of a
larger, integrated plan to transform th e Bar, but it would be illogical for members to ignore (i)
the fa ct that the Sections Policy Workgroup and the Bylaws Workgroup are both simultaneously
chaired by t he same person, Anthony Gipe, (ii) the fact that Mr. Gipe also played a key role on
the Governance Task Force from w hich th e proposed Bylaw amendments have emanated, or (iii)
the fact that Mr. Gipe was appointed and not elected by the members to both the BOG and to
the Presidency.
If nothing else, Mr. Gipe's rise to power without being elected and his subsequent role in
bringing about rapid and substantial changes demonstrates the fact of and the releva nce of both
(i) centralization and (ii) the simu ltaneous reduction of the role of members in governing the
WSBA.

Reducing Members' Gove rnan ce Influence Insulates the WSBA Leadersh ip
Many of the proposed changes coming from th e current WSBA leadership tend to reduce the ability of
the members to influence WSBA governance. I believe the justification for this is a desire to make th e
WSBA more like a government age ncy that is directly accountable to th e public for delivering a more just
and equitable lega l system . From a governance perspective, however, I am very conce rned th at changes
that reduce the members' say in gove rnan ce actually insulate t he WSBA leadership from constructive
critique and also further alienate the members. These unintended consequences could substantially
redu ce the effectiveness of th e WSBA in meeting the very objectives it might be hoping to pursue with a
more free hand and a free purse.
As noted above, it is unclear to me how the BOG or the WSBA executive leadership want to change the
WSBA's relatio nship with the Court, but I believe any increase in th e Court's day-to-day control over
WSBA administration w ill insu late the existing WSBA Executive staff from critique by the members,
especially in the near term, given th e close personal rel ations hips that appear to exist between the
Court and th e WSBA's senior staff (according to persons who are more knowledgea ble about such
behind th e scenes details than I am).
W here are These Changes Leading?
At the August 23 meeting I said that I wish th e WSBA leadership' s approach to the proposed Bylaw
amendment s more closely rese mbled w hat is required under the William s Act w hen a person or
company st arts buying up the stock of a company. Specifically, Item 4 of Schedule 130 requires one to :

"... state the purpose or purposes of the acquisition of securities" and "describe any plans or
proposals which the reporting persons may have which relate to or would result in certain"
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enumerated types of changes in the management, composition, operation and policies of the
issuer."
As a former SEC lawyer, this strikes me as a perfect parallel for the disclosures I would like t o see. Please
tell us the big picture.
There are analogous concepts throughout the law that BOG members should be familiar with, including
the requirement in an Environmental Impact Statement to disclose and analyze future anticipated
activities and their "cumulative impacts" when combined with presently proposed activities, and also
the "step transaction doctrine" in tax law, under which a series of formally separate steps is combined,
resulting in ta x treatment as a single integrated event.
The members simply do not understand how the proposed Bylaw amendments, Rule 12 changes,
possible changes to the referendum rules, clamping down on routine Section budgeting and spending,
changes to the Executive Director's terms of office, and other aspects of decision making authority that
might be turned over to the Court all fit into the overall vision that the WSBA leadership has in mind.
Absent any other explanation, my hypothesis is that the Court, through Chief Justice Madsen, is
consulting with the WSBA leadership, perhaps behind the scenes, t o steer the WSBA in a more
centralized direction, with less risk of member interference, in order t o impose even more aggressive
strategies toward the laudable goals of increasing access to justice and increasing diversity in the
profession. Perhaps the Chief Justice will shed light on whether and how she would like to re-shape, redirect or reinvent the WSBA at the September 14 Town Hall meeting.
As noted above and below, I not believe centralization and decreasing member influence in governance
will actually en hance the WSBA's ability to pursue its goals and aspirations.
Member Sentiment is Shifting Regarding Bifurcation
Another observation I made at the August 23 meeting is the increasing number of members who tell me
they have given up on the WSBA. Many have decided to take their professional activities and interests
elsewhere - voting with their feet to commit their vo lunteer time and energy to other groups. They're
gone. I also noted that a number of other very experienced and respected members are now actually
committed to the goal of bifurca ting the Bar. These members say, each in their own way, that they have
lost interest in the increasingly futile struggle to meaningfully influence the WSBA. For these folks, the
uncertainty, the difficulty and the potential benefits of bifurcation now look better than staying the
course with a professional relation sh ip that dates back some 133 years.
The WSBA leadership should consider asking members a simple question - "Dear Member, if the
professional association side of the house was offered a clean, supportive break from the licensing and
regulatory side, would you vote to stay or go?"
I believe the answer would be surprising to all - and much different today than just a couple years ago.
The BOG's recent actions seem to be greatly increasing the popularity of bifurcation as a soluti on to a
growing range of concerns and grievances.
At the August 23 meeting, I asked Executive Director Littlewood if bifurcation might not be the best
solutio n for the professional association side of the house. I was pleased to hear her say that the WSBA
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is much stronger as an integrated Bar. In responding, though, she added that bifurcation would require
approval by the Court and she said, as I recall, that such approval was unlikely. In saying this, I believe
she even gestured toward the Chief Justice.
As I responded then, and as I say here again, in slightly different words, I would not be so confident that
a group of 30,000+ lawyers wouldn't be able to successfully devise a plan to take back their professional
association, particularly if the benefits of doing so clearly and substantially outweigh the costs.
Transaction lawyers and litigators frequently take on "impossible" causes with great success.
Many years ago at Plum Creek Timber, Inc. I worked on the successful 1-90 Land Exchange. Many
environmental groups initially opposed the t ransaction and it looked fairly impossible. But through
ingenuity and persistence we succeeded and it yielded great benefits for the company and for the
public. Not much after that we also converted Plum Creek into the first publicly traded timber-REIT. I
remember splitting the company into 14 separate operating entities, paying $20 million for a singlepurpose tax insurance policy, arguing with the SEC and fighting a major proxy battle. Again, complex,
uncertain, expensive and heavily litigated for sure, but not impossible. And ultimately quite successful
and worth the effort, as might be bifurcation at some point.
Proposed Bylaw Amendments
In my following comments on the proposed amendments I am focusi ng on just a few issues - the
proposals that I believe wi ll cause the most harm to the unity and functioning of the WSBA and that w ill
be the most difficult to reverse in the future.
An important change I'm not addressing is the addition of LLLTs and LPOs as full "Members" of the
WSBA. I tend to favor an inclusive view of the Bar Association. I accept the overall logic of the limited
licensee program and I believe integrating those persons fully into the WSBA is the best way to protect
and best serve the public. That said, there are persons in other Sections who are much closer to these
issues and they should take the lead in commenting on them.
Ruth Edlund, for example, has pointed out several important unaddressed concerns, including that the
projected cost of member benefits by the 2018 dues cycle is well in excess of what the limited licensees
w ill be contributing and yet there has apparently been no financial assessment of that imbalance by the
BOG as the WSBA's fiduciaries.
Name Change

First, I continue to urge the BOG to vote against dropping the word "Association" from the WSBA's
name- a name in continuous use si nce 1883. Frankly, in the present context, this proposal looks and
feels like a symbolic slap in the face to the members.
The initial reaso n for the change, offered early on by the Governance Task Force, was " to correct the
erroneous impression" that the WSBA is "something like a trade association." The WSBA may not be
"something like a trade association," but to most members it is something like a professional
association . And yes, I know the WSBA leadership now wants to give a different reason or two for the
proposed change, but that's not how it works - no un-showing your cards, sorry. If the current
leadership cares to show that it's not downgrading the relevance of the members it should ditch this
wholly unnecessary and highly divisive proposal.
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Creation of Three More Board of Governors Seats
The proposed Bylaw changes to create three more BOG seat s beyond those provided in the Bar Act
directly reduce member influence over WSBA governance.
As I and others have noted , giving limited license practitioners two seats on the BOG is vastly out of
proportion to their numbers - are there even twenty registered limited license practitioners yet? Two
seats for such a small group is facially unreasonable.
The third proposed seat on the BOG is for a member of the public. The most commonly offered reason
for this recommendation is that both California and Oregon have membe rs of the public on their Bar
Boards of Governors and have found them helpful. I do not find this logic or any other explanations
provided to date compelling. I have seen no evidence that either of those states' Ba rs are doing a better
job in any respect than we are. I also have see n no outcry for public representation on the BOG
anywhere in the media.
I urge that the BOG scale back these proposed amendments to eliminate the public BOG seat and to
provide the LLLTs and LPOs w ith one BOG seat, elected by all of the members, not appointed, for the
rea sons described below.
Appointing Versus Electing Board of Governors Members
I and others have spoken out against creating more "appointed" BOG seat in violation of the Bar Act.
There are already th ree appointed seats - seats w hich just as easily could have been elected seats. As I
said at both the July 22 and August 23 meetings, appointments are clearly undemocratic and subject to
more potential mischief from a governance perspective than free elections. As explained herein, the
currently appointed seats are already having outsized impacts that the members seem powerless t o
question, understand or resist.
At the August 23 meeting, incoming WSBA President Robin Haynes gave a spirited defense of appointing
the proposed seats, arguing that appointments are necessary to ensure diversity and adding that far too
many of the elected seats still go to older white males.
I emphatically reject Ms. Haynes logic and the accuracy of her statement. Many of the elected seats are
held by persons who are not older white males and the BOG is diverse by any measure. The suggestion
that more "appointed" seats are necessary to make the BOG diverse is false. If there must be any new
BOG seats, there is sim ply no compelling rea son for those seat s not to be elected by the members.
The appointed leadership model is the rule in China because the Chinese government believes it makes
better decision s than the people. The Chinese people don' t like it and nor do I.
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On a final note, Ms. Haynes' position in support of appointing the members of the BOG is not surprising,
as she too was appointed and not elected to her BOG seat and to her position as in-comi ng President of
the WSBA. The power of her appointments and Mr. Gipe's, and the resulting changes those
appointments are now rapidly producing, dramatically underscore that power in the WSBA is shifting
su bstantially away from the members and that the members are largely powerless to object.
Thank you for considering my feedback.
Sincerely,
Paul Swegle, #18186
pswegle@gmail.com
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September 12, 2016
DELIVERED VIA EMAIL
William D. Hyslop, President, WSBA
-.hvs lop:;;~ lukins. wm
Robin L. Haynes, President-Elect, WSBA
robin@,mcne icewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, Immediate Past President, WSBA
adgipe@,shatzla w .com
G. Kim Risenmay, Governor, District 1
kim@ risenmaylaw.com
Brad E. Furlong, Governor, District 2
bef@furlongbutler.com
Karen D. Wilson, Treasure r and Governor, At Large
karende nise@kdwilsonlaw.com
Mario M. Cava, Governor, At Large
mario.cava@libe rtymutual.com

Greetings:
The Whatcom Cow1ty Bar Association met September 7, 2016 for its monthly meeting. The
WCBA passed a resolution instructing the Preside nt of WCBA to draft a letter to the Washington State Ba r
Association and appropriate officials expressing the feedback the WCBA President received regarding
proposed changes to the WSBA by-laws . This letter follows the instruction.
The Whatcom CoW1ty Ba r Association respectfully requests the WSBA and its Board of
Governors extend the time-frame for voting on the proposed by-law changes . A de lay is necessary for
more WSBA membe rs, especially those in the Whatcom CoW1ty Bar, to research, process and formally
comment on the proposed changes. While this suggestion does not fit within the current Board of
Governors' prefe rence for timing, and the ir wish to have c losure after severa l years of work on this project,
it does ensure that a ll members of the WSBA, inc luding my constituents, have ample time to reflect and
comment on the proposed changes.
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The WCBA is aware of the magnitude of time and effort that the WSBA officers and governors
have put into this endeavor. The WCBA is also aware of the desire for the current slate of governors to
finish this project after so many volunteer-hours have been expended in service of the WSBA. However,
the need for expediency and closure is not overcome by the need of the WSBA's membership to fee l it had
adequate time to research, process and respond to its governing members regarding the proposed,
sweeping and significant changes.
The proposed changes are significant in both function and appearance. The overwhelming vocal
response from my Whatcom County colleagues makes clear that the proposed changes are too large, too
substantive, and appear to be moving ahead too quickly for its members to feel comfortable with the
changes. We respectfully ask that you heed our request to postpone action until a larger dialogue can
occur, and afford concerned members of the WSBA the opportunity to further participate in the process of
changing our institution.
Respectfully yours,

Thomas P. Lyden, President
Whatcom County Bar Association
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RECEIVED
SEP 16 2G:3
SAN JUAN COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 133

FURLONG BUTLER
ATTORNEYS

FRIDAY HARBOR

360.317.5951

SAN JUAN ISLAND, WA 98250

SJCBA@ROCKISLAND . COM

September 13, 2016
Brad E. Furlong, Gov. Dist. 2
Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
Seattle, Washington 98101
VIA EMAIL: bef@furlongbutler~com
RE:

Board of Governors' Meeting, Sept. 29 & 30, 2016
Proposed WSBA bylaws amendments and revisions

Dear Governor Furlong:
With approval of more than half of the San Juan Co~ Bar _Association membership voting

on short notice, I am

writing to ask you to postpone the scheduled hearing on adoption of the proposed changes and amendments to
the bylaws of the Washington -State Bar Association, currently scheduled for hearing at the next Board of
Governors' meeting on Sept. 29th & 30th, 2016, and to refer the proposed changes arid amendments back to the
WSBA membership at-large for further_review and comment.
In the opinion of the SJCBA members responding, not enough time has been provided for a meaningful review
and commentary on the proposed changes, deletions and additions. Only five days were provided for review and
comment before the proposed changes IJlent before the Board at its meeting on August 23, 2016. The text of the
changes is voluminous; many provisions have been moved to other _
locations in the bylaws; it is proposed to take
away WSBA members' referendum rights regarding licensing fees; and it is also proposed to place three nonattorneys on the Board by appointment - thus _in positions of authority over attorney-members of the WSBA. The
last two are certainly contentio~~ and deserve to be reviewed and discussed AT LENGTH by the general
membership of the WSBA. Further, adding three appointed positions to the Board would result in 9 appointed
members, and only 11 directly elected by at-large members of the WSBA.
We appreciate the time and effort all concerned have contributed to these revisions, and your own desire to bring
this large project to conclusion during your term -on the Board. But with your election as President Elect,
presumably followed in turn by a term as President and thereafter another term as Immediate Past President, you
have an additional three years to directly address the revisions and amendments, and the serious concerns of
your membership.
Please do not adopt the current version of the proposed WSBA bylaw revisions and amendments. Please vote to
refer the proposed revisions and amendments back to the WSBA membership at large for further review and
comments.
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JWC:cc
cc:
file
DELIVERED VIA EMAIL:
William D. Hyslop, President, WSBA
shyslop@lukins.com
Robin L. Haynes, President-Elect, WSBA
robin@mcneicewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, Immediate Past President, WSBA
adgipe@shatzlaw.com
G. Kim Risenmay, Governor, District 1
kim@risenmaylaw.com
Karen D. Wilson, Treasurer and Governor, At Large
karendenise@kdwilsonlaw.com
Mario M. Cava, Governor, At Large
mario.cava@libertymutual.com
Rajeev Majumdar, Governor-Elect, Dist. 2
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
Washington local county bar associations via email address on fi le with WSBA
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Margaret Shane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebece<~ Bernard <RBERNARD@wapa-sep.wa.gov>
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 5:01 PM
Margaret Shane
Proposed changes to WSBA bylaws

There are severe objections being raised by many attorneys about changed to the bylaws. Many attorneys object to
new provisions which would take away from WSBA members the referendum right reg ard ing licensing fees. Many
attorneys object to provisions which would allow non-attorneys to be appointed to positions of authority over bar
members who are attorneys. Many attorneys object to provisions which would allow the President or the Committee
Chair to raise and discuss issues in secret instead of in a public meaning, thus frustrating the transparency of the
BOG.
These types of provisions seriously diminish the trust which many WSBA members have in their Bar Association. In
light of the fact that there is so much controversy over the new bylaws, wisdom requires that enactment of new
bylaws be delayed until there is more consensus within the Bar Association about what changes should and should
not be made to the bylaws.
Respectfully.

Rebecca Bernard
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Family Support Division
Grays Harbor County Prosecutor's Office
(360) 249-4075

Please Note: Your email is important to us. Our email system uses an aggressive SPAM Filter. If you have not received
a reply to your email, please call our office and we will add you to our SPAM Filter. Thank you.
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From: Gerry Alexander [mailto :qalexander@bqwp.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2016 1:57 PM
To: William D. Hyslop
Cc: 'ctm@olylaw.com'
Subject: WSBA Change of Name
Bill: I hope you don't mind me kibitzing on the proposa l to change the name of the Washington State
Bar Association to the Washington State Bar. I think the change of name is a bad idea and I am hopeful
that you and the Governors of the WSBA still have an open mind on this subject. I think it is important
to note in regard to this issue, that the State Bar Act of 1933, which is still on th e books, identifies the
bar of this State as the "Washington State Bar Association." Although I recognize that Washington's
courts and the WSBA rarely refer to that act, it was the Bar Act that caused Washington to join the ranks
of states with an integrated bar, Indeed, RCW 2.48.170 provides that "no person sha ll practice law in
this state ... unless he shall be an active member thereof." Jettisoning the name that is set forth in the bar
act amounts to a serious untethering of the WSBA's fealty to the act and would likely encourage those
who favor a bifurcated, rather t han integrated, bar. Going back to the situation that was exta nt prior to
1933 would, in my judgment, be a huge mistake. Thank you for considering my views and for passing
them on to the governors. Gerry

Gerry L. Alexander
Of Counsel
IBEAN, GENTRY, W HEELER & PETERNELL, PLLC
910 Lakeridge Way SW
Olympia, Washington 98502
Phone: (360) 357-2852 Fax: (360) 786-6943
galexander@bgwp. net www.bgwp.net
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September 20, 2016

Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
Seattle, WA 98101
Re:

Board of Governors' Meeting, September 29 & 30, 2016
Proposed WSBA bylaw amendments and revisions

Dear Governors:
The Grays Harbor County Bar Association (GHCBA) membership unanimously suppo1i and
endorse the letters from the San Juan County Bar Association and the Whatcom County Bar
Association requesting the scheduled hearing on the proposed changes and amendments to the
bylaws of the Washington State Bar Association, scheduled for September 29 and 30, 2016, be
postponed. The GHCBA requests that the proposed changes and amendments be referred back
to the members at large and the individual county bar associations for fmiher review and
comment.
Given the massive number of changes, additions, and deletions to the bylaws, the short review
and comment period, and the lack of outreach to county bar associations and current WSBA
members gives the current members inadequate access to the process that governs their
professional careers. At a recent bar meeting, a member of GHCBA brought up that she was
directed to wsba.org when requesting information about the bylaw changes and that the WSBA
had indicated it had posted the information on the website for everyone to review. Not only is
posting info1mation on a single website an ineffective form of disseminating it to a large
membership, but a link to infonnation regarding the proposed bylaws is not even on the home
page. When I looked for infonnation regarding the changes to the bylaws, I had to: (1) click the
link for lawyers on the homepage; (2) scroll down to the bottom of the page in the your legal
community section and click WSBA Committees, Boards, Panels, Councils, and Task Forces;
and (3) click Bylaws Work group on the left hand side of the page to bring me to the WSBA's
posted infonnation regarding the changes. There may be a shorter route to this information, but
the point is it is not obvious that there is an imminent vote on a voluminous change to the bylaws
for an attorney that is coming to the WSBA website for another reason, like purchasing a CLE.

1
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Grays Harbor County Bar Association membership respectfully requests that the WSBA not
adopt the cunent version of the proposed WSBA bylaw revisions and amendments. Please vote
to refer the revisions and amendments back to the members at large and the county bar
associations for further review and comment.

.:
I
.I
.l

.
. l

Sincerely,
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

Jtl,!t~
cc:

William D. Hyslop, President, shyslop@lukins.com
Robin L. Hayes, President-elect, robin@mcneicewheeler.com
Anthony David Gipe, hnmediate Past President, adgipe@shatzlaw.com
Pacific County Bar Association
Mason County Bar Association
_________:rhurston_Gmmty_BarAssociation_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~
Jefferson County Bar Association
Clallam County Bar Association
Lewis County Bar Association
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Mr. Rajeev Majumdar, Governor-Elect, District 2
Mr. Dan Bridges, Governor-Elect, District 9
Ms. Chris Meserve, Governor-Elect, District 10

September 22, 2016

Board of Governors
Washington State Bar Association
1345 - Fourth Avenue, Suite 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Dear Board of Governors:
We have watched the debate concerning the proposed amendments to the Bylaws, GR 12, and APRs.
We have reviewed many responses from members and Bar organizations. We write to share our
perspective, reached independently of each other, coming to the same conclusions.
Here, we assume all the amendments have value. Our concern is process. We have heard the Board' s
explanation to members that holding a special meeting in August for a first reading followed in short
order by a vote in September is standard. With the greatest of respect, that does not appear to be the
case as shown by a variety of other matters brought before the Board in the last few months.
We appreciate the time you put into this work and know you view it as the capstone of a long process.
We think, though, this is not "the end," but "the beginning of the end." These proposals deserve as
much opportunity for input and consideration as others coming before the Board, including Escalating
Costs of Civil Litigation, prayers at Indian Law seminars, etc. It is not enough to say there have been
meetings and a time for input. Members do not consider proposals such as this until they are in a final
form and these were not final until last month. Let the members consider them in a reasonable manner.
Our sense is this Board is not giving due weight to how this process is being viewed by the members.
We have heard you acknowledge it but we fear you are underestimating it. The members will, rightly or
wrongly, view this as rushed through before they could even figure out what was going on. They will
view the entire process, including town hall meetings pushed in on the eve of the vote, as contrived.
Again, we take no position whether that is true. However, insofar as the last few months the Bar News
has had on its cover everything except these proposals, members might have basis to argue the Bylaw
changes have been hidden in plain sight.
We agree members have a responsibility to be informed and participate. They are starting to now. Let
them continue. The members are asking for, and we support, more time. We acknowledge President
Hyslop's column in September discussed some (but not all) of the proposals. That is a good start but we
submit more needs to be done. We urge the Board to present these to the members beginning w ith a
cover story in the Bar News and a "pro and con" section within it. We encourage direct outreach at
local bar meetings, in publications, and e-mails to reach the greatest numbers of members possible.
These amendments change the very nature of what the Bar is. We submit they ought to be affirmatively
published and discussed at all levels consistent with that gravity.
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Board of Governors
September 22, 2016
Page -2-

We do not ask you to reject the proposals. We urge this Board vote to table them and establish a
timeframe for their meaningfu l consideration by the members before a final vote. We appreciate you
have traveled a long road to get to where you are, but for the sake of the Board, the members, and the
Bar as a whole, we urge you to act in a judicious manner. These bylaws, if passed, may last beyond our
mutual lifetimes. If it requires a few months to obtain a meaningful consensus of the members or to
create a better product, that is a small price to pay. The perception there was a rush to judgment could
create a wound which will take a decade or more to heal, if ever. We ask that you proceed carefu lly and
pause before this important final step.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Rajeev Majumdar
Governor-Elect, District 2

Dan Bridges
Governor-Elect, District 9

Christina Meserve,
Governor-Elect, District 10
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